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ABSTRÀC?

The focus of this practicum is on the educational

function of the social worker. Since there is little

Iiterature on this aspect of social work, this practicum

attempts to bring together adult education and social work

principles. The practicum was designed to explore the use

of experiential teaching/Iearningwithin feminist social

work practice. The context for the practicum l{as the

training of volunteers -- who were all women -- in a new

palliative care setting, Jocelyn House t

Manitoba.

in Wi nn ipeg 
'

The experiential teaching/learning methods which vtere

used and and which are described in the practicun report

include: Iecturette, some reading, written tasksr guided

imagery, role p1ay, body movement, and group interaction

through discussion, personal sharing and process

observaLion. The sessions for the volunteer training

prograrn at Jocelyn House are outlined and critiqued'

Experiential teaching/learning methods were used on the

prenise that their use woutd be congruent with the

principles of adult education and with feminist social work'

The literature reviewed was selected from social work,

adult education, Homen's issues, palliative care, and



volunteering. Such Iiterature supports the prenise that

experiential teaching/learning is congruent with adult

characteristics, adult Iearning, and adult growth and

development. Experiential teaching/Iearning appears to be

compatible with the ecological model of social work

practice. Àlso the adult education model of experiential

teaching/learning with applied feninist principles appears

to neet women's needs as Learners and as volunteers'

There are a number of prínciples common to experiential

teaching/Iearning r the person-centred counsellíng model, and

palliative care. The processes of Iearning, change, and

personal gro!¡th seem to have much in cornmon' Thus it

appears that some experiential methods may be suited to

working with terminally ilI patients' who are learners

through the process of adapting to their illness' In the

contex! of experiential teaching/IearningaJ'I individuals

involved are both learners and teachers.

- l1 -
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CHÀPTER I INTRODUETTON

In this chapter I shall oulline my goals and assumptions

for the practicumr provide some background to the practicum,

describe the setting and context for the practicum

experience" list the goals for the training program, and

outline the basis for evaluation.

U[ Goals and ÀsgunDtíong for the PractÍcum

I have been both a learner and a teacher in traditional

educational settings. I have also been both a learner and a

teacher in contexts in which adult characteristics, needs

and abilities informed the teaching/learning principles'

Experienc ing the contrast between the tvto approaches

motivated rne to explore experiential teaching/tearning

further. I was, at the time, coordinator of volunteers at

Jocelyn House, a residential facility for the terninally

iII. The above-mentioned factors led to my gÕals for this

practicun: first, to enhance rny skilts in experiential

teaching; second, to increase my knowledge in the areas of

adult learning, experiential teaching/learning process and

methods, palliative care, and how these might apply to, and

affect women.
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The Canadian Àssociation of Social workers Code of Ethics

(1983) s!ates in its PhilosoPhY

The profession of social ¡rork is founded on
ftr.tmunituti.n and egalitarian ideals' Social

"ãii.t" believe in tñe intrinsic north and dignity
;i èvery human being and are -committed to the
values ôf acceptancð, self-determination and
rãipuèt ot inili-viduarity. They. berieve in the
ã¡riéãtion of arr peópre, individuarlv ânq
ðãifécti"efy, to provide resources, services.and
opportunitiãå tor lhe overall benefit of humanity'
(p,2)

In approaching my practicum I made the following

assumptions: firstr that such values are shared by feminist

social workers, by many palliative care personnel, and by

many adult educators; secondr that experientiaJ'

teaching/Iearning is congruent with a number of adult

education principles; third, that palliative care principles

are compatible with such principles of adult learning;

fourthr that as a teacher I am also a learner'

I have chosen to use the first person pronoun in writing

this report because, as Turner (f983) sayst it "represents

the personal-political style of delivery by aIl

distinguished speakers. rt is also in keeping with

principles and beliefs inherent in the women's movenent" (p'

5). "Women need first and foremost to trust themselves and

their decisions and reclaim authority over their own

experiences" (David, 1980, p. 6). In addition, I believe it

better reflects adult learning principles'
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Much of present day adult education seems to be conducted

according to traditional educational principles and methods'

whether in a class of 20 ot 12Q, adult students are often

subjected to fact-Iaden l-ectures and assigned readings' rote

memorizing and examinations. In my recent experience as a

student there was littIe attenpt to tap the learner's

previous experience and knowledge as a resource. And there

was IittIe attempt to help students integrate current

learnings with what they already knew.

Such teaching is based primarily on pedagogical

principles pedagogy being defined as "the art and

science of teaching children" (Know1es, 1980, p. 40)' The

focus in pedagogy is on the teacher and on the subject

matter itself. The teacher is presumed to be the expert on

what should be taught and when and how. The teaching

process is the transmission of knowledge and skíI1s with

threat of failure or other punishment as motivation for the

studen! to learn. Learning is for predoninantly long-term

goals (e.g. a place in the work force sometime in the

future) . KnoHIes ( 1978 ) suggests that pedagogical

principles as ne have known them evolved from the early

teaching in the monastic schools of Europe. Between the

seventh and twelfth centuries ¡nonks prepared girIs and boys

to become nuns or monks -- or at least faithful members of

the church.
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Às novices ¡rere received into the monasteries to
prepare for a monastic life, it was necessary that
itt.V be t.aught. to read and write if they eere
latèr to use and transcribe the sacred books' The
teaching monks based their instruction on
assumptíons about what would be required. to
conträI the development of these children into
obedient, faithful , and efficient servants of the
church. (Knor,¡1es , 1978 ' P. 53)

The principles on which the monks based their teaching

becane generalized and, in the twentieth centuryr were

supported by educational psychologists who tirnited their

research to the reactions of children and animals to

didactic teaching (KnowIes, 1980). Educatíon in such terms

might be considered to be social controL.

women espec ially have Iearned well to be "obedient ,

faithful, and efficient servants". I have noticed Lhat

wornen students are often different from men in their life

focus/priorities. Men seem to focus primarily on their

studies toÌrards a career goal. Their famities are inportant

but not central. I perceive by comparison, that no matter

how important education may be to women, children and family

Iife take priority. The fact that Î{omen with family

responsibilities can fit studies into their Iives at aLl'

indicates just how much an education means to them' There

is support for this in the Iiterature (Reinke, ElIicolt'

Harris & Hancock ' 1985 ) .

Norman (1980) points out hoH the roles of men and women

differ. "The v¡ork of adult nales is supposed to largely

consist of earning a living and supporting a family" a

role which, for most, "enhances and perpetuates male power
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and prestige in relation to women. The main work of adult

$omen ... revolves around pleasing, servingr and assisting

rnen and children -- tasks which eventuate in a state of

dependency, passivity, and powerlessness.... [t]he roles of

wife and mother in our society require the subjugation of

self to the needs of others. This deprives a woman of her

identity in a very basic way" (p. 13). Yet assumptions are

made in research and the literature that wonen and men are

the same. It is not recognized that Ìromen see the v¡orld

differentty, have differing values, and grow and develop

differently from men (citligan, 1982).

From the literature and from my experience in leaching

and learning I note that aII adults have the capacity to

grow, develop, change, and learn throughout life' They have

developed preferred ways of èommunicating and learning'

Healthy mature adults ltho have met their basic needs (as

described by Maslow in Knowles ' 1980, p.28) ' see thenselves

as normally independent, self-directing and motivated to

develop increased competency to achieve their futL potential-

in life. Adults themselves are rich reservoirs of life

experience. They learn best when learning is related to

that experience and to real-life problems and tasks' and

when learning involves the individual in a holistic way'

Inmediate need to solve some puzzLe or complete some task is

the notivation to learn (Know1es, 1980).
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These characteristics of adults as learners have some

irnplications for teaching and learning. Since Learning is a

Iife-Iong process, any planned learning experience is not an

end in itself but rather part of the total process' The

focus shifts from the teacher and the teaching process to

the learner and the learning process. The teacher's role is

that of resource, helper, facilitator to create a

co-operative, nonjudgmental, flexible environment and a

teacher-learner relationship characterized by warmth,

acceptance, understanding (Rogers, 1969) and equality

(Knowles, 1980). The teacher models that which she wants

students to learn. Knol¡Ies (1980) uses the term andragogyt

"the art and science of helping adults learn" (p' a3)'

In working with women we may also note that women need

understanding of their differences from rnen and what

creenspan (1983) refers bo as "the social roots of ltheir]
personal pain" (P. 239).

women need a teaching/Iearning process which affirms

their values and empowers them to act on their own behalf

for their own bettermen!. In such a process beginnings --

that is, the first contact of the teacher and learner both

individually and within the group context -- r¡hich set the

tone as well as the ground ruLes, will be significant times'

The teacher needs to allow time for women to share and

discuss their experiences and she needs to give participants

constructive f eedbac k .
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rn my view experiential teaching/learning methods, where

tearning occurs by doing, is more congruent with

andragogical principles and empowerment than with

traditional pedagogical principles. From my experience with

experiential methods both as teacher and as student r I

perceive Iess disparity between teacher and student r more

attention to students as individuaLs with unique

experiences. The learning process seems tnore íntegrating,

more holistic, nore admitting of freedom to choose that

which will rneet individual and group needs. I experienced

such learning as often fun; sometimes painful; fuIfiIling;

stretching of me as a person and professional; and more

conduc ive to permanent change.

The Iiterature confirms that experiential

teaching/learning best ¡neets the needs of adult learners

because of its emphasis on learning as a continuous process

grounded in experience, a holistic process of adaptation to

the world, invo).ving interaction between the fearner and the

environment (Kotb, 1984). Kolb (1984) defines experiential

J.earning as "the process whereby knowledge is created

through the transformation of experience" (p. 38). The

I.lo¡nen's Se1f-help Network (1984) based on Paulo Freire's

popular education model (Freire, 1970') successfully uses

experiential nethods to help women to understand their

common experiences, and to learn the skiIls of developing

helping and helpful relationships to bring about change for

themselves and others.
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Principles of adult education as applied to training

volunteers in palliative (hospice) care have a number of

implications. First, the learning climate: The trainer

selects a physical environment shich is as little like a

schooL roorn as possible and actively develops congenial

trusting relationships. Goals for training reflect the

basic competencies and knowledge required in order to

perform volunteer Hork in palliative care' The teacher

r¡orks with the voLunteers individuatly to assess their

learning needs in relation to the required competencies and

knowledge and develop individual personal responses to meet

those needs self:-diagnosed Iself-assessed] need for

learning produces much greater motivation to Iearn than an

externally diagnosed [assessed] need" (Knowles, 1980)' rn

addition, volunteers often have relevant but additional

personal goals for themselves ' Exper i ent ial

teaching/Iearning methoils used are related as much as

possibte to personal as rvell as overall goals' volunteers

take responsibility for -- in addition to settíng goals for

themselves -- their own learning and self-evaluation' Since

learning is an ongoing process, self-evaluation is both an

affirnation of what has been learned, and an opportunity for

a reassessment of future learning needs (Hutton, 1987,

November).



Settino for PractícuÍl

The setting for my practicum experience was Jocelyn

House, a residential hospice for the care of terminally iIl

residents. I shall describe it in more detail in chapter II

in the seclion, Jocelyn House. Volunteers were an integral

part of care-giving. Their primary role tras to "provide

companionship" and to be a "heIpfuI caring presence to

residents and t.heir f amil-ies" (see Àppendix A). Training

and orientation of these volunteers was the context in which

experient.íaI teaching/Iearning process and nethods \{ere

used "

The overall goals of training were based on the knowledge

and skil1s volunteers needed in order to carry out their

work. They are as follows:

1" to clarify one's personal thoughts and feelings about

dying, death and loss in relation to self and others.

to understand the specific needs of lhe dying person

and their fani lY.

to identify and use appropriate responses to these

needs.

to improve skiIls of communicating with the dying and

bereaved -- including enpathíc Iistening skills.

to understand one's own reason for undertaking this

volunteer work.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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6. to understand the philosophy ' objectives and

organization of Jocelyn House.

7. to understand the policy and job descriptions for

volunteers at JoceIYn House.

8. to identify the specific role (s)he might assume âs a

volunteer.

9. to establish relationships necessary

a) t.o work as part of the team of volunteers, staff,

and boa rd.

b) for mutual support.

10. to understand the effects of cancer on the

individual .

11. to be able to assist residents (patients) with moving

about '

12. t.o be able to provide comfort measures to residents'

ExperientiaL teaching/Iearning is particularly relevant for

the purposes of this practicun in meeting goals 1 to 5' 8

and g, Because at the time of this practicun the

volunteers, staff, and residents of Jocelyn House were aII

women, when referring to them in this reporL I sha}l use the

feminine pronoun.
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Eva IuaÈ i on

GoaIs for training and the volunteers' personal 9oa1s --

that is, the degree to r¡hich they are achieved -- formed the

basis for evaluation of volunteers' progressr and hence

allowed the trainer/teacher to make inferences about the

effectiveness of t.he volunteer training program consisting

almost exclusively of experiential nethods. The IiteraEure

review also aided in evaluating the practicum experience'

In Chapter II I shall describe my practicun experience,

that of teaching volunteers-in-training, using experiential

process and methods, to work l¡ith the terminally iIl

residents of Jocelyn House. Chapter III is a revier¡ of the

Iiterature on topics related to my practicum' Chapter IV

evaluates the volunteers' progress, the practicum

experience, and finallyr evaluates my learning'



CHåPTER TI PRÀCTICT'M EXPERIENCE

In order to place my practicum experience within a

context I shall begin by describing the setting' that is,

Jocelyn House ' and the role of the volunteer there. I sha1l

also describe the process of selecting volunteers " the

cornposition of the group' the overall training program and

the physical setting for training. I shall describe the

beginnings of t.he group, the work phase ' elaborating on

experiential teaching/Iearning methods used, and the

ending/transition Phase.

Context for Practicurn

Setting for Volunteer ino

itocelvn House (see Àooendix !).

Jocelyn House is a recently-opened home for the care of

up to five or six adults eho are terminally i1Ì: not sick

enough to require hospital care yet not well enough to live

at home alone; alert and able to take some responsibility

for their own care; not prone to violence or confusion'

They must be cognizan! of their terminal condition' that is'

of having weeks or tnonths as opposed to years to live' At

the time of this practicum up to three residents could be

cared for at the house.

-12-
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The intent of the House is to provide a home-Iike

atmosphere r¡here residents can have as much freedom and

self-deter¡nination, as we1I as support, as is possible given

the legal restraints of the non-professional status of the

Care l"¡orkers' the resident's physical condition and the

Limitations imposed by respecting the rights and freedom of

other residents.

Staff assísted by volunteers rnaintain the home, prepare

mea1s, do laundry and so forth, provide emotional support

and companionship to both residents and close family, and

give assistance with personal care as required' Residents

are encouraged to take part in household and recreati'ona1

activities as lhey are able and willing.

Role of volunteers.

The primary role of the volunteer is to provide

conpanionship and be a helpful caring presence to residents

in whalever ways are appropriate to both: visiting'

accompanying on a walk or drive or other outingr driving to

the doctor's or other appointment, assisting with chosen

activities like crafts, baking, gardening. only secondarily

nay volunteers be called upon to assist with household and

secretarial tasks. volunteers are required to commit

themselves to a training program and, following training, to

make a minimun commitmenl of three hours per week for a six

nonth period. (see Àppendix B for volunteer Job

Description)
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Formation of Trainino Grouo

RecruitrnenÈ ånd selection of volunteers.

volunteers vrere recruited from the community at large'

Some had seen a notice in their church bulletin the previous

summer; for most r word of mouth about the House and service

prornpted them to phone and enquire abouÈ the volunteer

program. A prospective volunteer was mailed a package which

contained information about the House r a volunteer

information (application) f orm, and an "attítudes"

questionnaire (see Àppendix C). The latter two they brought

completed to an interview with the coordinator of

volunteers. In addition ' the prospective volunteer

indicated her educational background, work and volunteer

experience, hobbies and interests, and the specific

volunteer activities she was willing and able to perform'

In a sense this interview was the first step in the

training program. It was an opportunity for h€ r as

coordinator, to provide information on the training program

and some of the expectations of volunteers during the

training; for the two of us to begin to get to know and feel

confortable with each other; for the prospective volunteer

to begin to assess the appropriateness of the program for

herself and to begin to formulate goals for herseLf'

The sections of the mailed out forns related to goals for

volunteering; the prospective volunteer's attitudes toHardt

and experience of, dying, death, and loss; self-appraisal of
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her nalurity' outlook on life, ability to work as a team

member, ability to seek help when necessary; and her

attitudes regarding religious faiths. Àll formed the basis

for discussion at the screening interview.

The volunteer's role as team member and conpanion to

residents and their families required that volunteers

espouse the vaLues of respect for individuals,

self-determination, individuality, as much independence as

is possible; have some basic communication skills r âD

openness to learn, emotional maturity and stability, warmth,

empathy, tact and discretion, dependability and flexibility;

and a willingness to seek help for themselves as needed'

The interview provided an opportunity for the coordinator lo

assess an individual's suitability on the basis of these

qualities. I tried to create as relaxed and informal an

interview as possible'

Two najor contraindications to volunteering at Jocelyn

House were clearly unresolved pas! losses or other major

stressors within the family; or an intent to pronote her own

religious views with residents, workers r o! other

volunteers. rt was hoped that the interview and/or the

trainíng program would facílitate trainees thernselves coming

to the conclusion if training was not appropriate for them'

on the final evaluation form (see Appendix I) voÌunteers

were asked to what extent the "a!titudes" questionnaire and
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initial interview contributed to their clarification of

their attitudes to death, dying and loss. Responses

included "Iots", "a necessary and valuable exercise",

"helped me crystallize feelings about and attitudes toe¡ard

this subject no! often in the forefront of thinking",

"helped my understanding of what Jocelyn House stands for"'

conpggili-en of TEei¡i¡-q Grouo"

Fifteen prospective volunteers vtere screened to

participate in training ( inc).uding one board member) ' All

were women. No men had applied. Of the fifteen applicants,

four withdrew before training began, tvto t'¡ithdrew during the

sessions. Reasons given were: moving out of province, too

much family responsibility at that time, personal reasons '

They came to the decision that volunteering at Jocelyn House

was not appropriate for them at that time. Of the four

staff members invited to participate as part of their

orienta!ion/training, one completed the courser one came to

two sessions, two came to none" In additionr one regular

teenage volunteer who helped with supper preparation

requesled to join the group and was an active participant in

Sessions v to vIII. Average attendance of participants at

training sessions was 87%. Reasons cited for absence

included: holidays, previous commitment, iIlness, work'

The group of ten volunteers had diverse backgrounds yet

many commonalities. Education varied from Grade I to a
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Master's degree. Àge ranged from fifteen years to rniddle

age. Three were single, tvto ¡vere married with no fanilyt

tr¡o were married with young family, three were rnarried and

their family had left hone. Types of current work included

four clerical, four mainly homemakers, one professional, one

mainly student. Interests included sewing, reading' hiking

and other sports, card and board games, competitive

shooting, nature studyr music. The group had in common that

they all had suffered loss and aII were desirous of being of

help to other s .

Overview of Traininq ProoråÍl

P1ann i no .

The overall goals of the traíning program vtere to

facilitate the volunteer (and staff) trainee both to learn

the knowledge and ski1ls necessary to be effective as

volunteer (and staff) in hospice care and also to reflect on

the specific role they personally might assume as a member

of the hospice care team. The lhird overall goa1 r¡as to

establish relationships necessary to work as a team member

and for mutual support (mutual acceptance r encouragement t

assistance ) (see Àppendix E).

In planning the training program to achieve these goa1s

and objectives I considered topics and leaching methods

which would first, facilitate learning to meet the
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objectives; second, provide a well-rounded variety of

activities and instructors; third, balance continuity with

variety; fourthr balance trainees' involvement with thal of

the trainer' guests and with each other; fifth, provide

challenge for as tnany trainees as possible without being

perceived as too threatening lo any; and sixth, provide a

Iearning experience for ¡ne.

This was the second training program for volunteers r¡hich

I had conducted at Jocelyn House. Therefore I took the

evaluative comments of the first group of volunteers into

consideration in the Plann i ng .

cuests were invited to present topics in which they had

expertise. For example, palliative care nurses led

discussion on the effects and treatment of cancer and

ter¡ninal illness. The chair of Jocelyn House board spoke on

Jocelyn House philosophy, goaIs, and organization' I tried

to order topics and activities in a logical sequence for

learning but had to modify my plans according to guests'

avaitability. Àppendix E outlines the training sessions,

objectivesr agenila and content as they occurred'

Phvsicaf Settino for Trainino.

Shulman (1984) comments on the importance of the physical

setting to a successful fulfilment of the purpose of the

group. The meeting place for the training group was the

lounge in a local church haII. It was chosen for its

proximity Èo Jocelyn House ' ease of access by public and
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private transportation, parking facilities¡ and its
potential inpact on the group's ability to work toward its
goals. The room itself was small enough to engender

cLoseness, and large enough to allow for enough space

between members, between small working groups r between

dyads, and so forth. The soft colours, moderate lighting'
carpeted floor, comfortable yet moveable chairs, pictures

and posters contributed to an informaf atnosphere which

would facilitate relaxation, encourage informal interactions

and the letting down of barriers.

Beoinninos

The beginning of a group is a formative phase, a time

when group members are cautious and tentative, making

tentative assessments of each other and lheir leader,

searching for commonalities, testing for developing

relationships, testing out the leader, searching for answers

to guestions; What is going to happen? What is expected of

me? Hor¡ is the group going to function? (Shutman 
' 1984).

Therefore "in the beginning stager the ¡rorker's central task

is to ensure that a group develops patterns of relating and

patterns of task accomplishment that facilitate functioning"
(Toseland & Rivas, 1984, p. 161 ) .

In the volunteer training group the beginning phase took

the first session and the first period of the subsequent two

sessions, in part because of the addition of new menbers at

each of these sessions,



r shall discuss this Phase under

Stage, Contracting, Introductions,

Work, Ending lhe First Session.

IniËial Staoe
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the headings: rnitial
setting the Stage for

In preparing the room r left the chairs in a fairly Iarge

circle expecting twelve people. As people came I gave out

narne tags and noLes on each of debriefing, journaling,

communication skiIIs (appendix r) as vrell as overall goals

and topics for training. Music was playing softly in the

background' Tea and coffee were available for participants

to help themselves. Objectives for the session were on a

flip chart. I welcomed each by name as they arrived and

introduced them to others. I noticed that people generally

seemed awkward, holding back. They did litt1e chatting'

rather tended to focus on reading the handouts'

Àfter time to begin there were only seven present ' I

invited the group to pull in the chairs to a smaller circle,

eLirninating lhe empty chairs. rtnmediately people seened to

loosen up and began chatting and asking questions of me'

This quite naturally led into my planned introductory

remarks as foLlows. r explained rny purpose and intended use

for audiotaping the sessions. I requested and received

their permission to record the sessions.
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contractino

Next, in order to provide a sense of structure, I moved

into what Shulman (1984) calls the contracting Process:

clarifying purpose, clarifying role, and reaching for

client feedback" (p. 198). Together we looked over the

overall objectives. I outlined how I planned to proceed

with the sessions including checking in at the beginning,

and debriefing and evaluation of the session at the

conclusion of each session. Guests were invited to make

presentations on some topics. I explained that my role was

to coordinate the different aspects of the prograrn, to teach

some areas, to be a resource for group members as

índividuals and as a group, to answer questions, to

facilitate, to be a listening ear. This role of the teacher

is consistent Hith andragogical (Knowles, 1980) and popular

education principles (women's seff-heIp Network, 1984 ) . I

said r hoped that they would participate freely and fully,
ask questions, give feedback and mutual support to each

other, take responsibility for deating with emotional

issues, and notify me when they were unable to attend

sessions.

I allowed time for questions and feedback but did not

actively soticit it. Metnbers expressed the desire to have a

Iist of participants' names, addresses and phone numbers to

facilitate contacts. I sought and received aI1 members'

permission Èo circulate such a tist. Other issues such as

parking and car pooling were discussed.
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I n! roduc t i ons

The advantage of introductions is that they he]'p
group membeís break the ice and begin to speak
iigÌti from the beginning of the group' In
adåition, the workèr conveys to them the sense
tttut knówing each other witl be important'
(shulman , 1984, P. 198)

I asked that each of us introduce herself forrnally to the

group by stating briefly what brought her to volunteer at

Jocelyn House. My purpose nas to help the group find their

commonalitíes, to give them a starting point for

interaction, to begin the process of developing trust

(Toseland & Rivas, 1984). r began. Menbers followed in

turn, some telling, in addition, of their excitement and

expectations of the sessions. others listened and sometimes

responded. The ensuing break provided opportunity for

informal interactions. Everyone seemed to be part of a

small knot in conver sat ion.

Con!racting and Introductions were repeated briefly in

Sessions II and III to incfude new members' In sessíon II,

I asked those present the first week to introduce themselves

by saying what for them r¡as the most important learning from

Session I. Responses included learnings fron activities in

the latter part of Session I. One said, "the warmth and

sense of immediate group". rn the evaLuation new members

stated they felt welcomed and included in the group and, to

some degree, "brought up to date" on what had happened in

session I "
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By Session III participants ¡.tere to begin in small groups

of four or five participants. I invited each small group to

find their own nay of including and bringing up to date new

members. Both new members in evaluation said they felt
welcomed and i nc luded .

As Shulman (1984) points out "it is important to
recognize the entrance of the new group menbers and help

thern connect to the group, but ... a mistake to take a great

deal of lime to start again" (p. 205). Therefore I tried to

include new nembers in ways that were useful also to lhe

non-new membe r s .

Settíno the Staoe for lilork

My purposes ín the remainder of Session I was to
introduce learning experiences which would first, provide

some food for thought; second, indicate the kinds of

Iearning activities they could expect ín this training
prograrn; and third, balance group process with group task.

"First sessions are important because they lay a foundation,

a groundwork for difficult tasks to f oIlowr' (Shul¡nan, 1984,

p. 21 4). Therefore I led the group in three different types

of activities: guided imagery, a written task, an exercise

related to space and distance.

The guided imagery related

seLf-awareness. I asked participants
to

to

relaxation and

get as confortable
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and relaxed as possible' close their eyes, concentrate on

breathing deeply and become asare of body and relax tense

muscles, to be aware of thoughts and set them aside, to

concentrate on how they were feeling.

Group nernbers reported this exercise had facilitated

relaxation to a greater degree than it increased their

awareness of themsel'ves. Two consc iously used this

technique during the subsequent week although I had not

specified that I hoped they would try this method of

relaxation "

Next I asked participants to respond in writing to a

series of questions or statements a terminally i11 person

might make (see Àppendix G). My intent was to help then see

the need for active tistening skiIIs, to provide a base

against which each of them and I could measure their

progress (t intended thetn to conplele thê same task at the

conclusion of training), and to raise some issues which

terminally ilL people might face. In discussion, members

themselves raised a number of important issues: the need to

understand the meaning and feelings behind a question or

statement, the Iistener as sounding board or mirror,

cultural influences affecting comrnunication, the desire not

to impose one's own beLiefs.

The purpose of the "space and distance" activity was to

increase awareness of the significant effects of space and

distance on conmunication. I asked participants to carry on
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a conversation while first, A is standing, B is sitting on

the floor; second, while standing back to back, moving away

from each other, turning, then moving uncomfortably close,

and stepping back to a comfortable distance.

The discussion which followed raised the feelings related

to the physical positions. Participants cited everyday

situations in Ìrhich these occur. They related these to

Jocelyn House residents' need for cornmunication on the same

physical height, making eye conlact, need for comfortable

distance, respect for residents' "territory" (their room).

The staff member raised the issue of confidentiality and I

responded by stating my ground rules for talking about

residents vrithin the training group. Residents $tere not to

be mentioned by name. Intimate details about residents h'ere

not be be disclosed. Four out of seven participants stated

most important learning from Session I was in learnings from

the exerc i se ilescribed above.

Endino This Session

In closing I asked for "unfinished business", final
questions, and comments. I requested parLicipants to read

the handout on Communication Skills and also to think about

specific individual goals for themselves.

ÀII group members participated actively in the activities

and contributed to group discussion. Two members were most
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vocal, self-disclosing and expressing ideas and opinions

openly, spontaneously and, in my judgnent, appropriately'

They seemed to stinulate others also to participate'

Comments addressed to each other as weII as to rllê r r¡ere

supportive and showed a desire to understand' Three

members' verbal participation was average' Two spoke

voluntarily only once or twice. They seerned nevertheless

involved" One moved to sit beside another in what I

perceived to be a supportive gesture.

By the end of the first Session there was a sense of

ourselves as a group, a willingness to share with and learn

from each other, some commonalities discovered, some trust

r+as buiIt, some connections and tentative ties were made '

The group seemed to be moving beyond the Beginning Phase'

9lork Phage

During the Work Phase through a baLance of task and

process-oriented activities, the group as individuals get to

know one another, build trus! and deveJ-op ties and group

cohesion. Menbers feel a personal commitment to each other'

The group environment becomes a safe place to air

ilifferences and conflicts. The group feels good about their

efforts and about each olher. The bulk of the group

objectives wiII be achieved during this phase' In the

training group it included Sessions II to VIII (see

Àppendix E).
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In discussing the work Phase I shall discuss first' my

responsibilities as group leader; second, the experiential

t.eaching methods I used and ny role in then; and third, the

progress of the group through this Work Phase '

Resoons ibi l it ies of Grouo I''eader

r sha1I use Toseland and Rivas' (1984) classification of

leader responsibilities, discussing them under the following

headings: preparing for group meetings' structuring the

group's work, helping nembers achieve their goals,

nonitoring and evaluating.

Preoarinq for GrouD Meet ino3.

Às nentioned eartier, I planned the overall program to

meet the overall objectives for training' Guests l¡ere

invit.ed and general plans made welI before the sessions

began. In preparing each week for individual sessions I

took into consideration group and individual needs as I

perceived them and how best to meet those needs; andt

modified the upcoming session's objectives and activities

accordingly. For exarnple: since there v¡as little time for

discussion and debriefing following guests' presentation

(Session II), r p).anned that as the focus for small group

discussion at the beginning of the subsequent session' "The

continuous cycle of assessment, modification, and

reassessment is the nethod by ¡vhich the leader ensures
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goals" (Toseland & Rivas '

Structurino the GrouÞLE ¡{ork.

I am here using structure to refer to "the degree to

which planned, systematic, tine-Iimited interventions are

used to help clients change in desired direc!ions"

(Toseland & Rivas' 1984). Interventions, in this case, are

the teaching/Iearning methods. clients are the volunteers

(and staff) in training. Desired directions are the goals

and objectives of training.

The goals and objectives are specific and relatively

circumscribed in order to prepare voLunLeers (and staff) for

their duties. Therefore the sessions were fairly highLy

struclured by me. I tried to allow sufficient flexibility

to take into consideration unforeseen individual and group

needs. Because a major goaI was to develop relationships,

and a sense of tean and mutual supportr I tried to balance

knowledge and skill development activilies with activities

designed primarily to develop individual growth'

interpersonal relationships and group process (women's

Self-help Network ' 1984). Many activities met both task and

socioemotional needs. For example: as participants were

practicing the interpersonal communication skills with each

other, they were communicating, building trust and

re Iat i onships.
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In structuring each session, I wrote objectives for the

session on a flip chart and verbally oullined the agenda at

the begínning of the session. I planned to further begin

each session with a "checking in" period and to end each

session with summary, evaluation of the session, debriefingt

and finaIIy, highlighting expectations for the following

session.

Heloina Members Àchieve Their Goals"

The leadership task was focused on meeting Eraining goals

in preparing volunteers for their work at Jocelyn House'

NeverÈheless in recognizing the individual's goals I was

acknowledging the importance of each individual's particular

interests.

while I requesteil individual participants to formufate

their individual goals for training' I did not provide a

mechanisrn whereby I could learn what they were (so that I

could help members achieve then) and where some individuals

did ¡nention some goals in the group as a whole during

Sessions I and II, I did not mentally note them. Nor did I

raise this issue in subsequent sessions. Little wonder that

in the final evaluation five of the individuals who

completed the evaluation checked that their learning goals

were met only "to some degree" ! Two were met "to a great

degree" (see ÀPPendix I ).
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"Monitoring and evaluating provide

is useful in developing, modifying'

in maintaining the functioning ... of

(Toseland & Rivas, 1984, P. 213).
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feedback ... Iwhich]

and changing plans and

the group as a whole"

For each session I prepared an evaluation form (see

Appendix H) which volunteers (and staff) were to complete

either at the close of the session or at the beginning of

the next. At the end of training I prepared an overall

evaluation (see Àppendix r) which r nailed along with a

stamped self-addressed enveÌope to each volunteer. In

preparing the evaluation forms I attempted to encourage

completion of them by using a check-off format (rating scale

of 1 to 5) with space for additional comments. There v¡as an

overall return taEe of. 73%, returns dropping off latterl-y.

r realize r was relying more on thern being completed at

home. I further wondered if evaluat ions were becoming

boring (f naa changed the format very little). There nas a

64% return on the nail-out evaluation fairly good

considering I had left Jocelyn House by this time!

Informally I sought verbal feedback. I took aIl

evaluative feedback into consideration in planning and/or

modifying activities to meet group and individual needs from

session to session. I tried to convey to participants the

importance of their evaluat ions.
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Exoeriential Teach i no/f..ea rn í no MethoðB

Now I sha1l describe and discuss the experiential

teaching/learning methods (interventions) which r used in

the work phase of the group. r have classified then as do

I.talter and Marks ( 1981 ) into three types: central,

classical, and supporting methods. central methods foster

the developmen! of other change processes. Learning is

self-discovered and self-appropriated. Of these methods I

used exercises, group interaction, role playing, and body

novenent. CIassicaI methods are the traditionally used

teaching methods which are not in and of thetnselves

experiential, but because they provide the structure and

organization for change (Iearning) ttrey are indispensable to

it. Of these methods I used case, lecture, reading, and

r¡ritten tasks. Supporting methods are those whiêh cannot

stand by themselves but which contribute much to learning

when used in conjunction vtith other methods. Of these I

used process observation, alone tine, guided inagery, and

audio-visuaL aids. Usually the activities I used involved a

combination of two or more of the above tnethods.

Exercisee (Centra1 ttethoil).

In teaching basic interpersonal communication skills I

used a combination of teaching nethods. First I gave a

Iecturette on the communication process nhich I had outlined

on a flip chart (audio-visual aid). Then r asked the group
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to practice in dyads sending messages by rnaking

statenents (sharing their individual goals as was

appropriate for each) using attending behaviour and

paraphrasing. Sone dyads did IittIe paraphrasing' I

suspect (although I did not check it out) that this exercise

occurred too early in the group process' that individuals

felt too new' they did not know each other well enough'

(the group feeling with which Session I closed did not carry

over to Session II due to the addition of four mernbers) '

Nevertheless, discussion in the total group confirmed

Iearn ings from the exercide.

rn their evaluations, volunteers confirmed that the

session generally facilitated r'¡eII their understanding of

the importance of the basic communication skiIIs and that

practice, while hetpful , was insufficient for most to feel

confident in their use. Trvo indicated they wanted more

practice but at a later session. one suggested having a

guest at Session II' to give background theory. This seemed

appropriate to me for two reasons. Oner theory would help

volunteers more spec i f icalty to see the need for

conmunication skiIls. Second, theory, Iecture, discussion

is less threatening a means to help individuals get to knov

one another. Communication skiIIs would be easier to

practice later.

There was insufficient
behaviour descriPtion

specif ically. I nade

time in the session to Practice

and reflection of feel ings

t.he judgment that the liveIY
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discussion provided more learning at that point than

attempting to include practice of addiÈiona1 skil1s.

The handout on Communication Skilts was a means of

consolidating and clarifying the learnings from this session

and providing some additional relevant information which I

planned to introduce more casually as i! was raised in the

context of other activities (eg. barriers to communication,

ethics, confidentiality). I further hoped the reading mighL

increase volunteers' motivation to practice the skilIs in

their daily lives. written evaluations indicated the

handout to be very useful in facilitating understanding of

the communication process, active listening and the

importance of allowing the speaker (at least in a helping

situation) to determine the direction of the conversation.

At the following session we again practiced paraphrasing,

with a few differences. First I led into the exercise r'¡ith

guided imagery (which I will discuss later under supporting

nethods), one purpose of which was to increase

self-a¡rareness and the ability to tune in to others.

Second, I divided participants into triads to filI the roles

of speaker, listener and observer to give feedback to the

speaker and listener. Third, I asked the speaker to make an

"I feel ..." statement related to the previous activity.
(This had the added advantage of debriefing the guided

fantasy activity.) Each member of the triad took each role

in turn .
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Since guests were scheduled, time did not perrnit

discussion f ol3-owing this exercise. Evaluations indicated

some perceived inprovement in participants' ability to

respond to both content and feeting by paraphrasing, some

attempt to use comnunication skills in daily lives and,

finalIy, together l¡ith guests' presentation on effects of

cancer and terrninal illness on the individual ' more apparent

tie between communication skiIls and their role at Jocelyn

House.

Group Interaction (Central Methodl).

AIt training activities occurred

interaction because this was a keY

goals for training. Most training

a whole, some in two or three small

three-person interaction.

in the. context of grouP

factor in the meeting of

occurred in the group as

groups, some in two- or

Àb Session v foLlo$ing the film, "Jocelyn", I led an

activity in the group as a whole on Loss. volunteers

expressed thoughts about Iosses which residents of Jocelyn

House might experience (eg. home, independence). rn "alone

time" they reflected on losses and associated feelings which

lhey had experienced, then shared this with one other person

(Iistener to use empathic Iistening skilLs). Some dyads

needed more time than I had allowed and I made the judgment

that it vras more important to allow thern tine to finish and

trust them on their own to rnake the connection between their

own and Jocelyn House residents' feelings and needs' I
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closed the session in a circle with a mutual

st rength/ suppor t guided imagery exercise.

Evaluations indicated appreciation for sharing losses and

feelings, "talking honestly", "this empathic Aroup",

1-istening to ot.hers !¡ith understanding. one member' and I

agree with her, said she thought the group ended too

abruptly -- that they needed discussion in the group as a

¡rho1e.

The large group was the context for personal sharing:

each making an "r feel ..." statement (Session v), each

sharing a srnall part of her life story through sone article,
poem, collage, picture, or other means r in a way and at a

level appropriate to her. The group invited the Jocelyn

House resident who had made the presentation during the

first part of session vI , to remain. "We have gotten to

know you, we'd like you to get to know us." Sorne spoke nore

personally than others. Some very personal connections vtere

made, some tears were shared. One volunteer said afterwards

that she would tike to have been able to express her

feelings rnore fu1Iy instead of holding back the tears. I

noticed that when lears were close for someoner some others

would try to tighten the mood. I experienced a dilemma in

that it seemed important to modeì in this group dealing with

the feelings of both residents and fellow workers. On the

other hand, I recognized that some members did not seem

ready to deal with such feelings in the group setting. Às
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r,¡eI1, I thought it important to recognize the group

objectives. This e¡as not a therapy group' Therefore, I

chose to deal with the situation by a]'Iowing and

acknowledging the feeling/tears, inviting the two who seemed

to have touched each other to sit together' They chose not

to. I closed the session in a circle l¡ith a mutual

strength/support guided imagery exercise' In retrospect r

wish I had tatked wilh the group about this experience at a

subsequent session. Evaluations indicated that sharing

parts of their life stories was general)-y a very useful

activity in bringing the group closer and building a sense

of team. There nas strong feeling that the activity should

be included in future training courses'

croup interaction incorporated other teaching/Iearning

methods such as role PIay, "case" presentation, process

observation, guided imagery/support, film' r will discuss

these later in this section. The group was also the setting

for guests' presenta!ions (see Appendix E)' Each of these

involved active particípation by volunteers from discussion

to involvement in activities. Evaluations indicated the

guests' presentations generally provided significant

learning. The guests in Session VIIr however, seemed to

present redundant material and failed to present those

aspects of terminal illness which I had hoped for '

EvaLuations substantiated rny opinion that this was one of

the less useful sessions. In retrospect I would Iike to

have led activities re}ated to ''f ear''. individuals, whether
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well- or terminally it1 usually have a number of fears

related to dying and death. 1p¿¡¡i56n [1978J describes

eight.) How individuals cope with their fears determines,

at least in part, how they cope with dying and death in

thenselves or others. I could have built on other sessÍons

in a t{ay that guests could not. The Physiotherapist

(session VIII) demonstrated well some comfort measures and

hetping patients move, but there was insufficient time for

individuals to practice the skills she was teaching.

Discussion and debriefing following other activities:

exercises, role play, fiIm, experiential lecturetter guided

imagery was another form of group interaction in the group

as a who1e. GeneraIIy important issues were raised in these

interactions and generally there was too Iittle time,

especially in latter sessions, for discussion and

debr i ef ing.

r also used small group interaction. Initially I had

anticipated the training group would have up to 16 members'

I therefore planned to divíde the group into three small

groups for purposes of "checking in" at the beginníng and

"debriefing" at the close of each session, and for some

exercises. Some members who are reticent about speaking out

in the large group may feel more freedom and opportunity to

participate in a smaller group. For several reasons these

snall groups did not serve their purpose. Members often

straggled in at the beginning leaving too often one person
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alone in a small group for a period of time' Discussion in

smaIl groups was often not on topic. Irregular attendance

in thè early sessions contributed to members being at

different stages of readiness to self-disclose' In

addition, guidelines for the small group task were not

clear. Because of the personal nature of the laskt there was

no requirement to "report back". Therefore there was lack

of accountability. Furthermore, designated facilitators

were not always present. one attended only two sessions'

The smalt group which seemed to function best had a

facilitator with social work training. She attended every

session and often assumed the role of encourager in the

Iarge grouP also.

I chose facilitators from the participants before

sessioirs started. I think the smal). groups would have had

more chance of success if I had spent time wíth the

facilitators reviewing faciLitating skitts, discussing my

expectations in more detail and making a contract nith them'

The total group finatly consolidated to eleven members

(by Session VII). My assessment was that the group of

eleven interacted fairly weII and felt a "group sense" in

the larger group. Therefore we worked more in the larger

group. In the total group I was better able to assess the

needs of individuals. Sotne sessions triggered strong

ernotions for sone participants. The group as a whole was

able to offer suPPort to then.
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asFinaIly I used two- and three-person interaction

a ). ready discussed under Exercises.

Role Plavino (Centra1 t{ethodl).

I used role playing only once (session Iv) leading into

it with a brief lecturetle on the connection betr'teen

communication and ernpathic skills and leveIs of empathy.

Guided imagery helped participants to focus. RoIe playing

Ì¡as interspersed and concluded with discussion. The

purposes of role playing were firstr to understand better

the experience of the terminally i11, and second, to

practice empathic responses using active Iistening skills.
Toseland and Rivas (1984) say "role playing techniques

increase me¡nbers' awareness and understanding of their

interpersonal skiIls, and produce behavior changes by

providing members with corrective feedback and the

opportuníty to practice improved responses in the sheltered

environment of the group" (p. 226). Two volunteers in turn

played the Iistener roLe. They experienced some difficulty
in putting into practice the skitls they had been learning.

Someone spoke about the phoniness of this situation. I

pointed out that nevertheless the feelings of the "players"

were real. Tt{o otherwise relatively silent members each

gave supportive and helpful comments to the role players.

There nas much significant discussion, and finally, positive

feedback about the learning benefits of role playing, and

requests for more. Some made an additional reguest to
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observe a situation "modelled". I think this would have

been helpful. My further assessment is that this activity

would have been tnore pertinent following sessions on Loss,

Ef fects oÍ. Chemotherapy ' and Psychosoc ial Aspects of

Terminal IIIness.

EvaluaLions indicated aII me¡nbers saw the relevance of

active listening skitls in providing support to residents

and their families. rncreasing numbers were using these

skiIIs in their everyday Iives. Reflection of feelings and

behaviour description were Iess used. For two volunteers

Iearnings from role play was the most significant learning

of the day (a fulI daY).

Bode ltove¡nent (Central Methodl).

This method covers a wide variety of physical activities

!o develop and enhance personal awareness and reduce

tension. I used deep breathing, relaxation, physical

contact in conjunction with guided imagery. r shaIl discuss

these under the use of guided irnagery.

caEe (clagsicaL Methoil).

I did not use the case method in the classical sense of

reading and discussing case studies. I used a more personal

variãtion. I invited a Jocelyn House resident to talk

infornally with volunteers and staff about her experience

with Chemotherapy so that they might Iearn in a personal way

the physicat, emotional and social effects of chenotherapy
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on an individual, and how volunteers and staff can be most

helpful to such people. The informal atmosphere already

established facilitated the guest speaking more personally

and invited volunteers to interject their comments and

questions. Discussion flowed easily and spontaneously with

a focus on the guest as a person. Two volunteers t

relatively silent group members up to this sessionr took a

more verbally active part, each speculaling on horv she couLd

be involved as a voLunteer with this resident and each being

verbally supportive of her. Three members did not

contribute to the discussion although they appeared

i nvolved,

EvaLuations indicated this presentation had very positive

Iearning outcotnes in relation !o the objectives' In

addition, comments indicated the discussion gave relevance

and purpose to J.earnings up to this point in training,

helped make volunteering a challenge, and helped volunteers

see and treat residents as "normal" human beings' Some of

lhe anxiety about volunteering seemed to be alleviated' In

my judgment this sessíon seemed well-p)-aced sequentially in

the training program for it also set the stage for the next

present.ation on Psychosocial Aspects of Terminal Illness'
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Exoeriential f.,ecture (Classícat Methodl) "

I used the experiential lecture or lecturette nethod

lhree times during the Work Phase. The first tirne ¡ras in

Session II, as a means of reviewing the learnings from

Session I, especially for those who had been absent. while

it was adequate, the purpose might have been better served

by asking those present at Session I to summarize what they

had learned. The second time was in Session II, as

previously mentioned when I talked about the comnunication

process. Evaluations indicated that this was perceived as

clearly presented' informative, and useful in the context of

this progran. The third time, I gave a lecturette on active

listening skills as empathic skiIIs, and on levels of

empathy. Each timer the lecturette was short r focused and

used in support of experience-based methods.

Readino (Classical Methodl).

I provided reading material on Communication SkilIs
(discussed earlier ) , JournaIing, Debriefing, Jocelyn House

residents' Bill of Rights (See Àppendix F), and volunteers'

Job Description (Àppendix s). My major intent was that

volunteers have readily available some organized outline of

that which they were expected to practice -- something that

was sufficientty brief and easy to read as to encourage its

use.
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For one of the two who began writing a journal, the

article was helpfut in beginning. In the general

evaluation' handouts were described as clear and expJ-icit t

relevant and useful to learning. Two indícated they would

have liked a handout on the material the physiotherapist

presented. I agree this would have been useful' One said

she would have liked a bibliography of relevant readings'

Because of varying backgrounds, levels of education and

experience of volunleers I think it would have been useful

to have available at the sessions articles and books for

participants to borrow as they chose ' I could have

facilitated volunteers taking more ownership for and

interest in this by inviting them to share articles and

books on relevant topics which they liked' I would like to

have spent time discussing the reading needs with the

vol,unteer who had limited facility in EngIish, it being her

second language.

wrilten Tasks (clås3ícaI Methodl).

r requested of volunteers three types of written tasks:

to nrite their personal goals for training' to keep a

journal , to complete evaluations of the training sessions'

Although I had given volunteers

and session-by-session objectives of

individual to articulate what she

herself, as a motivation to eork

them.

the overall objectives

training, I wanted each

wanted to gain for

consciously to achi eve
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I asked volunteers to try keeping a journal of their

experiences in training. I hoped that they might use it as

a means of recording their feelings, reactions to training

sessions, and progress through the sessions as a neans to

persona). growth. rn addition, having done it thenselves' r

hoped that they would be able to facilitate some Jocelyn

House residents in journal writing. OnIy tso indicated part

way through training that they were keeping a journal' I

would like to have spent more time facilita!ing and

encouraging journal writing.

FinaIly, I requested volunteers and staff to complete

evaluation f orrns of each training session and of the overall

training. A number of obviously thoughtfully written

responses indicated this exercise served a purpose for therrt

as weIL, that of stimulating thinking and self-evaluation'

I shaLl nore fully discuss evaluations in chapter Iv.

Procesa observation (Suooortíno r'tethod) .

In process observation some particípants watch others in

role play or other interactions within the actual learning

setting. They are asked to give feedback. I used this

nethod in the exercise of practicing paraphrasing and in

rote playing. r have discussed these earlier in the context

of the tot.al learning activitY.
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Alone Time (Suooortino Methodl).

Àlone lime is time set aside for the express purpose of

thinking or reflecting. I used this method as a means of

participants reflectíng on the losses and attendant feeling

which they had experienced. My purpose was to facilitate
volunteers identifying with residents in an activity
focusing on loss. I have already discussed this in its
context. I assumed that volunteers would need and Eake

informal alone tirne between sessions for reflecting on

Iearnings and relating it to their.own lives. Evaluations

indicated this to be true.

Guided rmãoerv (Suoportino Methoet).

Guided imagery is the use of mental images and symbols

that are part of an individual's mental activity, to explore

one's thoughts and feelings in order to achieve greater

self-awarenesss, understanding and growth (walter & Markst

1981 ) . I used this with body movement for relaxation,

centering on self, focusing on the "here and now", and

consolidating mutual support.

On five subseguent occasions I built on the deep

breathing and relaxation techniques of Session I using a

variety of techniques. Às a pretude to debriefing I asked

members to tune in to both their present feelings and their
place of caring. The purpose was to facilitate both the

debriefing and the listening. Às a prelude to the
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paraphrasing exercise I led them on a fantasy trip to their

"favorite spot" and invited then to experience with each of

their senses ' to facilitate relaxation and centering on

feelings in order to be better able to enpathize' A

discussion followed on how this can be used outside sessions

to help relax.

At Session Iv vthen ne¡nbers expressed tiredness, I'ow

energy, difficulty paying attentionr Yet anticipation, I

invited then to be aware of their extraneous thoughts and to

pack them in a trunk in order to help focus on role playing'

the activity on the agenda.

Àt Session V during expressions of losses some deep

emotions were expressed. As a close to the session to help

members feel a sense of mutual energy, caring and support,

we joined in a circle and I invited them to experience the

energy flowing round the circle, and to make eye contacf

with others. I used a similar circle at the close of

Session VI to consolidate the close feeling amongst group

nembers, on this occasion before dispersing, each of two

indíviduaLs shared with the group a matter of personal

concern. For one of lhese two it felt like her "entry" into

the group.

i did no! formally evaluate this method' Informal

feedback indicated it generally served the intended purpose'

rt nas generally an enjoyable experience' one individual
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expressed coDcern that some volunteers might have

reservations about the physical contact involved in Sessions

V and VI .

while I had invit.ed volunteers to lhink about, we did not

specifically discuss, hot¡ these techniques could be used

with Jocelyn House residents.

Àudiovisual Aíde (Suooortins Methodl).

I used ftip charts, film, music tapes, recording tapes.

I used ftip charts to post objeclives for each session; and

secondly, to illustrate my lecturette on communication

skiIIs and as a reference for volunteers when they were

practicing the skills. In Session V I used a flip chart in
the group for "brainstorming" Iosses.

Àt Session v I showed the film, "Joce1yn" that members

might connect with the origins of Jocelyn House and one

person's experience of terminal illness. I provided

opportunity for comments and questions. For most this was a

significant and deepty moving experience. It led into

activities related to "loss" Iater in the session.

I used nusic tapes playing before and after sessions and

at breaks to help create mood. I invited members to bring

and share their music tapes but no one did, possibly because

I mentioned it only once. It r¡ou1d be useful to give more

thought and planning to using music in the training course.
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I recorded most sessions of the group as a whole for

evaluation of myself especially in relation to this
practicum. I obtained the permission of all involved to do

sor having explained my purpose. r recorded also the two

presentations, Cancer and Terminal IlIness, and Palliative
Care. They were avaiLable to staff and volunteers at

Jocelyn House. one volunteer borrowed one taped recording

because she had been absent from the presentation.

Throughout the discussion of teaching/Iearning nethods,

the groh'th and development of the group is touched on. In

the next section I shall describe the overall group process

through the work Pha se .

GrouD ProcesB

rn discussing the ending of the Beginning Phase r have

mentioned that the group of seven who attended Session I

seemed to be integrating, feeling a sense of group. The

addition of lwo members at session II and another two at

session III sloved Èhe integration process somewhat.

As I have already mentioned, my original intent was to

have most cohesion and mutual support develop in tv¡o small

subgroups. By session VI I decided to use the group as a

whole for checking in and debriefing for reasons which I

described in the section, Group Interaction.
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The suggestion and decision by members to have a pot-luck

Iunch at Session lvr a fuII dayr seemed to me to indicate a

sense of community in the group. Menbers seened to mix

easily at breaks and at lunch. During this day's activities

I noted lively, animated, involvement in the group as a

who1e. Three members were most verbal but aII nade a

vaLuable contribution: two members' comments were most

suppor!ive of another member.

The teenage volunleer joined the group to see the film

(Session v) and by Session vr had by her or¡n request become

a permanent member. The group incLuded her easily,

accepting her as one of them' By Session vII she was

contributing to discussions. Her evaluation of training

included an appreciation for being so accepted and valued in

the group of adults. She would like to have been incfuded

from the beginning.

I did not detect any conflict throughout the life of the

9roup. Possibly !he freedom with which the group

interacted, my frequent checking out with thern, seeking

suggestions and feedback contributed to the harmony' Ðid I

miss any signs of conflict?

In any case the group' especially after it consolidated

to eleven members after Session v seemed to mature quickly'

Members felt good about the group's work and about each

other. There was a definite group identity' strong

emotional bonds were f ormed .
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By Session vII aIl members were participating freely in

discussion and sharing their feelings about an exercise

aboutdeaththattheguestshadledusthrough.Throughout
the training I provided activities (as discussed under

Teaching Methods) which would facilitate the group process'

Members were supportive of each other in the large group, in

subgroups both within and outside the sessions'

Endinos/Transi t ions

The Ending/Transition Phase is important to the life of

the group in consolida!ing learnings, making the transfer of

Iearnings from the group to' in this case, working with

Jocelyn House residents, dealing with ending feelings, and

evaluating (Shulman ' 1984). rt is in this phase that the

lasting impressions of the group are formed' In our

training group it consisted of the Iatter half of Session

VIII, Session IX held at Jocelyn House ' and a Volunteer

Recognition soc ia1 even i ng .

r shaIl integrate discussion of teaching/learning

rnethodsr my role, and group process as I consider the events

ín order. I had atternpted throughout the training to

facilitate transference of skiIls and increase

self-conf idence through the use of role p)-aying,

presentation by a Jocelyn House resident, encouraging

volunteers to practice communication skitls in their daily

Iives, and by including "veteran" volunteers in two of the

sessions.
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In the latter half of Session vIII a "veteran" volunteer

f rorn Jocelyn House spoke about her experiences as a

volunteer and how training related to nhat she was doing'

She reinforced the usefulness of training in fulfilling her

role. Members asked pertinent questions. Reassuring

answers seemed to aIlay some anxiety. This session helped

provide what Shulman (1984) calIs "transitions to new

experiences" (p. 120).

Interspersed in the session members spoke about how they

had looked forward to each week' s sessions, expressed

feelings of sadness at ending the sessions, and the hope

that the group could continue to meet periodically'

Shulman (1984) says "it is important to convey to the

client that the ltork will continue after the ending" (p'

117) . we discussed future plans: the subsequent

"orientation" to Jocelyn House r the vol-unteer recognition

evening, rnonthly continuing education sessions in

preparation for which I asked them to complete a list of

possibJ,e topics for such meetings: what di¿t they stilI

need/want to Learn? (See Àppendix H' Session VIII ' ) I

reassured them that I would be available when they first

came to volunteer and rerninded them of peer support '

volunteers (and staff) seemed reluctant to end this session,

Iingering even after tidying up was done.
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The orientatíon session at Jocelyn House (Session IX) was

held twice, both to acconmodate voLunteers' previous

commitments and to disrupt, life at the House as little as

possible. In this session I taLked and provided opportunity

for questions and discussion on what was available to

volunteers in the office, eg. readings r PoIicy and Procedure

Manual; the procedure for checking in and checking out. The

Hospice Care Worker gave an information tour of the house,

we chatted a bit with one of the residents then returned to

the office to discuss some specific needs of these residents

and how volunteers might match their own interests and

capabilities wiLh them. r arranged t¡ith them days and times

to volunteer (see Àppendix J). There was no ti¡ne to

practice assisting residents to move about or comfort

measures. while there was sti1l an edge of anxiety,

generally volunteers were enthusiastic, looking forward to

their visits with residents. volunteers were beginning to

see how the skil1s they had learned could be transferred to

workíng with Jocelyn House residents -- what Shulman (1984)

calls "synthesizing the ending process" (p. 119).

The intent of the volunteer Recognition social evening

was for the Board to recognize verbally and through

provision of refreshnents the nev¡ volunteers' completion of

training and the "veteran" volunteers' service to Jocelyn

House. The occasion also provided opportunity for board,

volunteers and staff to meet each other, and especially for

all to rneet the new manager. As it turned out, it also
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provided the opportunity for volunteers to say "good bye" to

rne as my position had been suddenly terminated by Jocelyn

House board as an economy measure. shulman (1984) describes

the "farewell party,' syndrorne (p. 341) as an attempt to

avoid the pain of ending. In this instance it helped the

transition process as volunteers met others with shom they

would be working. In addition, it emphasized the pain of

ending the relationship between the volunteers and me'

In the last f er¡ days of my employment at Jocelyn House I

!¡rote a }etter (appendix K), a copy of which I mailed to

each voLunteer, telling of my leaving and encouraging them

to continue in volunteering under the new manager and with

continuing mutual support through the total volunteer group'

I met with a few key volunteers to discuss ways they could

continue to maintain their group. I net with the new

nanager to relay to her what I perceived their needs as a

group to be. I ensured that each of the tHo volunteer

training groups had name and phone Iists of the other' My

intent was to facilitate the continuing of the group process

and supPort for volunteers.

In general the group seemed to work well toward its

goaIs. Sessions included a variety of teaching methods

which facilitated the learning of knowledge and skills and

created a cohesive group. Guests provided their expertise

toward the meeting of some specific goals' The effects of
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the training were positive and generally seemed to prepare

volunteers for their work at Jocelyn House. I shall provide

a detailed evaluation in Chapter Iv.



CT¡ÀPTER IIT T.TTERÀTI'RE REVIEW

Introduction

The focus of my practicum is experiential teaching/learnin9.

The training of volunteers in palliative care was the

context in which, for this practicum, experiential

teaching/Iearning occurred. The philosophy and principles

underlying paltiative care determine the manner in which

terminally ilI persons are cared for. The training of

volunteers to care for the terminally ilL was based on three

factors: the principles of palliative care, the principles

of volunteering, and the princ iples of teaching and

Iearning. Principles of learning were based on the

characteristics of adults, including the stages of growth

and development and learning styles. Wonen may have some

characteristics and needs vrhich are different from those of

men. The context of training volunteers in palliative caret

the needs of adults as learners, and the use of the

experiential teaching/learning process in meeting adult

learning needs also had inpli.cations for teaching and the

teacher role. My supposition was that experiential

teaching/Iearning characteristics, process, and nethods were

congruent with the needs of aduÌt learners.

-55-
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In this chapter I shall outline the philosophy and

principles of palliative care, the application of these

princíples to training volunteers for work in palliative

care, and the implications for the palliative care volunteer

as learner. I shall review the Iiterature on the

characteristics of adults as Iearners: adult development,

learning styles, prevalent characteristics and the

inplications each has for learning. I shalL make special

reference to women because I, the volunteers and the

residenLs of Jocelyn House were, at the time of this

practicum, r¡omen. Then I shall discuss the Literature on

experiential teaching/learning: characteristics' process,

methods, noting congruencies with adult learning principles'

FinaIIy I shalt review the literature on teaching and lhe

teacher r ole "

I have refied mainly on the literature of adult education

and women's studies in discussing adult learners and

experiential teaching/learning. There is little Iiterature

on the social worker's role of educator ' Most such

Iiterature is related to the preparatory education of

professional social workers, and this I refer to

occasionally. I shalI begin by reviewing the Iiterature on

palliative care and volunteer ing.
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PaIlia!íve Cåre

"There are only three admissible therapeutic aoals: to

cure, to prolong life and, r¡hen these ends are out of reach,

focus on the quality of remaining 1ife" (Mount, 1984, P' 1)'

Palliative care is concerned with the third goal' To

palliate means ' "to improve the quality of" (Mount, 1984)'

Palliative care often occurs in a "hospice" context '

"Hospice is a health care concept that promotes whole person

medical care for the terminally iIl and their 'families"'
(Mount & Scott' 1983' p. 732). other writers on hospice

concur with this concept (Corr & Corr, 1983; Doyle' 1984:'

Lamerton , 1980 ; Saunders , 1978) " The Vancouver Hospice

Project expresses hospice philosophy as

one that affirms tife. It exists to provide
support and care for persons in the Iast phases-of
lñä'ura¡re disease so lhat they might Iive as fully
and comfortably as possible. The Hospice concept
éipo.r""= the hope and belief. that ' through
aoàrooriate care and the pronotion of a caring
è'oir*"äitv sensitive to their needs, patients and
iu^ili.s-muy be free to attain a degree of mental-
ãnä---lititüut preparation f9t death that is
iãtisfäctory to iheñ. (cited ín Manning, 1984' p'
46)

Death is neither hastened nor postponed.

The Hospice concept is based on several principles' The

prirnary concern is with quality, as opposed to quantity' of

Iife. Care is for the total person: physical, enotional ,

inteltectual, and spiritual. The patient and their farnily

may form the unit of care. For this a home-Iike community

is seen as irnportant and maintained. In order that all
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aspects are considered in the planning of individual care,

an interdisciptinary tean approach is frequently used. Such

a team may consist of some or all of lhe following: doctor,

nurse, chaplain, social worker, physiotherapist t

occupational therapist, volunteer, and dietitian'

Professional as weLl as nonprofessional caregivers require

specialized training (Corr & corr, 1983; Doyle , 1984i

Lamerton, 1980; Manning, 1984; Mount, 1978; Mount & Scott'

1983; MunIey, 1983; Saunders , 1978) . r shall iliscuss this

training later on.

There are several different forms of "hospice" ' Some

provide care in the patient's home' Sone are within a

hospital setting. some are separate facilities. Jocelyn

House is a separate facility providing residen!ial care'

The team of care-givers consists of "hospice care workers"

(see Appendix À), the patient's doctor, volunteers, and, as

required, a public health nurse, physiotherapist 
'

occupational therapist, dietitian. Volunteers play a

signíficant role as members of the team.

The terminally iII person and their family are central in

the concept of hospice/palliative care. what (s)he is

experiencing and how (s)he is coping will iletermine wha!

care is planned. when an individual is faced with a

terminal illness a number of factors will affect how (s)he

copes. The phase of development is one such factor' The

"concrete experience" (xolb, 1984) of learning that their

illness is terminal may precipitate a crisis. The
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transition process of seeking new insights and new rneanings

is begun in an attempt to restore equilibrium' r sha1l

discuss these concepts further in the sections, Àdu1t Growth

and Development and The tearning CycIe.

writers cite a number of feelings and needs which

individuals experience in varyíng degrees. Kubfer-Ross

(1969) describes the feelings of shock and denial' anger '
bargaining, depression whích patients may experience before

reaching a stage of acceptance of their situation' Other

feelings may include guitt and shame, helplessness and

worthl-essness because they are no longer able to carry on

the social roles they have been used to.

Pattison (1978) describes eight fears which an individual

may experience as (s)he realizes the Èer¡ninal nature of

her/his illness: fear of the unknown; fear of abandonment

by family or friends, and loneliness; fear of sorrow at loss

of job, future plans, strength and ability, relationships,

Iife; fear of loss of body parts or of disfigurement which

night lead lo shame, inadequacy, ugliness, or

unacceptability; fear of loss of control over one's mind and

body which would place her/him in a position of dependency;

fear of suffering and pain; fear of loss of identity through

Ioss of cont,act with family and friends and loss of

structure and function; fear of regression.
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Understanding such feelings and fears may serve as a

guide to the needs of terminally itI people. The terminally

i1l need, if at all possible, Èo finish their life's

business -- both the life tasks, and the resolution of

conflicts with people who are inportant to them. Keeping a

diary and/or life review may he)-p patients integrate their

J.ife experiences (DeRamon, 1983; ElIison' 1981; Munley '
1983). They may want to arrange for their funeral and/or

hetp plan for their fanily: for example, who will fill the

role in the farnily that the patient once used to filf?
ClinebelI sLates four "'religious/existentiaL' needs for aI1

people in our society: 1. The need for meaning and purpose

in life. 2, The need to give love. 3. The need to

receive love. 4. The need for hope and creatívity" (cited

in Taylor , 1987r. These needs come into even clearer focus

for the terminally i11.

In order for the patient and family to be able to

attention to these higher needs (in Maslow's hierarchy),

patient must first have physiological and safe!y needs

specifically, relief from distressing symptoms.

Saunders (1978) sets as first priority the alleviation of

pain, nausea and vorniting, constipation, breathlessness.

Pain is the most common distressor. Latnerton (1980) and

Saunders (1978) describe the physical, psychological , social

and spiritual factors involved in the experience of pain.

Pain is treated primarily with analgesics. other techniques

pay

the

met,
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such as deep breathing (wernick, 1983), relaxation (Benson,

1975; Meichenbaum, 1985) , guided imagery (Bresler , 19841,

McCaffery , 1g7g; Meichenbaumr 1985) ' autogenic training
(Mccaffery, 1979i wernick' 1983), hypnosis (Meichenbaum,

1985), and rnusic therapy (À jernian, 1982; Howarth, 1984) have

been shown to be helpful. Trained volunteers, staffr and

family can carry through nany of these lechniques with the

patient. Such pain control can help the patient feel (s)he

has some control over her/his pain.

rn palliative care the patient makes decisíons for

her/his own comfort and weIl-being in collaboration with

other members of the interdisciplinary team (patient and

fanily are considered members of the tea¡n). In order for

the patien! and family to be a part of the decision-making

process, they need to know the "truth" about the patient's

condition. The question is not whether to tell the patient

about the terrninal nature of their illness, but rather how

or r¡hen (Kubler-Ross, 1969). only then can the patient plan

how (s)he wants to tive her/his renaining days.

Hospice emphasizes holistic and loving emotional,

spiritual and psychological care (Mannin9, 1984). Moun!

(1984) defines palliative care in terms of "attention to

detail" and "active listening". The environment is as

hone-Iike as possible. Patients participate in household

tasks and in their own care as they are able and willing.

The hospice team tries to be sensitive to the fami).y's needs
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both during anÈícipatory grief and during bereave¡nent (ie.

after the death) .

Staff and volunt.eers who make up the interdisciplinary

team require some specialized training to learn the concepts

and tnaster the skills which are most useful in palliative

care. They need a context which facilitates their dealing

with their own unresolved grief from past losses. They need

ongoing periodic meetings to buitd relationships necessary

for ongoing nutual supportr to reduce stress through sharing

and feedback and to plan the best approaches to treating

patients. The needs of volunLeers wiIl be elaborated upon

in the following section.

Volunteers aE f.earnerE and Heloers

Many writers acknowledge a valuable role for volunteers

in hospice care (Àjemian, 1982; Hamilton & Reid, 1980;

Kavanagh, 1983; Kohut & Kohut, 1984|, Lanerton, 1980;

Manning, 1984; ttuntey, 1983; saunders in Mount, 1978). The

role may vary between settings but the basic essentials of

providing emotional and spiritual support to the terminally

iII and their families (both before and after the death) are

common to all.

Because of the nature of the volunteer work in hospice

care, careful selection and training of volunteers is most

important for the sake of both the volunteer herself and the

patients and family nenbers with whom she wiIl be working.
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À screening intervielt may help identify those for whom

volunteer ing i s not appropr iate because of unresolved

losses, desire to proselytize (ajemian, 1982; Howarth, 1984)

or a morbid curiosity. These people may need help in

finding resources to meet their needs. Volunteers as

self-determining adults need to understand what they are

experiencing and why they are perceived to be unsuitable for

working in palliative care. They need to know that they are

no fess valued because of this. Rather, the emphasis is on

providing so¡ne additional self-understanding and helping the

individual find that which meets her needs in other than the

palliative care context. when there is any question about

the suitability of a volunteer, the needs and safety of

patients and their f arnilies take priority over the needs of

the volunteer.

Qualities described generally as those desirable in

hospice volunteers are summarized by Howarth (1984):

"motivation; emotional warmth; maturity; empathy; tact;

discretion; respect for confidentiality; good Iistening

skills; nonjudgmental and a sense of hurnour" (p' 22\ 
"

Àjemian (1982) includes flexibility and dependability'

Kavanagh (1983) spelIs out willingness to learn, ability to

define personal time Iimits and cotnmitments, ability to bear

strong enotions in self and others, ability !o be honest '
ability to work with others in a team situation. Howarth

(1984) suggests that prospective volunteers who lack social

support, who are experiencing concurrent family
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notdifficulties, or who have a depressive personality need

necessarily be ruled out but these facts should be noted.

Àmenta (1984) in a study of hospice volunteers found that

those who stayed in the hospice progran longer had higher

scores on the Purpose in Life scale and lower scores on the

Death Ànxiety scale than those who dropped out earlier. Her

conclusion is that those with purpose in their Iife and lo¡r

anxiety about death -- two aspects for which, she says,

prospective volunteers are not often tested -- are better

suited to hospice work than those who lack purpose in their
lives and are anxious abou! death.

Because of the internal holistic nature of adult learning

and the fact that learning "goes hand-in-hand with the often

painfut process of un-Iearning" (both of which concepts I

shall discuss later in the section, Prevalent

Characteristics), volunteers need support and reassurance as

they participate in the learning process (Naytor , 1973).

Because of the nature of the role of the volunteer and the

subject matter and hence the training, personal issues about

unresolved loss and high death anxiety may arise. The low

value placed by society on volunteering may lead a

prospective volunteer to withdravt from the training program

rather than deat r¡ith such painful issues. The

teacher/trainer can be sensitive to these aspects of the

situation and provide opportunity for volunteers to share

and resolve such struggles within the group, in a one-to-one
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relationship with the teacher, or in a conmunity resource

is appropr iate.

Dying and ileath are of universal concern. volunteers are

apt to have a wide variety of backgrounds of both education

and experience. Differences are to be affirmed and

celebrated. The more diversity there is amongst volunteers

lhe more possible it may be to provide for the potential

diversity of needs of patients and their families.

"Patients frequently relate most easily to those who share

rnany of the samê life experiences" (ajernian, 1982, p. 15).

writers agree that training should include at minimum,

the meaning of "hospice"; lhe dynamics of dying and grief;

helping t.he prospect ive volunteer to examine her oltn

attitudes toward and feelings about her own and others

dying, death, and loss; interpersonal cornmunication skilIs;
role of the volunteer (Àjemian, 1982; Hamilton & Reid' 1980;

Howarth, 1984; Kavanagh, 1983; Tamtyn & caty, 1985). Tamlyn

and caty ( 1985 ) in a research project r noted that

participants in such a training progran shott significant

changes in their attitude toward death. Other topics

frequently included in the training by at least two of the

above-mentioned authors are: cancer and its treatnent;

family dynamics; rituals and beliefs of different cultures

and religious faithsi ethical issues; community resources;

procedures for responding to expected events like death.

Few writers indicate methods by which these topics can be
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taught.. ajemian (1982) and Howarth (1984) note the

possibility of training volunteers in the use of music tapes

and relaxation therapy with patients.

Volunteering is generally undervalued in our society,

partly because it is unpaid work; partly because it is done

mostly by women; partty because it is "supportive" as

opposed to "reaI" work (Cummings, 1980). Because volunteers

make a valuable contribution to the hospice team, they

deserve feedback, words of thanks, recognition. Moreover t

adults benefit more from, and are motivated nore by positive

reinforcement than by negative criticism. Kavanagh (1983)

says our attitude toward volunteers should be !o respect

them, to get to know them, to have confidence in them.

volunteers can have their abilities, contributionsr and

progress recognized by assessing their progress in

collaboration with the teacher; by being invited to evaluate

the lraining program; by having input in future training

prograrns. The volunteer Centre of Winnipeg lists 101

pertinent ways to give recognition to volunteers such as

providing babysitting, planning informal volunteer

get-togethers r planning special occasions for volunteers,

providing new challenges (laccIelIan, 1981).

The training of volunteers in palliative/hospice care is

the context in which to consider the adult as learner and

experiential teaching/Iearning. The principles underlying
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adult learning are based on the characteristics of adults:

their growth and development, learning styles, and other

prevalent characteristics. I discuss these in the following

section.

Characterísties of Adutts/lrnol icat ions for f,earnino

Àdult Groeth and DeveloDrnent

Growth and development does not end when adulthood is

reached. The process is marked more by non-physical

changes and therefore is less obvious than in chiLdren'

Up untit very recently adult development has been studied

by men with predominantly male subjects. where women have

been included no differentiation has been nade in findings

(Gould, '1 975; KohIbetg, 1973). Results were generalized to

women. Recently women researchers studying women from

different underlying assumptions and values have arrived at

different findings and conclusions. I shatl discuss women's

development with reference to researchers who specifically

studied women and women's experience. I shall indicate some

contrasts with traditional studies.

Frequently male researchers have assumed that it is the

norm for adults to be in the paid work force' Male

researchers divided devel-opment into ê9or cognition,

morality. By so doing they noted that developnent occurs in

a Iinear, sequential, invariable, irreversi'ble process of
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characteristic age-related and cultural stages marked by

alternating periods of transition and stability (Gould,

1975', Kimmel ' 1980; Kohlberg , 19?3; Levinson , 1978) '

Ðevelopmental tasks are accomplished by individual

interaction eith others, the environment and within the self

(Kimmel, 1980). Conpletion sígnifies passage to the next

stage. Social role acquisition (eg' by entering the work

force, marríage, parenthood) are seen as merely "marker

events,, (Levinson, 1978) or "milestones" (KimmeI 
' 1980)

which vary in terms of the developmental stage at which they

occur.

The women's studies assume that wotnen are homemakers even

if, in addition, they work for pay oulside the home'

Reinke' EIlicott, Harris, and Hancock (1985) found lhat a

greater number of systenatic changes in women are related to

fanily cycle phase than to chronological age' They and

others (GiIligan, 1982; MiIler, 1986) studied ê9or

cognitive, and moral development !q the context of nomen's

social roIes.

Six normal famity cycle phases were defined' First' the

"no children" phase which includes both married and

unnarried women. Secondr the "starting a farnily-preschooL"

phase which begins with the birth of the first child and

ends when the youngest child starts school ' The

"school-age" phase foIIows, ending when the oldest child

turns 13. Fourth' the "adolescent" phase which ends when
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the first child leaves home. Fifth, the "launching" phase

which lasts throughout the children's leaving home. Lastly,

the "postparental" phase which begins when the Iast child

has left home (Reinke et al.' 1985).

But not all families pass through the "normal family

cycle phases" " FamiIy life may be disrupted by separation,

divorce, or death of spouse. The mother working in the paid

labour force also affects relationships in the home'

Eichler ( 1983) describes two major changes which have

affected families over the last one or two decades " They

are "the rapid increase in the participation of wives in the

Iabour force, and the rapid increase ín the divorce rate"

(p.113). In 1985 almost 56% of all Manitoba vromen were in

the labour force (women in the Manitoba Labour market'

1986). "The number of employed female household heads in

Manitoba more than doubled f rorn 1975 to 1985" (women in the

Manitoba Labour Market, 1986). The rough estimate in 1983

was that one marriage in three was likely to end in divorce

(Eich1er, 1983). That divorce is easier to obtain in latter
years has an effect on the marriage relationship, the

parent-chiLd relationship, and the parent-child relationship

in the event of remarriage.

Major psychosocial transitions are most often experienced

in the preschool , launching and postparental family cycle

phases. Ðuring the "no children" phase wonen, single and

married, set Iife goals for thenselves. Some set goals
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related t.o further education and occupation. Most goals

were relationship oriented revolving around marriage and

family. women who never become mothers may remain in this

phase (neinke et aI., 1985, P,270) "

with the start of a family wornen reported some maritaf

dissatisfaction and both satisfaction and dissatisfaction

with childrearing. When children were in school women were

more likely to become involved in more activities outside

the home related to children's activities, or activities for

their own self-fulfil-ment in either paid work or

volunteer ing.

very few women in the study by Reinke et al. (1985)

described the children's leaving home as being "difficult
and traumatic." Most reported a "more meIIow outlook'"

Some women experienced increased burdens due to caring for

elderly relat ives.

In the postparental phase most women reported increased

tife satisfaction, personal stability' increased meIlowing,

patience, self-confidence, assertiveness and expressiveness

of opinions (Reinke et âI., 1985). The last three are

consistent with carl Jung's notion of women attaining more

"maIe" characteristics in the second half of life (in

Campbell , 1971), Transition in this phase seems to involve

"internal change and increased satisfaction" (Reinke et aI.,

1985) -- a sense of time left to live (vs. tine since birth)
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frequently suffered Ioss of parents.
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giomen in this Phase

Reinke et aI. (1985) studied nomen only up to age 60

years. Retiretnent of self or spouse is another transition'

women are less IikeIy than men to experience discontinuity

at retirement because whelher or not women have been in the

labour force, bonds/relationships with family and friends

have been, and continue to be, an important aspect of their

lives. Further r wornen continue to be honemakers'

Retirenent may offer freedom to do things for which there

had previously been no time, such as travel, second careert

and volunteering. on the other hand' retirement may bring

depleted financial resources, waning health or death of

spouse and/or friends, feelings of despair, uselessness'

loneliness ' Ioss of physical ability, and loss of

i ndependenc e .

Sales (1978) points out how women's Iives are

characterized by adaptiveness to the changing roles they are

required to assume ¡ wife, mother, breadwinner, caregiver '

Àt each phase of the family cycle "wonen attempt to fulfilI

the external expectations placed on them while building

additional roles that may enrich their personal

satisfactions" ' exploring "various options a job'

volunteer activities, continued education, social groups' " '

Às their needs change, the process of achieving a balanced

Iife must begin again." The continuing adaptation process
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ßây, however, inpede long-range planning, thus "depriving

most women of the pleasure of attaining goals that require

extended time conmitments" (p. 189).

Hancock (in Reinke et al.' '1 985) "took as a given that

women themselves are the experts at understanding their

Iives and that they need to take the description and

analysis of their experiences into their own hands" (p.

275). Her f indings indicate that women "began to þEj!æ

lemphasis ¡nine] themselves as adults Ì{hen they made choices

of their own and affirmed commitments to othersr steps that

often look lhe form of marriage and motherhood" that

is, related to family cycle phases (p. 275). women reported

that they ls..l q grown up only after they had been through a

developmental process precipitated by a crisis in a

significant relationship, which crisis led to discovery of

"her ability to seize autonomy and wield initiative on her

own behalf" (p. 278). This last process nas most likely to

occur in the 20s, 30s, and 40s. It involved continuing to

care for sígnificant others 3nê "including herself as the

object of her care" (p. 277). For some women the crisis led

to defeat and despair. Gilligan (1982) speaks of a crisis
as being an opport.unity for growth and the possibility of

defeat and despair -- "a turning point for better or worse"

(p. 108).

To Levinson (1978) and to Erikson and vaillant
relationships "play a relatively subordinate role in the

individual ilrama of adutt development. " But Gilligan
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(1982) , like Reinke et al. (1985) found that women's

standards of naturity are relationship-oriented'

Gitligan (1982) points out that moral development' as

described by Freud' Piaget, and Kohlberg, which conceives of

morality as justice, "ties moral development to the

understanding of rights and rules". The femafe concept of

morality which is concerned with caring "centres ¡noral

development around the understanding of responsibility and

relatíonships" (p. 19). rn this context women will be more

wil).ing than men to hear and to "include in their judgmenl

other points of view", !o assess what is caring and

responsible in each individual situation. Such values are

an asse! in individuals working with the terminally iIt'

While wo¡nen "try to change the rules in order to preserve

relationships, rnen ' in abiding by the rules, depict

relationships as easily replaced" (p. aa). The male system

not only devalues caring and responsibility in relationships

but further labe1s these qualities as immature, inferior
(ciltigan , 1982).

Males value separafeness as strength; autonomy,

individuation and conpetence as maturity; the need for

relationship as weakness, immaturity and dangerous' Male

identity is achieved through work. Power is equated nith

assertion, aggression, control qÊll other people and the

environment (ciltigan, 1982).
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The female system values interdependence. Women see "a

world that coheres through human connection rather than

through systems of rules" (Cilligan, 1982, p. 29). They see

separateness as dangerous. FemaIe identity is "defined ín

the context of relationship and judged by a standard of

care". Females equate power with acts of nurturance.

"Power ideally is used to foster the development lhat

rernoves the initial disparity" between, for example, parent

and child, teacher and student (t¡iIter in Gi1Iigan, 1982, p.

168). Parents and t.eachers, in facilitating the growth and

development of children and students, also empower them.

Miller (1986) says about women's development, "women stay

with, build on, and develop in a context of connections v¡ith

others" (p. 83). The process of development, however, may

become stagnant, bogged down in loss of sense of self as an

individual, as discussed earlier with reference to the work

of Hancock ( in Reinke et ê1. , 1985) . women have been

well-socialized to sacrifice self for others' to subordinate

themselves to those who are cotnpetentr powerful , successful

-- that is, mature by male standards (t¡itIer, 1986).

But, as Gilligan (1982) points out' "women's deference is

rooted not only in societal subordination but also in the

substance of their moral concern" (p. 16). Women's apparent

deference stems fron the willingness to take into account

another's point of vier¡. Àpparent confusion and indecision

stem from their concern to act responsibly and caringly to
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others involved, rather than from lack of understanding of

the rules. Nevertheless such deference, confusion,

indecision are labeIled norally weak and immature by

traditional male standards (cittigan, 1982). women

therefore need affirmation of their caring and concern.

Gilligan (1982) thus describes women's moral development.

"The sequence of women's moral judgment proceeds from an

initial concern with survival to a focus on goodness and

finally to a reflective understanding of care as the most

adequate guide to the resolution of conflicts in human

relationships" (p. 105). That is to say' the mature woman

is one who has reached a state of healthy interdependence

born of an ethic of caring and responsibility.

The shift from thinking in terms of men's to thinking in

terms of women's concepts of developmen! implies ¡ âs

GilIigan (1982) points out, a corresponding shift "from the

Greek ideal of knowledge as a correspondence between mind

and forn to the Biblical conception of knowing as a process

of human relationship" (P. 173).

women as learners need to understand themselves and be

understood in order to experience their own personal power.

They need to build relationships in the context of awareness

of self as a whole and the interrelatedness of cognitive,

noral, physical, intellectual, and emotional aspects of

se1f. wonen need to share their experiences with other
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women in an environrnent which is not only non-threatening

but also one which vaLues, affirms, confirms, and validates

their feelings and experiences and their maturity' Each

woman is the expert on herself. This implies relationships

betv¡een teacher and learner as egalitarian as is possible to

creat.e. The learner needs to see her teacher as someone

nith whom she can identify: inperfect, falIib1e and

vulnerabÌe as welI as strong, competent ' wise and

integrated. Às she sees the two poles in so¡neone else she

can see the possibility of both in herself'

Às a woman better understands the differences between the

male and female perspectives -- what Greenspan (1983) calIs

',the social roots of her personal pain" (p. 239) -- she is

better able to trust her own intuition, insights,

competencies and hence to form supportive interdependent

relationships both as a volunteer within the group and nith

her family and friends.

The woman as learner needs to understand the needs and

notives that bring her to a particular learning experience,

in this case volunteering in palliative care' Is this a

short-term "adaptiveness" to enrich personal satisfaction?

Perhaps the volunteer is entering a transition period in her

development in which she is exploring a possible career' or

seeking direction for her life. When the motive springs

from a need which the volunteer prograrn cannot appropriately

meet, the woman needs not to feel devalued or rejected but
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inrather affirmed for her strength in seeking help and

looking for alternative resources.

Individuals can be confronted by a tife-threatening

iLlness at any time during the life cyc1e. Some elderly

feel "lhe satisfaction of completion" (Sourkes, 1982r,

integrity (vs. despair) (erikson' 1950). others fear

isolation and abandonment. The young or middle-aged adult

may experience being "stopped short." rn terms of the

Reinke et aI. (1985) life cycle phases, women in the

"Iaunching" or "postparental't phases may be planning and

fulfilling life goals for themselves outside the family or

Iooking forward to spending more time with a soon-to-retire

husband. The woman with younger children faces the loss of

not seeing her children grow up and the concern for who will

raise them. For the single mother.this is an added worry.

There is major inpact on immediate family and caregivers --

including volunteers -- of an age close to that of the

patient. Caregivers rnay identify with the terminally iIl

person. "It couLd happen to &! "

Wonen need to take part in the process of planning their

own learning. They need support in the struggl-es and

challenges of transitions of their developmental process.

The terminally i11 person needs, in addition to the above,

help in coning to terms nith their experience.
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I have shown that different individuals are at different

stages of growth and development as adults, and that this

affects their Iearning needs. Another characteris!ic which

affects adults' Iearning needs is their learning styles' I

shall discuss these next.

Learnino Stvles

Adults differ in their learning stytes. Price (1983)

defines learning style as a person's "characteristic ways of

processing. information, feeling and behaving in learning

situations" (p. 49). James and Galbraith (1985) and Kolb

(19S4) include the notion of ¡neans by ¡rhich information is

received. James and Galbraith (1985) suggest that learning

style is composed of a number of different modalities --
including cognitive, emotional, social, and perceptual --
vrhich together ¡nake up a person's unique learning style'

The perceptual modality relates to the means
throu-gh which informatión is extracted from the
envirónment by the senses. The cognitive modality
refers to the mentaL processing of that
information, while the emotionaL rnodality includes
the personaÍ feelings' attitudes, and personality
statãs which influence informaLion gathering,
knowledge buildin9, and the application of
knowledle. Finally, the social nodality reflects
social -sets which could inhibit or enhance the
iearning process for each individual.. (cherry
cited iñ Jãmes ç Galbraith, 1985, p. 20)

I shalÌ discuss cognitive ' perceptual ' and conceptual

1eve1s.
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Kotb (1984) notes striking similarities between his

description of learning styles and CarI Jung's personality

types. Jung, as described by KoIb (1984) 
' classified

personality types according to four different modes. The

individual's node of relating to the world tends tonard

either Extraversion, an orientation toward the outer world

of people and things, or Introversion, an orientation toward

the inner world of ideas and feelings. One's mode of

decision-making tends toward either Judging, a preference

for attaining order through reaching decisions and resolving

issues, or Perceiving, a preference for gathering

information, being flexible and spontaneous. One's mode of

perceiving tends toward either Sensing, with emphasis on

sense perception, on facts, details and concrete events, or

Intuition, !¡ith emphasis on possibilities, imagination,

neaning, and seeing things as a whole. The individual's
rnode of judging tends toward eilher Thinking, with emphasis

on analysis, using logic and rationality, or Feeling, with

emphasis on human values. In the process of

Iearning/growth/development, hor¡ever, the individual is

required to use the nondominant as wel-I as the dominant mode

(Ko1b, 1984).

KoIb (1984) describes four learning styles: divergent,

assimilative, convergent and accommodative. The divergent

learning style is most like Jung's introvert-feeling
personality type. Strengths Iie in imaginative ability'
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awareness of meaning and values, view of situatíons from

many perspectives. The emphasis is on adaptation by

observation rather than action. Such individuals are

imaginative, f eeJ-ing oriented, interested in peop)-e and good

at "brainstorning" ideas.

The assimilative learning style is most like Jung's

introvert-intuitive personality type. Strenglh Iies in

inductive reasoning and the ability to create theoretical

models. Such individuals focus less on people and more on

ideas and abstract concepts. Sound theory is more important

than practical va Iue .

The convergent learning style is most like the

extrovert-thinking personality type. Strength lies in

problem solving, decision making and practical app)-ication

of ideas. Knowì.edge is organized. Such individuals focus

on spec i f ic problems and prefer technical tasks and

problerns. They are controlled in expression of emotion.

The accommodative learning style is most like Jung's

extrovert-sensing personality type. The strength of such

índividuals Iies in doing things, carrying out plans and

tasks, getting involved in new experiences, solving problems

in an intuitive, tríal-and-error way, relying on oLhers'

analy!ic ability for infornation. They are wiJ-ling to seek

out opportunities and take risks.
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Às KoIb (1984) points out' there is danger of

stereotyping and "trivializing hunan complexity", and ending

up "denying human individuality rather than characterizing

it". There is danger r too, in seeing personality types and

learning styles as "fixed traitsr" rather than as "stable

states". The latter implies the possibitity of change (p'

bJJ.

GeneraIly $riters agree that a preferred learning style

is nore a product of learning than of heredity (Conti &

welborn, 1986; Poner, 1986; Price, 1983). Kotb (1984)

points out that learning styles are shaped by such forces as

"basic past experiences and habits of thought and action'

our basic personality orientation and education, that exert

a moderate but pervasive influence on our behaviour" and

"those increasingly specific environmental demands stemming

from our career choice' our current jobr and the specific

tasks that face us. These forces exert a somewhat stronger

but more situation-specific influence on the learning style

we adopt" (p. 98). Learning style wiII be both effected and

affected by such factors as environment, enotions, social

factors, physical factors (Conti & welborn, 1986); by levels

of ego, moral, and intellectual development (chickering,

1975), and by culture (Cunningham, 1983; Ramirez & castaneda

in Price, 1983 ) . Individuals can change their learning

style and do, in fact, oî occasionr use other styles

(Brundage & MacKeracher, 1980 ) .
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Brundage and MacKeracher (1980)' Colenan (1976), Ramirez

and Castaneda (in Price, 1983), and Witkin (1975) polarized

learning styles into field independent and field dependent.

The field independent individual prefers syrnbolic or

inforrnation assi¡nilation methods of learning: that is,
prefers to Iearn general theoretical knowledge (an analytic

style). The field dependent individual prefers experiential

learning from which to determine a general principle (a

global style) ,

Brundage and MacKeracher (1980) summarized that the field
independent learner is more likely to be a self-directed and

independent learner than the field dependent individual.

But the best teachers for self-directed l-earners are those

rlho are "warm, caring, supportive, friendly and

nonjudgmental" -- characteristics more often found in field
dependent adults. Brundage and MacKeracher ('l 980) suggest

this may be a "mismatch in cognitive styles" (p. 47). I

suggest, on the other hand, the implication ,'nay be that any

adult, no matter what her learning styler learns best when

her teachers possess the above-rnen t i oned characteristics.

Conti and welborn (1986) in their study ' support the notion

of the importance of the teacher in learning. They also

found that learning strategies, -- "immediate tactics that a

learner uses to deat h'ith a specific learning situation" (p.

22) -- nilt ultinately determine the learner's success.
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The perceptual modality of learning styles is related to

"the means through which information is extracted from the

environment by the senses" (James and Galbraith, 1985' p.

2ù. Bandler and Grinder (1979) noticed that many

individuals used words related to one of the five senses

(sight, hearing, touch' taste, or smeIl) more than to the

other four, and that they could better understand concepts

expressed in predicates (that is, verbs, adverbs, or

adjectives) related to the preferred sense or "preferred

representational system" than concepts expressed in

predicates related to the other representational systems --
especially when problem solving or under stress.

James and Gafbrai!h (1985) relate Bandler and Grinder's

communication preferences to perceptual modality

preferences. They divide perceptual modality into seven

elements: Print, Aural, Interactive, Visual r Haptic t

Kinesthetic, Olfactory. A person who is print-oriented

usually learns best by reading and writing. one who is

aurally oriented learns best by Iistening to lectures or

audio-tapes. Interactive learners learn best through

verbalizing, discussing ideas with others. The

visually-oriented person learns best by observing, watching

pictures, fiIms, demonstrations. Haptic learners are those

who learn best through touch -- a "hands on" approach. The

kinesthetically-oriented person learns best while moving,

involving at least sotne parls of the body. The
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taste.
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Learns best through smell and

À study conducted by Galbraith and James to deternine the

favored perceptual styles in two age groups demonstrated the

following. "The 20 through 49 years age group ranked Visual

first; Haptic, second; Interactive, third; and ÀuraI,

fourth. Visual was also ranked first for the 50 years and

over age group with lnteractive, second; ÀuraI, third;
Haptic, fourth" " " . Print, Kinesthetic , and Olfactory were

ranked fifth, sixth, and seventh for both age groups" (James

& Galbraith, 1985, p. 21).

I wonder if Kinesthetic ranks so Low because in North

America we tend to separate the self into mind, emotions,

body, and spirit. tearning is generally thought of as an

act of the mind, not of the body. The interconnectedness

and inevitable interactions of aI1 aspects of the self tend

not to be considered by the average individual. Further,

the questionnaires on which the above findings were based,

were perceptions of the respondents to whom the role of the

body in learning might be Less obvious.

Dunn, Dunn and Price (1979) say that research indicates

that students who have "strong perceptual strengths in
several areas" prove almost without exception to be the high

achievers (p. 53).



Hunt (1974) describes J.earning style in terns

conceptual development and the consequential amount

structure that the student needs in order to learn best.

Conceptual level refers to the degree of complexity of

information that the individual is capable of processing and

integra!ing. At the lowest conceptual level- the learner is

unsocialized, can process only concrete informationr and

requires high structure to learn best. Àt the second leveL

the individual is dependent on authority, can cope with

categorical thinking, and requires moderate structure. Àt

the highest conceptual level the learner is independent,

inquiring, self-reliant, able to integrate complex ideas,

and requires low structure in order to learn best (Hunt,

1974).

Hunt (1974), performed experiments designed to test the

malching of teaching style r¡ith learner conceptual leveI.

He found !hat a "discovery learning approach" ( tow

struclure) differentiated between low and high conceptual

leveI students: that is, high conceptual level students did

better than low conceptual 1evel students. LoH conceptual

Ievel students learned significantly better with a lecture
(high structure). High conceptual level students perforned

we 11 in both situations.

That conceptual level affects learning suggests that

teachers would increase their effectiveness by finding out
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the conceptual level of their students and attempting to

match structure in teaching to that leveI. Teachers might

use a sIightIy lower degree of structure in order to

challenge students to develop a higher conceptual Ievel,

that is, improve their general capacity for handling

information (Joyce & wei1, 1972). It would be advantageous

to students Lo group then according to conceptual level in

order better to tnatch teaching style to learner level.

Findings suggest that where the teacher is faced with

teaching students of differing conceptual levels' most

students witl learn tnost by matching to the Lowest

conceptual Level. The teacher night provide some Iow

structure in order to naLch high conceptual level students

and to challenge the lower conceptual leveI students.

The foregoing discussion on learning styles confirms

Brundage and MacKeracher's (1980) review of the literature

that there is no one best way to learn. There usually is a

"best way" for each indivíduaI. The learner needs to

understand her own personality type, Iearning style t

preferred perceptual mode, and conceptual level so that she

can both use her preferred/best ways of learning and expand

the styles by ¡vhich she learns and raise her conceptual

level. As she recognizes her own preferred representational

system she can learn hon to look for clues in others that

indicate their preferred system. She witl do this best in

an environment which is warmr supportive, helpful ,
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nonjudgmental and she wiIl reguire a teacher who understands

her own preferred styles of learning' and personality type.

Growth and development and learning styles are t$¡o

factors r¡hich inftuence how adults learn. There are other

more generaL characteristics of adults which affect adults'

Iearning. These I shall discuss next.

Prevalent Character i3t ies

Knowles (1980) made popular the term "andragogy" from the

Greek words "andros" meaning "manu and "agogos" meaning

"leader." endragogy is defined as "the art and science of

hetping adults learn" as opposed to pedagogy, "the art and

science of t.eaching children" (pp. 42-3). Because adults

are at different stages of development from children they

have some characteristics different from children (KnowJ'es,

1980). The characteristics of adults have irnplications for

how they best learn' and therefore for how best to help them

Iearn. Knoltles (1980) provides a structure for discussion

of prevalent adult characteristics and their implications

for learning.

Knovrles (1980) outlines six assurnptions related to adult

learners. First adults can learn. Second, adults are

self-determining and self-directíng. Third, adults are a

rich resource of experience. Fourthr adults are motivated
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by a need to cope more satisfyingly with real-Iife tasks or

problems. Fifth, adults have a pragmatic orientation Èo

learning. Sixth, the adult's learning process is internal.

Knowles (1980) says' "the research to date of adult

learning clearly indicates that the basic ability to learn

remains essentially unimpaired throughout the Iife span" (p.

55). 1f adults appear not to learn as much or as quickly or

do not seek out learning in traditional settings' it may be

due to what cross ( 1981 ) calls "perceived barriers to

learning". She cites a national study conducted in the

United States in 1974 which reported cost, not enough time,

home or job responsibilities' not wanting to attend school

full time, amount of time required to complete a progratn'

scheduling of courses, as major barriers to adults learning

what they want to learn.

ehysiotogical changes which occur with aging' -- most

commonly, decline in auditory and visual acuity, decrease in

reaclion time, Iower energy levels -- will be barriers to

learning unless the environment compensates. Brundage and

MacKeracher (1980) and Larson (1970), remind the rea¿ler that

in addition, chronic physical conditions such as diabetes,

hear! condition, hypertension may slow down the Iearning

process. older adults especially need speaking to be

clearly articulateó, larger printing, slower pace ' a

comfortable environment free of extraneous noise, and

information provided through a variety of sensory modes and

f orrnats.
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If adults can learn, they can be challenged' Shulman

(1984) affirms the individual's ability and strength to

change in his "demand for work" of his clients'

Clients wiIl be of two minds about procedinq vith
their work. À part of them, representing their
i-iiãngtit, wilI move tovtard understanding ald
õrowtñ. The other part of then, representing. the
iåiiå-tán"., wirr puir back from what is perceived
as a difficult Process. (P' 77)

Helping a client deal with her ambivalence and resistance is

part of the work. Demand for work pervades all aspects of

work with clients. For example, it is present in the

processes of contracting, of helping the client break

complex problems down into manageable components, of helping

the client remain focused on the "tougher feelings and

concerns" , of checking out the client's underlying

ambivaLence, of challenging the "iIlusion of work"' Shulman

(1984)emphasizesthat"theconsistentuseofdemandskills

can only be effective when they are accompanied by

empathic skiIIs .... only when clients perceive that their

worker does understand and is not judginq them harshly, are

they able to respond to the demands" (p' 79-80)'

The individual's self-concept changes as adulthood is

realized. Adults see themselves as independent '
self-directing, self-deternining producers or doers'

strivingtowardtheirful]'potentialandself-fulfilment
(KnowIes, 1980). Adults do not see thernselves fitLing into

the pedagogical model of a more or less passive dependent

student who may be "failed" or be treated with disrespect'
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Therefore, when adults find themselves in a conventional

classroom situation their self-confidence in their ability
to learn may be replaced by insecurity and anxiety -- an

anxiety far beyond that which might motivate the learner to

put forth maximum effort (Larson, 1970). Rather, these

factors may prevent adult.s from applying themselves fulIy to

a learning experience (Brundage & MacKeracher r 1980;

KnowIes, 1980; Larson ' 1970).

The self-concept of adults has widespread irnplications

for adult learning. Àdults need a learning climate in which

the qualities by which they characterize themselves are

valued, affirmed, and nourished (Brundage & MacKeracher,

1980). Such a climate is as l-ittle like a school room as

possible both phys icaIlY and psychologically:

noncompetitive, nonjudgmental, supportive.'The teacher is

genuine, accepting and understanding -- Rogers (1969) core

conditions for buitding a trusting relationship as we1I as

for facilitating learning. Such a climale is consistent

with the needs of women entering a transition period, wiLh

the characteristics of a "field dependent" teacher mentioned

earlier, lrith values of acceptance, self-determination, and

respect. These are aII values espoused by the social r¡ork

profession, for exarnple, see CASW Code of Ethics ' 1983.

Learners need to have opportunity to talk through their

anxieties (Brundage & MacKeracher, 1980).
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Focus is shifted from teaching and the teacher to

learning and the learner. The teacher as a resource person,

co-inquirer, and facilitatorr collaborates with the learner

in the process of assessing learning needs by first
providing a nodel of the required competencies. GoaIs for

the program are identified and legitimized by the context

and purpose of the agency. The Iearner assesses her present

level of competencies, and measures the gaps between the

two. This may not always be a conscious nor clear-cut

process. The learner does usually need help in identifying

her learning goals. The goals and behavioural objectives

which the learner sets for herself are a neshing of progran

goals and individual goals. The active role of the learner

in self-assessment provides a sense of direction and

motívation to learn (Knor,¡Ies, 1980). As learners take an

active part in planning and conducting learning activities
they experience their own abilities and strengths. Brundage

and MacKeracher (1980) emphasize the need for adults

actively to use the skil-Ls and strategies they are learning

in a "safe" environnent. SheII & Abrams (1975) demonstrate

the effectiveness of "Iaboratory training" in the teaching

and learning of interpersonal skills. Learners are capable

of assessing the planned learning activities in terms of how

they facilitated or inhibited learning. Active

participation in all aspects of one's learning process is

empowering (Freire , 1970).
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FinalIy learners are capable of evaluating their progress

toreard their goals, that is, Èheir current leveI of

competencies and knowledge. In this way evaluation is a

reassessment of learning needs. The neeting of needs leads

to feelings of satisfaction. The meeting of goals leads to

feelings of success. ongoing opportunities for success and

personal satisfaction are better motivation than punishment

or competition (Brundage & MacKeracher, 1980; Larson, 1970).

Conversely, however r as Hutton (1987, June) points out'

Iack of achievement of stated goals may result in "loss of

confidence which may engender puzzlement r anger' or a sense

of failure. The more attached one is to the expected goal

or outcorne, the greater the tikelihood that one will have

sorne sense of failure, or disbelief, or anger" (p. 5).

Hutton (1987, November) rejects problem-solving models with

their goal, orientation, especially when the situation is

complex and/or new. Many Iife experiences involve

uncertainty about the future, especially for the chronically

or terminally iII. Hutton (1987, June) argues in favour of

"a stable process rather than a fixed outcone" (p. 8).

Present knowledge is the basis for generating "a range of

alternatives" with the "possible and probable outcomes" of

each. A course of action is decided upon. Learning occurs

during the process of acting, adapting, and modifying' of

evaluating outcomes, and where necessary ' exploring

alternative courses of action (Hutton, 1987 ' June' p. 9).
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Hutton (1987, November) further suggests that "learning is

the best antidote to burnout and failure. By understanding

what is or has happened one depersonalizes the impact of

failure or unexpected outcomes and the stress of not knowing

erhat may happen tonorrow. " Hutton's theory is congruent

Hith Knowles' concept of the self-determining,

self-directing, independent, responsible adult. It is more

congruent than goal-oriented Iearning with the concept of

life-Iong learning and development, a process of "becoming"

rather than a point of achievernent.

À third characteristic of adults is that they are rich

reservoirs of Iife experiences. As a result' adult learners

have ¡nuch to contribute to the learning of others, and Lhey

have a background to which to relate new learnings. Adults

ñây ¡ however, be Iess open-minded than children (Know1es,

1980). Therefore, teaching/learning methods which involve

the adults' experiences, that is, activities in which they

can participate, wilL not only make learning easier for the

adults themselves but also enable them to contribute to the

learning of others. when people cooperate and interact they

stimulate each other to more creativity. This is consistent

with the social work concept of interdependence, a mutual

essential interest in, and "social responsibility for the

nelfare of each other" (Shulman 
' 1984). Freire (1970)

speaks of the teacher-student in dialogue with

students-t.eachers.
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"Therefore, each individual influences the training
design by continuousLy evaluating his Isic] learning,

testing and reinforcing it through free discussion, and

contributing to the body of knowledge of the group from his

own unique rvealth of experience" (Naylor , 1973, p. 110).

The job of the teacher is to tap the expertise Ìrithin the

group without allowing any one to dominate (Naylor , 19731 .

Brundage and MacKeracher (1980) suggest that adults need

planned time for reflection and integration of new learnings

with past experiences. KnowLes (1980) goes a step further

in suggesting that time be allowed for learners to planr and

possibly rehearse, how new learnings are going to be applied

in everyday lif e.

Brundage and MacKeracher (1980), cross (1978), and

KnowLes (1980) agree that adult learners, in addition, need

to have time to unlearn old learnings which are not

cornpatible with new learnings. Learning is sometimes a

pai.nful process. Giving up old ways of thinking is often

very uncomfortable, as is opening oneself to other's

scrutiny or to past hurt. New Iearning has "the potential

for changing the meaning, values, skiIls and strategies of

past experience and the self-concept". The resulting "Iack

of stability" may lead to loss of confidence and to possible

r,¡ithdrawal from the learning situation (Brundage &

MacKeracher, 1980, p. 101). Learning will be facilitated
r'rhen uncertainty, inconsistency and diversity are

acknowledged, tolerated and discussed, and clarified in the
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Iearning group or at least in two-way communication with the

instructor (Brundage & MacKeracher, 1980). Tough (1967), in

his study of independent learners, found that

"self-teachers" are likely to have some contact with a large

number of people during their daily 1ives. From these they

"select particular individuals from v¡hom to obtain advice,

information, or other specific assistance" (p. 30). Larson

(1970) also emphasizes learners' need for support in the

J-earn i ng process.

À fourth characteristic of adults is related to readiness

to learn. "Adults are highly motivated to learn in areas

relevant to their current developnen!al tasks, social roles,

and Iife crises and transition periods" (Brundage &

MacKeracher , 1 980 ) . Larson ( 1970 ) found that adults "with

more than 12 years of formal education are primarily

motivated by the drive toward self-actualization the

need for ful-f iI¡nent of personal capacities and talents, and

the need to develop better understanding of themselves,

other people, and society" (p. 67). Kidd (1973) classifies

motivation as intrinsic or extrinsic. The urges to meet any

needs on Maslow's hierarchy (see Knowles, 1980¡ P. 28)

originate internalJ-y while the need to learn specific skills

or knowledge in order to fiII a social role is external.

The adult, then, needs help in understanding her

developmental process and needs arising from it. The

learner needs a response to her motivation in the forn of
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Iearning experiences relevant to her needs and goals -- the

social work principle of starting where the client is at.

This concept is congruent with the social work value of

"self-realization of human beings" (casw code ' 1983, 9. 2).

À fifth characteristic f olloÌts. The adult's approach to

Iearning is pragmatic (Brundage & MacKeracher, 1980; cross'

1978; Knowles, 1980; Larson ' 1970; Tough' 1979) " It is

problem and performance centered for immediate practical

application. Adults wiIl learn best when learning is

organized into problem areas rather than subjects (Knor',Ies,

1980). Experiential teaching/Iearning nethods facilitate
the learning of practical things and rehearsing their

appJ.ication in a "safe" environment '

FinalIy, adul! learning is an internal process of the

total being: physiological, emotionaf intellectual
(Knowles, 1980 ) . Reynolds ( 1942 ) adds soc ia1 aspects and

Houston (1982) adds spiritual aspects. KnowLes (1980)

expresses the implications for learning this way: "those

methods and techniques which involve the indivíduaI most

deeply in self-directed inquiry wilI produce the greatest

learning" (p. 56). Each individual is unique. Social work

affirms and respects the "intrinsic worth and dignity of

every human being" (c¡sw code, 1983, p. 2) and recognizes

individual similarities and differences and the uniqueness

of each individual.
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The principles of palliative and hospice care are

conpatible $¡ith the needs of adults as learners. We are aII
learners in one Ìtay or another, learning about life and its
rneaning. The learning needs of the terminally ill are

sinilar to other adults' Iearning needs "except tha! the

nature of the transition is often much more powerful and

demanding. Ànd the pace nay be either relentlessly rapid or

painfutly slow" The potential to modify the course of the

change usually seems to be very lirnited" (Hutton, 1987,

November ) " As the terminally iII face a series of changes

in their lives, they may need to learn new vtays of coping.

Thus patients as adult learners can be seen to be

self-determining, and be approached with respect and

dignity. They need to be able to give from their rich

r.eservoir of life experiences as weII as to receive. The

transition that they are experiencing may be a powerful

motivation to learn. The learning/coping process will
involve all aspects of their being. Each individual will
learn/cope in ways unique to the individual. The individual

is likely to deal with this major loss as (s)he has dealt

with lesser losses throughout her/his tife (Keleman, 1974)'

In focusing in this practicum on

teaching/Iearning I have made the assumption

congruent with adult learner characteristics.

have discussed the characteristics of adults,

experiential
that it is
Now that I

I shall next
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review the titerature on experiential teaching/learning and

determine r¡hether or not my assumption is confirned.

Experiential Teachino/r,earnina

I shaII review the literature on experiential

teaching/learning according to characteristics of

experiential learning, the process or cycle of learning, and

experiential teaching/learning methods. r shall show in

what ways experiential teaching/learning fits vrith adult

character i st ic s and needs.

Characteristics of Exoeriential L,earnino

KoIb (1984) describes six characteristics of experiential

learning which are shared by the three major traditions of

experientiaJ. Iearning: Dewey r Lewin, and Piaget. Firstt
Iearning is best conceived of in terms of process, not in

terms of outcomes. Bruner makes the point that "the purpose

of education is to stimuLate inquiry and skill in the

process of knowledge getting, not to memorize a body of

knowledge" (Bruner cited in Ko1b, 1984' p. 27). Freire

(1970) says, "knowledge emerges only through invention and

reinvention, through the restless, irnpatient, continuing,

hopefut inquiry men land women] pursue in the worId, and

with each other" (p. 58). The learner is not an empty

vessel to be fi1led with knowledge as in the "banking"

concepL of education (Freire, 1970). In this case learning
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nould be measured by the amount of accumuLated fixed ideas.

But as KoIb (1984) says' learning is a process "whereby

concepts are derived from and continuously modified by

experience" (p. 26). These concepts are consistent with the

adult characteristics of ongoing learning throughout life

and the learner as a creative, adapting, interdependent

human being Ìtith a unique personality and learning style.

The ongoing, 1i.f e-long nature of the learning process

leads into KoIb's (1984) second point. Learning is a

continuous process grounded in experience. ÀIL learning is

relearning of old as well as learning of new concepts in the

light of ne\{ experiences. The l-earner' s concepts are

modified by integration of new experiences or lhrown out and

new ones substituted. This concept is consistent 1¡ith aduft

development being a continuous process motivated by need in

the real-Iife situation and with the fact that adults learn

best by experience.

Third, the process of learning requires the resolution

conflicts beth'een dialectically opposed modes of adaption

the worId.

Learners, if they are to be effective, need four
different kinds of abilities concrete
experience abilities (CE), reflective obsefvation
ãETúTles (Ro), abstract conceptualizaçio{t
abilities (Àc), and áctive gped-@.!eÉ-4. (AE)
abilities. That is, they must be able to involve
themselves fully, openly, and without bias in new
experiences (cE). They nust be able to reflect on
and observe their experiences from many
perspectives (no). They must be able to create
ðoncépts that integrate their observations into
logicáIly sound theories (Àc), and they must be

of

to
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able to use these theories to make decisions and
solve problems (ae). (Kolb, 1984, p. 30)

Freire (1970) expresses the díalectic nature of learning and

adaptation in his concept of "praxis" r,¡hich he defines as

"reflection and action upon the world in order to transform

it" (p. 36). The learner must continuously choose which set

of learning abilities to bring to any specific learning
situation: concrete exper iencing or abstract

conceptualization; active experímentation or reflective
observation. This concept is reflective of tensions ¡vithin

different personality types: for example, the inlrovert
being asked to share something personal in a group setting.
The most creative learning occurs when the four modes of

Iearning are integrated (Kolb, 1984); and when one learns to
adopt characteristics of another personality type or to
Iearn in other than the preferred learning style or

perceptual modality. The foregoing characteristic is
reinforced by KoIb's fourth characteristic of experiential
ì.earning.

Learning is an holistic process of adaption to the world.

"To learn is not a special province of a singJ.e specialized
realrn of human functioning such as cognition or perception.

It involves the integrated functioning of the total organism

thinking, feeling, perceiving, and behaving" (KoIb,

1984, p. 31) .
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Learning, then, includes perforrnance as an inmediate

reaction to a situation, Iearning as the generalization of

specific experiences to other situations, and development as

life-long adaptations to the individual's total life

si!uation. Freire (1970) would add, Iearning is empowerment

to act in order to change.

Fifth, experiential learning involves transactions

between the person and the environ¡nent, including other

people. Learning is more than an internal process which

requires only the Iimited environment of books, teacher and

a classroom. Rather ' this characteristic of experiential

Iearning has impJ-ications for the real world of everyday

life in which environment shapes an individual's behaviour

and an individual's behaviour shapes the environment. The

above learning principte is echoed in social work through

the life model of practice which has an ecological

perspective:

The ecological perspective provides an adaptive,
evoLutionãry vièw of human beings in constant
interchange- with aIl elements of their
environmeñt. Human beings change their physical
and social environnents and are changed by them
through processes of continuous reciprocal
actaptãtion. when it goes weIl, reciprocal
adaþtation supports the growth and development. of
peoÞte and - - elaborates the I i fe support ing
i¡uaiities of the environment ' when reciprocal
ádaptation falters, however, physical and social
environments may be polluted. (Germain &

Gitterman ' 1980, P.5 )

KoIb's learning principle is similarly echoed by compton and

Galaway's (1979) discussion on systerns theory. systems
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theory is "an holistic orientation to the problem of complex

organization, in which the individual and the social and

physical environment are seen as an interacting who1e" (p.

78), when one part of the whole (or system) changes t.hen

other parts of the system change aIso.

The reciprocal nature of experiential learning and change

validates women's (and men's) need for relationship and

i nle rdependenc e : women's need to share their experiences,

to give and receive understanding, heIp, support,

affirnation and to experience strength and power with other

women. This is in keeping with the precept of networking

used in social work. Such learning also affirms the

pragmatic nature of the adult's orientation to learning.

Kotb's final characteristic of experiential learning is

that learning is a process of creating knowledge. The

individuat integrates what "is known" with her o$tn

exper ience .

From these six characteristics KoIb (1984) formulates the

following definition: Experiential "Iearning is the process

whereby knowledge is created through the transformation of

exper ience " (p. 38).

The women's serf-help Network (1984) and Freire (1970)

emphasize the empot+ering nature of experiential

teaching/learning. Using experiential teaching/learning

methods, based on Freire's Popular Education nodel, the

wo¡nen's self-help groups "identify and analyze common
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concerns and issues, create solutions and then identify and

Iearn the skiIIs needed to make changes that lead to

solutions" (p. 2). By participating in creating the

conditions and the content of their learning women are

empowered as a group actively to participate in change for

themselves as individuals and on behalf of and with other

nomen.

walter and Marks (1981) assume a formal leaching/Iearning

situation. They define experiential learning as

a sequence of events with one or more identified
learning objectives, requiring active involvement
by paraicipants at one or more points in tÞ"
sãquànce. That is, Lessons are presenLed,
itlustrated, highlighted and supported through the
involvement of the participants. The central
tenet of experiential learning is that one learns
best by doing. (P. 1)

tmplicit in this definition are four characteristics:

involvement, relevance, responsibility, flexibility.
Involvement means learning by doing, that is, in skill

development or attitude change. "Active learning can be

motivating and self-reinforcing" (walter & Marks, 1981 ) .

Relevance of topics can be demonstrated through experiential

techniques. Participants take responsibility for

determining goals and their degree of investment in learning

activities and hence for the "success" of the learning

experience congruent with adults' self-determining

nature. Experiential learning is flexible in its uses in

various settings, numbers of participantsr type and

objectives of learning experiences. That is, it can be

adapted to meet the learner's individual needs.
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Rogers (1969) also writes about the elements involved in

experiential learning. Like walter and Marks (1981) and

Kolb (1984) he identifies the quality of personal

involvenent, "the whole person in both his lher] feeling and

cognitive aspects being in the learning event" (p. 5). He

describes learning asself-initiated whether stimulation

comes from internal or external sources. Experiential

learning is pervasive as it makes a difference in the

learner. Learning is evaluated by the learner because only

she knows whether or not the learning meets her needs.

Experiential learning is meaningfuI to the learner. These

elements that Rogers (1969) describes are congruent with the

adult's self-concept, ability to Iearn, internal motivation,

pragmatic orientation to J.earning, and involvement of total
seIf. Such learning is self-affirming.

The "properties" of experiential learning that Coleman

(1976) describes are more pragmatic. Motivation is
intrinsic. Learning does not require language. Because it
is necessary for the learner to be able !o ¡nake

generalizations from several specific learning experiences,

learning wiLl be more time consuming lhan what he cal1s

"information assimilation". Such learning does, however,

provide a direct guide to future action, is less easily

forgotten than "information assinilation", and provides the

learner with a sense of self-masteryr self-esteem, and

self-assurance.
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The Learnínq Cvc1e

Researchers describe learning as a process or cycIe. The

four different kinds of abilities necessary to learning as

described by Kolb (1984) and mentioned earlier in thís

chapter form the process/cycIe by which learning occurs --
t.hat is, by which experience is transformed into knowledge.

Brundage and MacKeracher (1980), Coleman (1976) and Johnson

(1981) describe the Iearning process in a similar four-stage

cyc Ie.

First, the learner is involved in an action or experience

(ptanned or unplanned) and experiences the effect or

consequences. The emphasis is on feeling (vs thinking),
present reality, intuitive (vs scientific) approach to

problems: an affective orientation to the environment.

Second, the individual examines and reflects on the

effects of the experience and the consequences of action in

the particular instance. The emphasis is on understanding

hor,¡ things happen. Reflection occurs in the light of past

experience: a perceptual orientation.

Third, the learner formulates concepts, principles,

generalizations, hypotheses. The emphasis is on thinking

(vs feeling), a scientific approach to problems: a symbolic

orientation.
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As new action/experience occurs the consequences/effects

are anticipated and verified. The cycle is repeated (xolb,

1984). As Brundage and MacKeracher (1980) express it,

"overalf change occurs when the cycles become spirals and

Èhe individual moves toward a desired goa1" (p. 48).

KoIb (1984) refers to two dimensions of the learning

process/cycIe: the "grasping" of the experience and the

"transformation" of the experience into knowledge, that is,

the creation of meaning from the experience. Experience can

be grasped by "apprehension" (concrete experience) or

"comprehension" (abstract conceptualization) or anywhere on

the continuum between the two. Experience can be

transformed into knowledge via "intention" (reflective

observation) or via "extension" (ac!ive experimentation) or

anywhere on the continuum betlreen the two. These dirnensions

divide the cycle into four quadrants each of which

represents a learning style discussed earlier in this

chapter .

The learning cycle as described by KoIb (1984) and others

is the process of adjustrnent individuals 9o through at

transition points in the tife cycle phases. "ÀduLts are

motivated to Iearn when their self-sufficiency is shaken.

Àn unexpected event upsets the individual's equilibrium and

launches them into a state of transition. In the course of

that transition, the opening to learning is greatest. . . .

People find themselves seeking new insights' new responses
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Lo life, to restore their equilibrium" (Taylor, 1987, p.

25). For example, learning about a diagnosis of incurable

cancer is an upsetting event, the concrete experience by

which "self-sufficiency is shaken". During the transition
period the individual reflects on the experience. "In

asking 'why me?' and 'what does it rnean?' they begin

conceptualizing. The experience may conf irrn their previous

ideas; it may tead them to entirely new insights. Either

way, the concLusions they reach will shape the rest of their
lives" (Taylor, 198?, PP. 40-41).

Àdu1ts learn best by doing, especially in skiII
development. Reynolds (19a2) describes five stages in the

"use of conscious intelligence as learning progresses"

what Brundage and MacKeracher (1980) and Joyce and Weil

(1972) calI the information processing model of learning

combined with programmed learning. Reynolds (1942) was

referring to social work students' Iearning, but the process

appears to be applicable !o other kinds of learning.

Reynold's first stage is that of acute consciousness of

self characterized by feelings of insecurity, fear, and

anxiety. The second stage is the stage of sink-or-swim.

The learner is preoccupied Ì¡ith herself and her "doin9"

thinking through each step "barely keeping up with what the

situation demands from moment to moment" (p,77). The third

stage is the stage of understanding the situation without

povrer to control one's own activity in it. The learner is
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uneven in her ability to carry out the activity even though

she understands nhat to do. The fourth stage is one of

relative mastery in which the learner can both understand

and control- her activity. "Conscious intelligence and

unconscious responses are trorkíng together in an integrated

wholeness of functioning" (p. 81). The fifth stage is the

stage of learning to teach what one has mastered. The

Iearner is free from preoccupation ¡rith the skilL and can

thus focus on the individual(s) they are teaching and

discover how they learn best. Reynolds (1942) points out

that the stages are "never well marked and absolute. . . .

there are no distinct boundaries and reversions are

frequent" (p. 7al .

Exoeriential Teachi no/L,earn ino ìlethods

Brundage and MacKeracher (1980) and Joyce and weil (1972)

outl-ine three basic types of models for teaching adults:

infornation-processing, programmed learning or operant

Iearning, and person-centred or humanistic.

Information-processing models are concerned with

developing cognitive skiIIs and concepts, acquiring

knowledge , and understanding rationale. They assume

intellectual capacities of the learner.

Programmed learning or operan! learning models focus on

skill acquisition and mastery. Behavioural goals are set,
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learning activities (based on goals) are carried out by lhe

Iearner, feedback is given to the learner to correct

undesirable behaviour and to reinforce desired behaviour.

Hunanistic or person-centred models focus on internal

change based on the individual's own perceived needs and

wants. These models assume the individual's "natural
potential for learning". Ànd they assume "that learning

which involves the whole person feelings, values,

strategies, concepts and skills -- is the most pervasive

and lasting" (Brundage & MacKeracher' 1980, p. 65). Às

Houston (1982) points out, to fail to involve all aspects

(physical, intel1ectua1, emotional, spiritual) of the

individual is to engage too Iittle of her "being".

Brundage and MacKeracher (1980) note that the models tend

to overlap and, t.hey can be used in combination.

Information processing might be the specific type of

teaching modet of choice for the assimilative learner and to

facilitate the abstract. conceptualization phase of the

Iearning cyc1e. Programmed learning might be the specific

type of teaching model of choice for the convergent learner,

and facilitate the active experimentation phase of the

learning cycle (KoIb, 1984). But taking adult

characteristics in general into consideration, the

humanistic, person-centred teaching/learning model wilI more

generally meet the needs of adult learners (Knowles, 1980).
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through all four phases of

, use of aII of the above

to expand their lea rn i ng

Experíential teaching/learning methods as described by

walter and Marks (1981) involve the individual as a whole

person and louch aLl phases of the learning cycJ-e. They

involve the use of alf learning styles and perceptual

modalities. Walter and Marks (1981) classify methods as

central, classical r or supporting.

Central Methods "

Central methods are those r,¡hich are cornplete learning

experiences in themselves, and they may lead to other change

processes. Learning is self-discovered, self-appropriated.

The methods include simulations, exercises, group

interaction, role playing, body movement.

Simulations are "models or representations of some facet

of the human experiencer" characterized by sets of rules,

guidelines, goals, and use of materials to provide

structure. competitive games and sinulation games are

varieties of this concept. other simulation-type activities
include psychodrama, sociodrama, and pantomime.

Exercises are activities used !o engage participants

directly with the content of the experience or with each
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step-by-step procedures designed to

action to become familiar with and

generate feelings and reactions.

Group interaction may itself be the experience (as in

t-groups) or may also incorporate discussion, tasks,

simulations, role p1ay, body movement, guided imagery, or

audiovisual techniques. Groups may vary in size from two-t

three-, four-person interaction to Iarger numbers in

g r oup-a s -a-whole interaction, depending upon the purposes.

Role playing is "a method of human interaction thaL

involves realistic behaviour in imaginary situations....
IPlarticipants act freely rather than from a script"
(Corsini, Shaw & Blake cited in Walter & Marks' 1981' p.

193 ) .

Body novement includes a wide variety of activities
including breathing exercises' relaxation techniques,

massage, and physical exercise. This method is usually used

to increase self-awareness, !o energize, to mobilize

feelings or to reduce Lension, with lhe end result of

facilitating personal growth and change. Breathing and

relaxation exercises may help reduce pain in termina)'Iy i11

people (Benson, 1975; Kohut & Kohut, 1984; Mccaffery, 1979i

Meichenbaum, 1985). Therapeutic massage also may reduce

pain by inducing relaxation (ttrieger, 1979; Mitler, 1975).

of

in

to
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Central- methods, then, are primarily Iinked to the

person-centred mode1. They have high affective implications

and associated behavioural and cognitive components.

Claeeícal Methoilg "

ClassicaI methods are the traditional widely-used

teaching methods used in experiential teaching. They are

not central to the learning experience but are important in

providing the structure and organization for change.

Methods include lecture, reading, written tasks, and the use

of case sËudies.

The lecture "engages participants in a creative listening
and thinking process by stating problems and guidelines for

their resolution". Questions and controversial

illustrations sti¡nulate listeners to "grapple with the

content" (WaIter & Marks, 1981, p. 207). In experiential
Iearning the lecture is used in support of the

experience-based methods.

Reading relevant material eiÈher before or after

experiential activities may be used as a supplement.

conceptual rnaterial, presented in either lecture or

reading material is
often very important to provide a framework for
order ing experience -- 'concepts' and 'preceptsl(rules of thumb) which others have developed rnay
provide access for Learners to the t.hinking and
learning of others which reduces the time and
effort required to do it aIl experientially.. ".When combined with experience it is more



meaningful and rnore useful and it lasts
longeri ". (Hutton, 1987, November)

written tasks may take the form of notes, Iogs or

diaries, assignments, evaluations and examinations. They

can be used to document or rèflect on learnings, integrate

experiences, or evaluate an experience. writing a diary is,
for some individuals' a means of expressing feelings and

thoughts.

The case study method involves the

of case studies. The Process leads

one nigh! act in similar situations.

Classical tnethods, then,

reading and di scuss ion

to knowledge about how

are generally

information-processing, that is, reflective and cognitive

aspects of the learning cycle: the "grasping by

cornprehension" or "abstract conceptualization" of the

learning cycle as described by KoIb (1984).

Suooortive ldeÈhods.

Supportive nethods cannot stand by themselves but

contribute much to a learning situation when used in

conjunction with other experiential methods. Methods as

described by waLter and Marks ( 1981 ) include process

observation, alone time, fantasy (guided imagery),

audiovisual methods, instrumentat ion, projects and field

experience. r atn adding art and music.
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Process observation is a method of learning in which some

participants watch and give feedback (observation,

impressions, reactions) to other participants in simulation,

role play or other smalI group interaction. Rating scales

and audiovisual nethods can be co¡nbined vith process

observation. This met.hod builds on the concepts of learner

as resource and responsible for her oln learning.

Alone time refers to provision of time for the learner to

reflect on some aspect of the learning experience. IL is
useful to the learner to organize, consolidate, and

summarize learnings: -- "grasping via comprehension" or

"transformation via intention" (Ko1b, 1984).

Fantasy or guided imagery is the use of "images and

symbols that form the substance of much of an individual's

mental activity" to achieve greater self-awareness,

understanding, and growth (walter & Marks, 1981, p. 217).

Bresler (1984), McCaffery (1979), and Meichenbaum (1985)

docunent use of this technique to reduce pain and promote

healing. simonton and Simonton (1978) use guided imagery

combined with expression through art to promote healing.

Àudiovisual methods include five categories: first,
graphic presentation using bJ,ackboard, ftip charts, wall

diagrams , photographs ; second, models and I i fe

demonstrations; third' projected aids such as fiIm, overhead

projectors, slides; fourthr audio systems such as record
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player and audiotape recorders; fifthr video systems such as

closed circuit television and video recording and playback.

Instrunentat.ion refers to standardized paper and pencil

procedures (such as rating scales) for assessing aspects of

personal, inËerpersonal, and group functioning which may

heighten participants' awareness of issues and provide

feedback: for exanple, The Interpersonal Cornmunication

Inventory, The Personal Orientation Inventoryr The Purpose

in Life Scal-e, anil The Death Anxiety Scale.

Projects are the activities in whith participants are

reguired to be involved as part of their learning experience

either within or outside of the learning context.

Field experience is observing or becoming part of ongoing

events in specifically chosen settings to meet specific

Learníng needs: for example, travel, providing service,

internship, in-service training. The experience may range

from several hours to several years in length.

Art and music are expressive modalities. They are not

included in walter & Marks (1981) but are nevertheless

useful media for self-expression, self-awareness, learning,

both in an organized teaching/learning setting (for example

with volunteers) and with the terrninally i11 (Kohut & Kohut,

1984). Supportive methods, then, may involve one or more of

the cognitive, behavioural and affective components of

learn i ng.
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which specific experiential method will be mosL

facilitative in each specific learning situation will depend

on many factors. Objectives and goals for ì.earning is a

najor factor (Knor¿les, 1980; Knox, 1980; walter & Marks 
'

1981). From the foregoing discussion one can conclude that

the type of learning desi red, for example , knowledge

acquisition, skiIl mastery, or changes in attitude, feeling,

values, wiII have a bearing on the teaching/learning method

of choice. Other factors include the characteristics of the

learners (Brundage & MacKeracher, 1980; walter & Marks'

1981). In addition to differing phases of development 
'

Iearning styles, and perceptual modalities, the individual's
background, experience and consequent expectations of a

learning experience must be considered. whether Iearners

are voluntarily or involuntarily involved will affect their
readiness to engage in activities which are unfamiliar to
them. What is valued in the teaching/learning transaction

for example whether or not interaction amongst

participants is desirable -- will determíne choice of type

of methods (Brundage & Mackeracher, 1980; Knonles' 1980;

walter & Marks, 1981 ) . walt.er and Marks ( 1981 ) add such

factors as síze of learner group, available physical

resources, and location. Finally, the characterisLics of

the teacher: her phase of development as an individual and

as a teacher (witliams, 1980); the teacher's

teaching/learning sty1e, favored perceptual nodality and her

philosophy of teaching/learning wiIl play a large part in
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determining Hhat teaching/learning methods she chooses and

the process by which she chooses them.

It is often difficulL to make conscious and to arÈiculate

much of what a person is experiencing. It is therefore

necessary that some structure be provided to facilitate that

process. In the use of those experiential teaching/learning

activities which rnay be new and perhaps anxiety producing

for the learner, it. nay be useful to begin with activities
which are simpler and more easily understood. It may be

helpful initially to introduce, discuss, debrief, and

exp).ain activities. The significant point is to try to

provide the amount of structure which meshes with learners'

needs of the moment. Ftexibility is itnportant to allow for

the unexpected. teaching/learning nethods/activities do not

in and of themselves provide the desired teaching/tearnÍn9.

Much learning occurs even without a teacher (Tough, 1979).

It is important that activities be used in ways which guide

and facilitate the learning process.

variety in use of experiential methods helps J'earners at

least to identify their preferred learning style and

representational mode and to begin to develop additional

styles and modalities by which to learn and to communicate.

Às hel-pers themselves t volunteers r¡i11 find it useful to be

able to communicate in the patient's preferred

representational system. Many of the activities planned as

Iearning experiences for volunteers can be used eith

patients. Guided imagery, self-expression through art'
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music, movement, and writing he).p unlock the creative

dimensions of the nind (Harrison & Musial , 1978).

Tndividuals who have difficulty expressing themselves

verbally may be better able to do so through the art forns.

Moreover, some things cannot be put into words. There is no

one best experiential teaching/learning method. The use of

so¡ne variely will aid in meeting the needs of learners.

In the context of training volunteers in palliative care

a variety of t.opics facilitates learning. variety may help

participants experience strength, hope, fun as well as

sadness, anger and other f ee).ings related to dying and

grieving, so that dying may be perceived as not al.l serious

and hopeless, but that it can be inspiring, peaceful , normal

-- a final stage of growth. It is inportant to select the

most appropriate method for a particular situation based on

the criteria mentioned above (Knowles, 1980; watson, 1980).

Just as the characteristics of adults have implications

for how adults learn, so learning princ iples have

implications for teaching and the role of the teacher. r

shall díscuss this in the following section.
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Inolications for Teachino and Teacherg

"Teaching ... is a vastly over-rated function" in the

opinion of Carl Rogers (1969, p. 103). As cooper puts it

"Learning can be done only be the learner" (cited in Tarnow,

1979" p. 35). Knot¡Ies (1980) says "the urge for growth is

an especially strong notivation for learning since education

is, by def inition, growth in knowledge, ski11s,

attitudes, interestsr âDd appreciation. The mere act of

learning something new gives one a sense of growth" (p.85).

Rogers ( 1951) again --
You can trust the student to desire to learn
in every way which witl maintain or enhance the
self; you can trust. him [sic] to make use of
resources which will serve this end; you can trust
him Lo evaluate himself in ways which will make
for self progress; you can trust him to growt
provided the,atmosphere for growth is available to
hlrn. (p. 4zl,

These characteristics are congruent with Knowles (1980)

description of adult learners as self-directing' motivated,

pragmat ic .

Teaching then, is as Joyce & Weíl (1972) define it "the

implementation of the interpersonal situations which

facilitate learning" (p. 211). Rogers (1969) emphasizes the

importance of the teacher in setting the climate and

providing the resources for learning and for

self-evaluation. Brundage and MacKeracher (1980) add, the

removal or at least the reduction of obstacles to learning.
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The importance of the learning environment is generaIly

agreed upon by writers on adult education (see also Knowles,

1980; and Knox ' 1980 ) . The teacher can prepare the

environment. A bright room, comfortable seatingr posters or

pictures on the wall, plants' the teacher being a "hostess",

a pot of coffee ready -- a1l contribute to the physical and

emotional climate. Good lighting, large print, good

acoustics, lack of extraneous noise may help compensate for

any J.oss of sensory acuity as a result of aging vhen adults

are past middle age (Brundage & MacKeracher, 1980).

Rogers (1951 , 1969) speaks of the emotional climate of

warmth, acceptance, understanding. An egalitarian cl-imate

can be facilitated by a relaxed atmosphere, chairs in a

circle, use of first names, teacher self-disclosure. Às the

teacher affirns and validates learners' feelingst

perceptions, intuitions and demonstrates caring and supporl

she is using what Rollo May (1972) calls "nutrient" power

and what Anne Schaef ( 1981 ) calls "personal power" to

nurture and emponer students. Interdependence is fostered

by such a climate because power is used "to foster the

development that renoves the initial disparity" between

teacher and student (citligan , 1982, p. 168) . Àctive

participation of the Ìearner in alI aspects of the

teaching/learning process, and awareness/knowledge also

contribute to the empowerment of learners, as already noted.
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Brundage and Mackeracher (1980) write about the teacher

being sensitive and responsive to each indivÍdual's life
cycle transitions and to individual pacing in learning. To

reduce sLress and threat the teacher can encourage students

to talk about their anxieties about reentry into a learning

situation and she can denonstrate tolerance for their
apparent uncertainty, diversity, and inconsistency,

affirming these feelings as par! of the learning process.

The teacher provides the resources for learning. First,
she sees herself as "a flexible resource to be utilized by

the group. " She makes herself available as "counselor,

lecturer, and advisor, a person with experience in the

fie1d", a resource for individuals and the group (Rogers,

1969). Second, the teacher provides material resources such

as reading material, tapesr films and the means by which

information can be processed.

volunteers are reguired to have some level of knowledge

and competence, and certain attitudes in order to carry out

their rvork. Teaching therefore involves facilitating the

learner in assessing her learning needs by presenting to the

volunteer a model of the required expectations; providing

the means whereby the volunteer can assess her present level

of competency (or knowledge). Congruent with Hutton's

(1987, June) theory, the learner's present knowledge is the

basis from which to plan alternative courses of action for

tearning. Evaluation is ongoing. Unexpected outcomes are

as significant as expected outcomes. The teacher and
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Learner need to be flexible in order to modify plans

according to ongoing evaluation. This teaching/learning

process is congruent with KoIb's (1984) learning cycle and

with the tife-long nature of adult learning as described

earlier in this chapter.

¡<nox (1980) suggests that having adult learners involved

in the total learning process serves an additional function:

that of facilitating adult Learners in becoming more

self-directing, in learning hot¡ to learn.

conti and welborn (1986) point out that "situational
factors influence the degree to which the collaborative mode

can be advantageously applied in adult education" and that

the "strongest finding" from their study of styles of adul-t

learners and teachers is that "teaching style makes a

significant difference in student achievement" (p. 23).

FinalIy, they emphasize, "the greatest amount of academic

success was achieved r¡hen the students were treated as

adults during this Ithe IearningJ process" (p. 2a).

Brundage and MacKeracher ( 1 980 ) say that the

characteristics that are important for adult learners are

both applicabLe to, and important for, the teacher as well

-- not excluding the characteristic of being a learner. The

teacher as student learns about her students as teachers and

fron them (r'reire, 1970; Knowles, 1980). The teacher must

have a positive self-concept and self-esteem and be able to

be "flexible and responsive in situations which might
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involve anxiety and stress" (Brundage & MacKeracherr 1980;

Knox, 1980; tough, 19791 . The ability of Èhe teacher to be

open, warfn, genuine, accountable, responsive, valuing and

respecting both herself and the learner in interaction with

learners is essential (Brundage & MacKeracher, 1980; Knox,

1980; Tough, 19?9). Brundage & MacKeracher (1980) and Knox

(1980) agree on the importance of teacher expertise on both

subject.matter and teaching functions. Knox (1976) says

Successful facilitators of learning seem to have
three types of understandings. They understand
what i s to be learned, they understand the
learners, and they understand useful procedures to
help the Iearners build on their present
comóetencies to achieve their educational
objèctives. (p.79)

Knowles (1980) and Knox (1980) emphasize teacher qualities

of enthusiasm, sense of humour and creativity.

Tough (1979) speaks of the adult learner's resource

person as a "heIper" rather than teacher. Tough is

referring to the informal learning context. Nevertheless

this concept of the teacher as resource/helper appears to be

appticable to the rnore f orrnal teaching/learning situation

especially where learner conceptual level is high and

therefore a Iower level of structure is required. The

qualities that make for the best emotional climate for

teaching/Iearning appear to be the same as lhose which

facilitate the "helping" process (Rogers, 1951 ,1969). The

teacher is a "he1per" to the learner in precisely the way

the helper is to the crient in Rogers' (1951) and Shulman's
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(1984) model of client-centred practice and Greenspan's

(1983) concepL of the therapist being he).pful to $omen.

Shulman (1984) says of social ¡¡orkers "we are at our best in

our work when v¡e are able to ... integrate our personal self
into our professional role" (p. 14). The helper's most

essential tool is herself as a person (Greenspan, 1983). In

that teachers are helpers/resources, this concept applies to

them aI so.

Howard T.lílliams sees the teacher as a growing, developing

human being and professional. He describes four stages in a

teacher's "passages" Èo maturit.y: Stage I r the

Instructor-Centered stage (comparable to GiItigan's [1982]

"concern with survival" stage); stage II, Prog ran-Cen te red

Stage; stage III, Organization/Student Development Stage;

Stage IV, Integration/Perspective Stage (comparable to

Gilligan's (1982)

i nterdependence " ) .

mature stage of "healthy

Each of the helper and the teacher needs to come to terms

with who she is; to knovr her strengths and !¡eaknesses; to

understand what triggers defensive reactions in herself; to

come to terms wiÈh her own problems. It is important for

the teacher to possess hetping skiIIs. Greenspan (1983)

suns lhese up in concepts that seem particularly helpful to
women. Major skills are

an ability to listen to, intuit, empathize with
and understand another person's experience -- and
to communicate that understanding to her; an
ability to use one's own feelings toward the
client as a tool of help; and an ability to
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educate the client toward a greater understanding
of the social roots of her personal pain.... The
goal is Lo help a woman see how her own power as
an indívidual- is inextricably bound to the
collective polter of women as a group. (pp. 239,
247 )

Concludino Sunmarv

The literature as I have reviewed it here supports the

use of experiential teaching/Iearning principles and methods

as an appropriate means of teaching and learning for adults.

Such methods appear to be congruent with the identified

characteristics of adults,. including the potential for

growth and development and l-earning styles. Experiential

methods aIlow for consideration of women's developmental

process, the neeting of t¿onen's needs as learners and as

volunteers. From the principles underlying transitions in

the adult developmental process and the common principles

underlying the helping and teaching/learning processes one

can conclude that rnany experiential teaching/learning

techniques may be useful in helping t.errninally i11 pa!ients.

The teacher of volunteers models that which she wants the

volunteers to learn. The volunteers as learners, in turn

learn how to teach/be helpful to patients"
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In this chapter I shall provide the rationale for the

evaluation process which I wiII use, describe the evaluation

of volunteers, critique tny practicum in the light of the

Literature, and outline the conclusions which can be drawn

from my practicum.

Rationale for the EvaluaÈion Proceas

The Iiterature on evaluation describes traditional
scientific methods of evafuation" But Klein (1976), in her

study, demonstrated that many traditional measures have an

" inherently sex i st bias".

Masl,oH is quoted as having commented that the
value-free, value-neutral, value-avoiding model of
science that t¡e inherited from physics, chenistry
and astronomy, where it l{as necessary and
desirable to keep the data clean is quite
unsuitable for the scientific study of 1ife.
(Mount & Scott, 1983, p. 735)

Benston (1982) rejects the scientific nethodology in the

study of human beings as an "impoverishment of reality" (p.

55). Knor¡Ies (1980) and Rogers (1969) maintain lhat many

human learnings, especially in the reaLms of sensitivity,
creativity, judgrnent, and confidence are too complex to be

reduced to observable, measurable terminal bahaviours. rn

human learning there is nore concern with sensitizing than

with measuring specifically. Change and direction of growth

-128-
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as an ongoing process is more important than specific

outcome behaviour (Knowles, 1980). Learning, in my view, is

more a process of "beconing" than "having become".

Moreover, "since we are all human we are all involved in

lrhat we are studying when we try to study any aspect of

social relations" (Stacey in oakley, 1981' p. 55).

The literature review in the previous chapter has several

implications for the evaluation process. The emphasis in

andragogy is on the participation of the learner in alI
aspects of the learning process, including self-assessment.

Social work values the client's ability to be responsible

and self-determining. Feminism espouses the empowering

process through egalitarian reJ.ationships and the teacher

learning from students as t¡eIl as the reverse. The client
is the expert on herself (Greenspan, 1983).

Ctearly it is inportant to find a way of evaluating --
both the volunteers' Iearnings and my learnings from thís

practicum that fits with the experiential learning

process and andragogical principles -- a way that values

women's wholeness and strengths -- a way Èhat fosters social

relations. As Thau (1987) says,

as feminist therapy incorporates a revolutionary
ideology focussing on the cuLtural and social
oppression of women so it seems logical that ne!¡
alternative tools for evaluating this system are
in order. The development of f e¡ninist evaluation
tools must recognize the difficulties women face
in attaining Itrrèir] goals. (p. 159)
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"It is the client's goal that feminist therapy seeks to
serve" (Sturdivant, 1980, p. 172). Roberts (1981) says the

subjective component in evaluation is legitimate. Às in

therapy, so it is in teaching/Iearning which incorporates a

feminist perspect ive.

Taking the foregoing into account one can conclude that,
for this practicum, the means of collecting dala for

evaluative purposes need to be based on andragogical and

feminist principles. The evaluation of process Ís as

import.ant as the evaluation of outcome. client/student
self-satisfaction/seIf-evaluation is as important as teacher

evaluations. Measures are rnore subjective, less formal,

themselves part of the learning process, and inherently more

reactive.

There are two levels in the evaluation process in this
practicum report: first, evaluation of the volunteersr

learnings in preparing thenselves to work with the

terminally iIf; second, evaluation of my learnings in
completing this practicum.

Evaluation of volunteers

The evaluation of volunteers' learnings is based on

informal verbal feedback of volunteers and staff;
volunteers' written evaluations, both session by session and

the final overall written evaluation (Àppendix I); feedback
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fron my practicum advisor; my perceptions of the group's

dynanics; and my perceptions of the volunteers' Iearnings,

boÈh intended and un intended. I have i nc luded

session-by-session feedback within discussion of the group's

phases in chapler II. This session-by-session evaluation

provided primarily an evaluation of the process of the

training. Feedback so obtained was onë factor in

determining the use of nonstructured time within the

sessions in order to meet ongoing individual and group

needs.

Nogr I shall summarize comments from the final eval-uation.

Open-ended questions on the overalL evaluation gave

volunteers an opportunity to comment on unintended as weII

as intended learnings. After summarizing the evaluative

comments I shall summarize strengths and areas for change in

the training.

Seven of the eleven participants in training completed

and returned the overall evaluation ( see Appendix i ) .

Fortunately, three of the four who did not, had faithfully

compJ.eted and returned evaluation forms for each individual

session -- and they were present at every session.

In response to the question "Did the training course meet

your expectations?" five checked "surpassed them", twor "met

them". In general r responses indicated that the course had

contributed to a great degree to their learning about
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cancer, terrninal iIlness, communicating with the dying and

bereaved; and also to a great degree in establishing

reLationships necessary for team work and mutual support; to
a lesser degree, to understanding the specific needs of the

dying person and their family, to developing skills of

communicating as a volunteer, to thèir ability to provide

"stand-by" assistance and comfort rneasures, to understanding

their reasons for undertaking volunteeríng at Jocelyn House

and the role they might assume as a volunteer, and to

rneeting their own learning goals for the course. In

response !o the question about the demands of the course,

two said "necessarily high", four said "just right", one

Ieft it bIank.

One of the delights of the practicum for me was watching

participants grow in self-estee¡n and self-confidence. For

one participant especially, the training program seemed to

be the right experience at the right time in her personal

life journey.

The following is a sunmary of comments made about lhe

course.

Liked most: Three said "guest speakers"; three said

"group discussions"; others said "sharing part of

their Iife story", "relaxation exercises", "ro1e

pIaying", "the f iJ.m", "background music", "learning
t.o communicate", "soul searching". Some responses

listed nore than one of the above.
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gþ!iþ!: Teo said "nothing"; others said "smalI

groups", "role playing but I know itts important",

"completing evaluations one week after the session";

one left it blank.

Needed çè49-æ.: a guest speaker earlier -- as early

âs Session II; more evaluative feedback from the

trainèr, for example, in role pJ.aying; nore nodelling

of role play; allow more time for discussion of

feelings and point of view; increase number of

sessions; rnore role play; three Ieft it blank.

À11 those who completed the evaluation perceived ne as

always organized and prepared for sessions, and often

challenging them to Learn and to grow. In their opinion I
facilitated their involvement and demonstrated and taught

communication skills well to very well. Four made extra

comments, expressing appreciation for nhat could be caIled

my " sensit ive " leadership.

Overall Èhe training program was perceived as very

positive. I share that perception. Overall goals and

objectives were rvell met. Some aspects of the program were

strong, some needed improvement.

Strong aspects of the program, that is, teaching/Iearning

based on volunteers' responses and my perceptions were:

1. beginnings/introductions to the training program,

each session, and of individuaL members to each

othe r .

2.

3.
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2" group activit.ies for buildíng sense of team and

mutual support.

3. raising and discussing of generally taboo topics,

that is, death and dying.

4. appropriate use of experiential teaching methods to

achieve specific objectives and goals of the training
program.

5. overall fac i 1i tat i ve Ieadership.

6. generalIy appropriate inclusion of guest presenLers.

7. I generally modelled what I wanted to teach, for

example, comnunication skilIs, self-disclosure,
caring/support, inclusion of all individuals.

Areas which require change/ improvemen t were:

1. maintain/increase contact with prospective volunteers

between the initial intervien and the training
sessions, for example, by letter or phone ca1l.

2. re-order the sessions to include more guest

presentations earlier (beginning with Session II ),
place communication skiIl development and role

playing later and allow more tine for it.
3. aIl-ocate time to include more discussion, debriefing,

and evaluation at the close of each session.

4. intervene and give more feedback in role play and at

points discussed in chapter rI.
5. give a "post-test" (same as "pre-test", see Àppendix

G) so that both I and the volunteers could see their
progress in active listening responses.
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6. to inc'lude more activities for volunteers to practice

journaling and guided inagery, and to include more

discussion of the use of these activi!ies with

res ident s.

provide activities for participants to identify and

make connections between their motivation for

volunteering at Jocelyn House, their individuaÌ goals

for training, their unique interests, capabiJ.ities'

and the roles they might assume at Jocelyn House.

closely related to the above, find ways of rnakíng

connections betveen individual needs and the training
pr og ram .

Evaluation of Practicunt

I shall now evaluate the practicum in the light of the

Iiterature review. As a teacher, I an also a learner

(Brundage & MacKeracher, 1980; Freire, 1970). r have

examined my adult Iearner characteristics and my qualities

as a teacher. As an adult I see myself as self-directing,

responsible, and as a resource. I am motivated to l-earn for

pragmatic reasons, (Knowlesr 1980) that is, I need to learn

in order to be able to teach. I demonstrated the qualities

of enthusiasm, fun, creativity in the training sessions

7.

8.

(Knowles, 1980; Knox, 1980).

self-concept and self-esteem

I generally have a positive

especially when I am

teaching. I was flexible and responsive to both individual
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and group needs in specific situations within the training
program. I learned rnuch from the volunteers as well as from

the "guests".

I determined my own learning styles. I tend to feel nost

comfortable and make best use of my time and energy when

there is some degree of structure in a teaching/learning

situation. I tend toward Kolb's (1984) accommodative

cognit ive learning sty1e, but I also reflec! and

conceptualize as is evidenced in my analysis of this
practicum. My preferred perceptual modality is visual but I
also learn well in inLeractive, haptic, aural, and print
modalities.

Utilizing all of the data available to me I further

assess myself. one of my .ma 
jor strengths is that I

demonstrated the qual-ities that Rogers (1969) describes as

necessary to setting an enotional climate: genuineness,

warrnth and acceptance, and empathic understanding. I began

to know volunteers as individuals beginning with my initiaL
interview with them. I reduced barriers to learning by

encouraging volunteers to express their anxieties and

feelings and thoughts about the training sessions, issues

raised, and topics being discussed. I affirmed them and

their reactions as being part of their learning process.

I saw my role to be very much the facilitator in an

egalitarian relationship wit.h volunteers. Any inequality I
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perceived as thal r¡hich Miller ( 1986) caIIs "ternporary

ínequality ... based in service to the lesser party". The

purpose was to decrease the disparity between teacher and

student (p. 4)" r promoted equality in ways described in

chapter II: using firsl names r seating in a circle,
self-disclosure, and an informal manner. I participated in

the exercises where possible. I made myself available to

the volunteers, encouraging them to phone ne if they r+ished

or needed to talk about anything either personal or training

related. I shared my experiences, my expertise, ßY

knowlèdge as seemed appropriate. I modelled the attitudes

and skiIIs that I wanted volunteers to learn.

I provided resources for learning. The setting in which

sessions were held as described in chapter II natched that

described as most conducive to adult learning as described

in chapter III. I invited guests ttith expertise in specific

areas. I provided a fiIm, music, and some reading material.

I provided variety in Iearning experiences.

I facilitated the prospective volunteers' self-assessment

of learning needs in several informal ways. Firstr I

requested volunteers to complete the "volunteer information

form" (Appendix C). volunteers needed to think about their

strengths and themselves as resources in order to respond to

the questions about. their training, experiences, special

skiIIs, hobbies, and to check those activities in which they

would be willing to be involved as volunteers. They had to
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think about Hhat they t{anted to get out of volunteeríng as

they responded to the question, "your goals and reasons for

applying to volunteer". Discussion of their responses at

their initial interview with me helped then more clearly

identify their special gifts, capabilities. It also

affirmed them in lheir desire to give. Responding to the

"questionnaire for volunleers" (Appendix C) helped

prospective volunteers to see to ¡that extent they had faced

the reality of terminal illness and death, and their

attitudes toHard those who are terminally ill. They \'¡ere

encouraged to look at their own inner qualities in relatíon

to those gualities desirable for working rrith the termínally

itl. I used a paper and pencil exercise (Àppendix G) early

in the program to help volunteers to see the need for

communication skiIIs in working with the termina].Iy i11. In

discussion following this exercise, volunteers also saw the

need for understanding what the terminal-1y i11 person is

experiencing. Such informal means of self-assessment are

congruent r¡ith the andragogical principle of direction of

change being more important than having reached a specific

level , of "becoming" rather than "having become".

I had intended using the sane paper and pencil test and

havíng an individual interview with each volunteer at the

conclusion of training. The sudden termination of my

position prevented this. These measures would have helped

volunteers to see and express their progress and to reset

learning goa1s.
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In retrospect, I could have helped volunteers to be more

self-directing by paying more attention to their individual
personal learning goals. I chose not to have them hand in

these goals because I did not want to be perceived in any

way as a "school teacher" taking in "homework" to be

"marked" -- especially in the early sessions. I might'

however, have explained that I use such goals to begin to

knorv volunteers and to plan my teaching. I might have

invited volunteers to share these goals and their learnings

with me -- either in r¡ritten form or in individual interview

-- part way through the program. My time being a factor' I

might, as an alternative, have spent some training time

having participants share this information in triads. I

could have obtained feedback on this and suggestions from

participants on the session-by-session evaluation forms.

Overall program goals formed the basis for planning the

program. The learning objectives of the individual- session,

volunteer feedback, and my perception of volunteers' needs

formed the basis for planning learning activities r¡ithin

each session. Learning activities included a variety of

experiential teaching/Iearning methods. volunteers were not

directly involved in designing and conducting these learning

experiences because I had done the planning in advance. r

did, however, modify pJ.ans according to immediate perceived

need. My having structured the program is congruent with my

need for some structure and r,¡ith the premise that both high
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structure (Joyce & WeiI , 1972) 
"
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fron higher

I have described in some detail in chapter II of this

report the experíential teaching/learning rnethods which I

used in training sessions. Suffice it to say here that the

variety provided for engaging learners at different points

of the learning cycle (xolb, 1984) and provided for engaging

those wiLh differing cognitive learning styles (KoIb, 1984).

Learners were engaged via each of the four rnost favoured

perceptual modalities (as described by Galbraith & James in

James & calbraith, 1985). Use of film' flip charts' guided

ímagery ¡ and observing role play engaged the visual. one

guided imagery exercise, that which invited participants to

go to their "favorite place", involved aII five senses.

Role play, skil1s practice, deep breathing and relaxation

was the haptic or "hands on" experience' Practicing comfort

measures and assisting patients to be mobile would also have

come under this heading. Às I pointed out in chapter II,

alI training activíties occurred in the context of "group

interaction", one of Walter & Marks (1981) "central methods"

of experiential teaching/learning. I used such group

interaction methods as sharing, discussion, role playr and

practicing communication skiIls. Listening to discussion,

role play, music tapes, and guests' presentations involved

the aural perceptual mode. Since print is ranked

fifth-favoured (Galbraith & James in James & Galbraith'

1985), that so tittle reading material was provided was less
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significant than that most activities did use the four

most-favoured modalities. I did not test for the

volunteers' favoured perceptual modalities. I nevertheless

could have provided reading material as a method of helping

consolidate learnings.

Participants' feedback concurred 1¡ith my perception that

insufficient time was spent in role play practicing

communicating with the terminally i11' My assessment is

that most volunteers reached Reynolds' (1942) third stage of

ski1l development, that of understanding "what should be

done, but lwere] very uneven in [the] abitity to do it" (p.

79) " Some reached the fourth stage of "conscious

intelligence and unconscious responses ... working togethèr

in an integrated wholeness of functioning" (p. 81). The

significant learning sas that they understood the importance

of active listening, of not giving advice. That is to say,

learning was in the desired goal-oriented direction. I

could have had volunteers begin their visits h'ith Jocelyn

House residents as a means of further learning and of

testing their skills.

Conc lus i on s

From the foregoing description of the practicum

experience and the reviers of the literature two sets of

conclusions energe: those which confirm my assumptions ' and

those which were new learnings for me. Conclusions r+hich

conf i rmed my assumptions were:
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There are commonalities of values amongst

experient.ial teaching/Iearning, the social work

profession, the feminist approach to working with

wornen, and palliative care.

Experiential teaching/Iearning is congruent with

andragogical principles.
The principles implícit in palliative care appear to

be conpatible $¡Íth andragogicaì. principles.
Therefore the experiential teaching/Iearning methods

in the voLunteer training context serve as a model

for volunteers to work with Jocelyn House residents.

Conclusions which were new learnings for me were:

l. Many of the same principles underlie the andragogical

model in experiential teaching/learnin9 and the

person-centered counselling model.

The ecological model of social work prac!ice (Germain

& Gitterman, 1980; Shulman , 1984 ) appears to be

compatible with experiential teaching/learning

principles.

Learning, change, and personal groÌrth as processes

appear to have much in common.

4" The andragogical model of experiential
teaching/Iearning with applied feminist principles

appears to meet adult women's learning needs.

5. There are three "Iayers" of teaching/learning

occurring in the context of this practicum: first,

2"

.'

3.
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my practicum advisory committee as teachers/learners,

and myself as learner/teacher; second, myself as

teacher/learner, and volunteers as learners/teachers;

third, volunteers as teachers/learners and residents

of Jocelyn House as learners/teachers.

In conclusion I believe I have Knox's (1976) three types

of understandings necessary to being a successful

facilitator. This practicum demonstrates that I undersLand

first, what is to be learned; secondr adult learners; and

third, experiential methods to help learners build on

present cornpetencies to achieve their educational

objectives.

In the process of this practicum I have advanced in ny

"passages" as a teacher to williams' (1980) stage rv' the

Integration/Perspective stage in which the emphasis is on

"sharing of power and perspective". In the past I tended to

focus on teaching ski1ls and methods. Through this

practicum I understand better the use of myself as a

t.hinking, feeling, physical, and spiritual being in the

teaching/tearning relationship with Learners -- that is, an

interdependent relationship. I have a better understanding

at an experiential level of the life-Iong nature of adul!

learning and the resulting emphasis on the process of

Iearning rather than the point of achievement of goals.

These were unanticipated learnings for me.
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Through this practicum I have enhanced my skills in

experiential teaching. I have increased my knowledge about

adult learning, experiential teaching/learni.ng methods,

palliative care, and how these apply to and affect women.

In that I have increased skills and knor+ledge in these

areas, I

learning

cont inue

have met my goals for this practicum. In that

is a Iife-1ong process of "becoming" I expect to

to enhance my teaching skills and to increase my

knowledge and skills in areas relevant to the learners with

whom I an working. This is congruent with rny being an adult

Iearner and teacher and a professional social worker.
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Àppendix À

JOCELYN HOUSE

177 Egerton Road, Winnipeg, Manitoba

Jocelyn House, situated on a peaceful bend of the Seine

River in St. vital' is Manitoba's first home-care hospice.

It is named in rnemory of Jocelyn Hutton who died of bone

cancer in 1980 at age 17. Her warnth, caring, courage and

spiritual stamina inspired the making of a television

documentary which has been aired on Man AIive and

distributed internationally as well as in Canada. Jocelyn's

parents, BiII and Miria¡n Hutton, have donated the fanily

home where Jocelyn died, for use as a hospice. Jocelyn's

famity and friends have founded Jocelyn House Incorporated,

a non-prof it non-sectarian organization.

À Hospice is a group home where people who are dying

receive care anil support to live as fully as possible,

neither hastening nor postponing death, but rather preparing

for a death that is satisfactory. FamiIy members receive

support and bereavement counselling following the death as

wel-1.

The g@L--- o:qÆ!J:! c e is to enable the terminally i1I to

Iive as nornal a life as Possible.
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OBJECT I VES

To provide a hone-like atnosphere.

To provide support services through trained

volunteers and care workers.

3. To provide counselling and support for families and

sign i f icant others.

To demonstrate a respect for the dignity of life,
maximize independence and self-worth.

To facilitate residents retaining their place as a

contributing member of a home and a community.

To involve and gain the co-operation of family,

friends and other community resources to neet the

needs of residents.

To provide opportunities for residents to pursue

their religious affiliation and participation in

accordance nith their personal preferences.

@:

Those who have been diagnosed as terminally i11, but are

present.ly in a stabilized state requiring minimal nursing

care (ie. that provided by V.O.N. visits). Residents would

be afert and able to take some responsibility for their own

care, ie. medications. They would not be sick enough to

require hospital care, yet not h'eII enough to be at home

alone; and the prognosis wouÌd not be long enough for the

processing of an application for a personal care hone.

¿.

t

6.

7.
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Jocelyn House would serve those desirous of living in a home

setbing, and those comfortable with the concept of hospice

care. we plan to serve those of any age¡ sêx¡ race, creed.

It wiII be necessary for prior arrangements to have been

nade for the possibility of hospitalization if a greater

degree of care than Jocelyn House can provide becones

necessary.

LEVELS OF CÀRE

( Per oRC ManuaL) :

Levels which appear appropriate for our facility at this
time are: Level I , II , III r and possibly some IV's.

LIMITATION:

our prograrn is not able to deal with people requiring the

adminisLration of medications (other than could be handled

through V.O.N. visits); with bedridden or wheelchair

dependent patients; r¡ith those who are moderately to

severely confused; with those who are vioLent. Ànyone

requiring a greater degree of nursing care than could be

provided through regular Home Care Services would not be a

suitable candidate for this faci).ity.

SERVI CE :

Jocelyn House provides a home attnosphere for three

residents. Resident and day hospice care workers maintain

the home, prepare meals and give assistance with personal

care as necessary. volunteers provide companionship and are
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a helpful caring presence to residenls and their fanilies'
assist residents with activities and help staff with tasks

about the house. A pastoral care worker is available to

residents, volunteers, and staff. The coordinator of

Volunteers facilitates volunteers' involvement. Overall

responsibility is taken by the General Manager who is

directly responsible to the Board of Directors. Board'

staff and voLunteers work as a team !o provide physical t

e¡notional, social and spiritual care to residents and their
families and mutual support and care to each other.

REFERRALS :

May be made by care givers,

patients themselves.

FEE:

physicians, relatives or

Residents will be charged a fee of $15.00 per day payable

nonthly in advance on the day of arrival and subsequently on

the first day of each month.

PROPOSED FUTURE SERVI CES :

Outreach

- visiting the terminally

- visiting the bereaved.

- educating the c ommun i tY

i11 in their homes.

about death and dying.



Àppendix B

ilocErrN HousE

JOB DESCRI PTION

IN-HOUSE VOLUNTEERS

Bq,BEos_E:

1. To provide emotional, physical and spiritual support for

Jocelyn House residents and their families.

2. To assist housekeepers with household tasks.

ÐUTIES ÀND RESPONSIBILITIES :

1. To attend orientation and regular training sessions

organized for the vol.unteer program.

2. First responsibility: To provide cornpanionship and

be a helpful caring presence to residents and their
fam i l ies .

3. To assist residents as necessary, with personal care

such as hygiene and skin care, toileting, dressing,

moving about the house, and meals.

4. To faciliLate resident's involvement in activities of

their choice such as hobbies, crafts, nusic,

- 158 -
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household tasks, reading, )-etter-writing, going for a

walk, cook ing.

5" To ensure that residents take their medication.

6. To assist t.he housekeeper with household tasks such

as preparing and serving meals, serving snacks,

laundry , Iight house cleaning.

7. To be a member of the Hospice care team.

8. To report to the staff on duty any pertinent

information regarding residents and their fanilies.
9" To record hours and activities on the "volunteer

Àctivity Sheet " .

10. To attend continuing education sessions.

11. To attend volunteer group meetings.

12. To evaluate her/his contribution on the Hospice care

team and to receive an evaluation from the volunteer

Coordinator at the completion of training, at the end

of one month of assignment, six months of assignment,

on termination with the Jocelyn House vol-unteer

program.

13. To evaluate the volunteer prograrn.

OUÀLIFICÀTIONS:

o interest in the terminally ill and hospice care

o good communication skills
. emotional maturity and stability
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o v¡armth, empathy, tact, discretion
¡ dependability and flexibility
. sense of humour

o capability of identifying and coping with her/his own

feelings and seeking help when necessary

rLME_loUU!ryEU!:

.3 to 8 hours per week for a period of six rnonths

!,RA]LN!\g:

o a minimum of 18 hours of training will be provided

before the volunteer begins assignment. Continuing

education sessions are planned for approxinately once a

month.

èçç9SES.Þ,J_UJ!.:

I the volunteer is accountable to the volunteer

Coordinator for statistical inf or¡natíon, time

commitment, ês well as overall vol-unteer

respons ibi 1i t ies

¡ the volunteer wilI receive supervision from the

volunteer coordinator

M. Mc I ntosh

June, 1985



Àppendix C

Jocelyn House
177 Egerton Road
winnipeg, Man i toba
P.2vt 2w7

Dea r

Thank you for your interest in volunteering at Jocelyn

House. I an writing to give you some information on Jocelyn

House and to ask you to complete the attached questions and

bring them with you when we get together. Àt that tirne v¡e

can talk about any concerns as weII as your involvement as a

volunteer.

Jocelyn House, situated on a peaceful bend of the Seine

River in St. vital, is Manitoba's firs! home-care hospice.

It is named in mernory of Jocelyn Hutton who died of bone

cancer in 1980 at age 17. Her warmthr caring, courage and

spiritual stanina inspired the making of a television

documentary which has been aired on Man Alive and

distributed internationally as well as in Canada. Jocelyn's

parents, BilI and Miria¡n Hutton, have donated the fanily

ho¡ne nhere Jocelyn died, for use as a hospice. Jocelyn's

family and friends have founded Jocelyn House Incorporated,

a non-profit non-sectarian organization.

- 161
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A Hospice is a group horne where people who are dying

receive care and support to Iive as fully as possible,

neither hast.ening nor postponing death, but rather preparing

for a death that is satisfactory. Family members receive

support and bereavement counselling following the death as

welI.

Jocelyn House provides a hone atmosphere for three

residents whose condition has been stabilized and who are

relatively mobile and able to be in control of their o¡vn

affairs but who are not strong enough to live on their own.

Resident and day hospice care workers ¡naintain the homet

prepare rneals and give assistance with personal care as

necessary. volunteers provide companionship and are a

helpful caring presence to residents and their 'families,

assist residents with activities and help staff with tasks

about the house. A pastoral care worker is available to

residents, volunteers, and staff. The Coordinator of

volunteers facilitates volunteers' involvement. OveralI

responsibility is taken by the General Manager vrho is

directly responsible to the Board of Directors. Board,

sLaff and volunteers v¡ork as a team to provide physical,

emotional, social and spiritual care to residents and their

families and mutual support and care for each other.

Training and orientation is planned to provide relevan!

knowledge, to assist us in examining our own attitudes to
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dying, death and loss, to improve skiIIs in communicating

with the dying and bereaved, and to establish relationships

necessary for team work and mutual support.

I look forward to meet.ing and talking with you on

at _o'clock, and hope that your

time at Jocelyn House will be rewarding and satisfying.

Sincerely

M. Maureen McI ntosh

coordinator of volunteers
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JOCELYN HQUSE

VOLUNTEER I NFORMATION FORM

PHONENAME

ÀDDRESS

EÐUCÀTION - ADDITIONAL TRAI NI NG

POSTAL CODE

LÀNGUAGES SPOKEN

SPECIÀL SKI LLS

PREVIOUS ÀND PRESENT WORK EXPERIENCE

PREVIOUS VOLUNTEER WORK

HOBBI ES

YOUR GOÀLS AND REÀSONS FOR APPLYING TO VOLUNTEER HERE NO}T

IN WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING ÀCTIVITIES ÀRE YOU WILLING

TO BE I NVOLVED (check)

telephon i ng

other c ler ical
typing
other
help with meals
activities with res ident s
talking, ristening to resiã-ents and families 

-

transportation of residents to doctor's, shopping
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tasks related to housekeeping ' eg. laundry
maintenance of house and grounds
visiting with "residents" in their own home or hospital _
visiting family after death
other, please spec i fy

HOURS ÀVÀILÀBLE FOR
VOLUNTEER WORK (please chec k )
morning _ afternoon 

-WHICH DÀYS ARE YOU AVAILABLE?

evenlng _

HOW MANY HOURS PER WEEK
CAN YOU COMMIT TO VOLUNTEER WORK HERE?

CAR AVÀILÀBLE FOR JOCELYN HOUSE WORK?

M. Mc I ntosh
May, 1985

YES NO
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JOCELYN HOUSE

OUESTTONNAIRE FOR VOLUNTEERS

A) YOUR PERSPECT]VE ON DEATH:

1. Do you have any specific feelings with regard to
deattr? what do yòu fear most about dying? where
would you like to die? what do you think will happen
to you when you die?

2. Have you made a will? Have you thought about a
funeral?

B) EXPERIENCES WITH DEATH, LOSS ÀND CHÀNGE:

1, Describe the losses you have experienced (not only

deaths) and when they occurred.

2. Can you describe the bereavement process as you

experienced it? (agaín, You can grieve over losses

other than death). How do these feelings affect you

now?

C) ÀSSESSMENT OF SELF ÀND RELÀTIONSHIP WITH OTHERS:

1. Describe yourself briefly in relation to the

f ollow i ng :

Maturity -

outlook on life -
Dependabi Iity and commitment -
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Conmunication -
Team work -
Touching -
Do you have the ability to

How would you 90 about this?

seek help if requi red?

3. In relating with others can you describe your

experiences when you related with people who had

differing beliefs. For exampler You encounter

someone who does not believe in God and this is

contrary to your beliefs (or vice versa). HoH do you

handle that ?



Àppendix D

Jocelyn House
'f 77 Egerton Road
winnipeg, Man i toba
R2lrl 2w7
January 6, 1986

Deâ r

I hope you each feel rested, refreshed and renewed

following the holiday season and ready to participate in the

orientation and training sessions for volunteers and staff
(and hopefully a board member or two) of Jocelyn House. we

no¡v have two residents and prospects for a third, so

voLunteers are becoming increasingly needed.

Since no one day of the week suits everyone, I am

scheduling alternate Thursday evenings and Saturday rnornings

to try to accommodate as many of you as possibfe. I hope

you can set aside most of these times:

Thursday January I6: 7 - 10 P.M.

Saturday January 25: 9:30 À.M. - 12:30 P.M.

Thursday January 30: 7 - l0 P.M.

Saturday February 8: 9:30 À.M. - 3:30 P.M.

Thursday February 13: 7 - 10 P.M.

Saturday February 22: 9:30 À.M. - 12:30 P.M.

Thursday February 27: 7 - 10 P.M.
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Thursday March 6: 7 - 10 P.M.

Sessions wiIl be held at Regents Park United Church,

613 St. Mary's Road (at St. Anne's Road and next door

to C. K. N "D. ),

General Goals of training are:

1. to gain knowledge in topics related !o cancer, dying'

death, and bereavement.

2. to practice skills both of giving physical assistance

to residents and of communicating with the terminally

iIl and their families.
3. to get to know each other so we can work as a team of

staff, volunteers and board and offer mutual support
. to each other "

I l-ook forward to seeing you next Thursday.

Sincerely

Maureen Mc I ntosh

Coordinator of volunteers



Àitpendix E

JOCELYN HOUSE

TRAINING PROGRAM FOR VOLUNTEERS

January to March, 1986

OVERÀLL OBJECTIVES:

1. To clarify one's personal thoughts and feelings about

dying, death and loss in relation to self and others.

2. To undersÈand the specific needs of the dying person

and their fami Iy.
3. To identify and use appropriate responses to these

needs.

4. To improve skills of communicating v¡ith the dying and

bereaved, including ernpa th i c Iistening.
5. To understand one's own reason for undertaking this

volunteer work.

6. To understand the philosophy, objectives, and

organization of Jocelyn House.

7. To understand the policy and job descriptions for
volunteers at Jocelyn House.

8. To identify the specific role (s)he might assume as a

volunteer.

-170-
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9, To estabtish relationships necessary

a) to work as part of the team of volunteers, staff
and board.

b) For mutual support.

10. To understand the effects of cancer on the

individual.
11. To be able to assist residents with moving about.

12. To be able to provide comfort measures to residents.
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SESSION I IntroducËions

(January 16) Introduction to Communication SkiIIs

SESSION II Interpersonal Comnunication Skills
(January 25)

SESSION III Cancer and the Individual-

(January 30)

SEssIoN IV Jocelyn House organizalion
(February 8) Meaning and Philosophy of Palliative Care

SESSION v History of Jocelyn House

(February 13 ) Loss

SESSION vI Chenotherapy and the Individuaf
(rebruary 22 )

SESSION vII Psychosocial Àspects of Terminal Illness
(rebruary 27)

SESSION VIII "Stand By" Assistance and Comfort Measures

(t¡arch 6) Role of the volunteer

SESSION IX Orientation to Jocelyn House

(t'tarch 13 or 22)
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sEssioN r

INTRODUCTIONS ÀND ]NTRODUCTION TO COMMUNICATION SKILLS

EIETLYEEs

1. To become familiar with the objectives of the

volunteer Training Program.

2. To begin to think about nhat we would like to get out

of the training sessions.

3. To share something of who we are as individuals -

what brings us to hospice care.

4. To begin to get to know each other in order to be

able to ¡rork and learn together.

5. To practice deep breathing as a means of becoming

nore self-aware.

6. To begin to learn more about basic communication and

!o experience the effects of space and distance on

commun icat ion .

7. To begin to practice debriefing.
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sENP49_!.q[!ENl:

Introduction to volunteer Training: overall Objectives

outline of Sess ions

Introductions to Each Other: Each person introduce self and

say in a sentence what brings you to volunteer here

Deep Breathing Exerc i se

Communication SkilIs: practice/assessment: wrile responses

to statements or questions residents night say

Discussion

Satir's exercise on the effects of space and distance on

communication (see Peoplemaking pp. a1-7) Discussion

Debrief ing and Conclusion
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SESSION II

INTERPERSONÀL COMMUNI CATION SKI LLS

W.S.:

1. To include new members in the group.

2" To evaluate Session I.

3. To understand better the componenLs of the

commun icat ion process.

4. To practice sending messages which wilI facilitate

building trust and developing caring relaLionships.

5. To becone more aware of what is appropriate

sel f -d i sc Losure.

6. To practice communication skiIIs: attending

behaviour, behaviour description, reflection of

feelings, paraphrasing.

7. To practice deep breathing as a means of becoming

more self-aware.

8. To formulate personal 9oa1s for self in these

training sessions.
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ÀGENryTP_@{IENI:

Evaluation of Session I: written

Introductions to each other: each person here for the first
time say in a sentence what brings you to volunteer at

Jocelyn House

Each person who was here last week state one important

learnÍng from last week

Lecturette: Communication Skitls - definition, purpose 
'

process

Sending messages - appropriate self-disclosure

- type of nessage: "I", in the here and now, feeling

Receiving messages - attending, paraphrasing

Practice in dyads: sharing persónal objectives for training,
attending, paraphrasing

Ref lection: deep breathing, centering

In small groups: debrief, evaluation of session
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SESSION iII

CÀNCER AND THE I NDI VI DUÀL

EIEII.YE.q:

1. To welcome/include new nembers.

2. To prac!ice relaxation and centering to increase

self-awareness and the ability to tune in to others.

3. To make a cfear complete "I feel ...rr statement.

4. To practice paraphrasing both content and feelings,

5. To learn how Journaling and Guided Imagery can be

he).pf uJ- to residents of Jocelyn House.

6. To understand the effects of cancer, its treatment,

and terminal illness on the individual"
7. To understand how individuals cope sith cancer.
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SENÐ4\D-!ON'!EN!:

rn smafl groups: include ne¡r members

debrief the wee k

use attending, paraphrasing in Iistening to each other

Reflection: deep breathing, centering, fantasy trip to a

favorite place

In triads: Person À: make an "I feel ..." statement

Person B: paraphrase content and feeling

Person C: observe and give feedback

' Ðiscussion: use of Guided Imagery and Journaling with residents
:

' TaIk and Discussion: The Effects of Cancer, its Treatment,
1

: and Terminal- Illness on the Individual - two palliative
I, care nurses ( "veleran" volunteers were invited

; to attend this Part of the session)
:

ì oebrief ing and conclusion
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SESSION IV

JOCELYN HOUSE _ ORGÀNT ZATI ON

THE MEÀNING A

9E.J.EÇ!I.YE.S.:

1. Through role play to understand better the experience

of thè terminally iII.

2. Through role play to practice empathic responses

using active I i sten ing skills.

3. To understand the philosophy, goals, objectives and

organization of Jocelyn House Inc..

4. To underst.and the role of the volunteer in rneeting

the above goaIs.

5. To understand Lhe meaning of Palliative Care.

6. To understand the importance of emotional and

spiritual aspects of care to both the terminally iIl

and their fami l ies.

7. To understand more specifically the needs of

residents of Jocelyn House.
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AG.EIIDÀINÞ IOIITENJI :

In small groups: evaluation of session III
(both verbal and wr i tten )

Brief Lecturette: active listening skilIs as empathic

skills

RoIe play: listener using empathic skills

Talk and Discussion: Jocelyn House Philosophy' GoaIs,

objectives, Organization: chair of Jocelyn House

Boa rd

Pot luck lunch

Talk and Discussion: Meaning and Philosophy of Palliative
care - Dr. Paul Henteleff

ReIief of symptoms

rrnportance of emotional and spiritual aspects of care

to both individual and family

Specific needs of residents of Jocelyn House

Debrief and Conc 1ude
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SESSION V

HiSTORY OF JOCELYN HOU

9E.@II.YES:

1. To evaluate Session Iv.
2, To watch the film, "Joce1yn".

3. To learn how Jocelyn House came to be.

4. To understand the losses residents of Jocelyn House

may exper ience.

5. To experience our own feelings in relation to loss.

6. To use empathic skills in listening to each other.

@\Dè-ÀN¿-@SEET:

Evaluation of Session IV

FiIn: "Jocelyn "

Infornal discussion with Rev. BiII Hutton on how Jocelyn

House came to be

Experience of Loss: - "brainstorm" losses which residents of

Jocelyn House nay exPer i ence

- reflect on losses we as individuats have experienced,

how ¡se fee I

- share with one other (tistener use empathic skilIs)



In total group: reflection on collective strength /energy/

mutual support

Conc Ius i on
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SESSION Vi

CHEMOTHERÀPY AND THE I NDIVIDUÀL

OBJECTI VES :

1. To hear one resident's experience of the effects of

chemotherapy.

2. To learn how we can be helpful to residents who are

receiving chenotherapy.

3. To share with the group something of our individual

1i fe stor ies.

À@!E_¿Np_@NlEUl:

Sharing and discussion: Effects of chemotherapy

- resident of Jocelyn House

Sharing part of our fife story with each other: -
snaps, a "treasure", poem, drawing

Debrief ing and Conc lus i on
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SESSION VII

. 
PSYCHOSOCIÀL ÀSPECTS OF TERMTNAL ILLNESS

@Eç.T.,i-ygs.:

1. To evaluate Session VI .

2. To understand the issues terminally j'I1 persons face.

3. To reflect on our lhoughts and feelings (especially

fear) about dying, death' and loss.

4. To consider the terminally i1I persons' rights.

èGENpÀ_S,Ð_lotrlEql:

Evaluat ion of Session VI

Exercises and Discussion: Psychosocial Aspects of Terminal

Illness - two hospital chaplains

Debr ief ing and Concfusion
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SESSION VIII

''STÀND BY" ASSISTANCE AND COMFORT MEÀSURES

ROLE OF THE VOLUNTEER

@,E.qII.YES.:

1. To learn how to assist residents

a) walking with or without cane, walker and on

stairs.
b) getting in and out of chair, bed, bathtub, car.

2. To learn hor¡ to provide comfort measures,

3. To discuss the role of the volunteer at Jocelyn

House.

4" To assess what we yet need to learn in order to

f ul-f ilI the volunt.eer role at Jocefyn House.
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ÀGENDA AND CONTENT i

Demonstration and Practice: "stand-by" assistance

comfort rnea sures -- physiotherapist

Discussion: Role of the Volunteer

-- a ttveteran" volunteer

Handouts to complete at home re Objective 4

Debrief and Conclusion
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SESSION IX

ORIENTATION TO JOCELYN HOUSE

EIET!VE.S.:

1. To become familiar with the policy and procedures of

Joce).yn House.

2" To understand the procedure for volunteers to follow

at the House.

3. To learn some housekeeping essenlials.

@N@!EN'I.:

WaIk around the office: policy and procedures

Ðiscussion of volunteer role and procedure.

WaIk around the House with hospice care worker.

Conclusion.



Àppendix F

JOCELYN HOUSE

JouRNALl LSGI,Ð_I¿8Y__WBI LNg

PURPoSE - To help you to clarify,

experiences, thoughts, feel ings

growth and to be more understanding

helpful to.

explore, deal with your

as a means of personal

of those you wish to be

TIPS - Remember you are writing for no one but yourself.

You can share some or none of what you write with someone

else.

- this ís not intended to be a factual report of what

happened but rather vour thoughts, feelings, experiences in

response to what you heard, said and took part in. Keep it
personal.

- r¡rite in the first person as you Hrite a diary. The

following phrases might be useful to you for beginnings of

senLences and/or paragraph:

I learned that I

I expected that I

I tike that I ...
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I dislike that I ..
I felt ... when ...
I an concerned that

I thought about ...
I felt ... about ..

- your journal/diaty/Log does not

may even take some time before

yoursel f .

'1 89

have to be perfect. It
you can be honest with

- some questions/entries which might nake use.f uI "starters":
Hon did I feel about the evening: as a whole? specific

incidents? Where was I touched tonight? what out of aLl I

heard/learned got most reaction from me? What is Iiving in

me tonight that is drawing my attention? "I don't have to

do this. It feels realÌy dumb.tr rrlrm not sure I should be

voLunteering at Jocelyn House. I might be afraid of dying."

"my life started when ..." "this phase of my 1ife started

when ...t'

If we are willing to befriend the negative/scary in us, a

lot of positive can corne of it.

M. Mc I ntosh

JuIy, 1 985
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roe E_L_!N__H8UE_E

GUIÐE FOR ÐEI¡:EF']Àq

. Be aware of your thouqhls. - any thoughts/ideas f rom

this evening which "struck a chord" or keep recurring?

o Be aware of your @i!9. - any tightness, tension, or

pain? - knots, Iump in stomach?

¡ How do you feel? good? great? excited? satisfied?

conten!? at peace? and/or sad? heavy? troubled?

anxious? angry? lonely? vulnerable? withdrawn?

what do you need?

Share with someone. Can you share with your

group?

If unsure, share your dilemma.

If there is still carry over after you get homet

someone who will understand - Maureen, another

member, small group facilitator, friend, pastoral

a

a

a

a

sma 11

phon e

group

care

wor ker .

¡ record your thought.s, feelings, experiences in your

diary/journal/log.

M. Mclntosh

July, 1985
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CO!4I{UNI CÀTING/COUN

Maureen Mc I ntosh

Ethics

Às volunteer helpersr our cornmunication and actions with

clients gro!¡ out of what we value both for ourselves and

others. Às we value each person's uniqueness, worth and

dignity, we believe that the individuals we wish to serve

have a right to:

r privacy when talking to the volunleer.

. know that what they say will be kept confidential.
¡ make their own decisions.
r know from which agencies and individuals they can get

the help they need.

The volunteer helper then has a responsibility to:

. respect the rights of others no matter what race, sex,

religion, or age .

o Iisten with understanding (rather than judgment).

o think, speak, act in ways that promote the well-being

of others.
o help clients see the choices available to them' and

possible conseguences.

r know their own abilities and when they need to refer

clients to other sources of help.
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consuft with the voLunteer coordinator and

co-voLunteers when they judge that information they

receive might lead to harn someone.

work at their own personal growth, deal with their own

problems, take care of themselves. OnIy if volunteers

Lake care of themselves can they care for others.

Communication SkiIls
Commun icat ion Process

Communication is the process of sending and receiving

bot.h verbal and non-verbal messages from person to person.

Every part. of our lives from birth to death, is dependent

on, and affected by, interpersonal conmunication.

Communication is important to us as voluntèer helpers

because it is basic to:

. understanding ourselves and others.

¡ building relat ionships.

¡ examining and changing attitudes and behaviours.

Communication ski11s are a large part of counselling.

Messages can be sent in one or more of the following ways:

o verballv: the use of words to convey thoughts, ideas,

feelings, information.



e Þaralinquisticallv Lie. beyond languaqe):
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bone of

voice, pitch of voice, rate of speaking, accent.
o non-verbaIlv: body posture, gesture, fac iaI

expression, general appearance, touch, odour.

r 9-YmþqlirêI:Ly: eg. ¡rhere we I ive, the jewe)-ry and

clothing we wear, the car we drive.

It is impossible not to communicate.

When the rnessage sent verbally is the same as that sent

in other ways, the sender i s sa id to show çgJS-æ.n c e.. When

the nessage sent verbally differs from that sent i.n other

ways, the sender is said to show inconoruence for example,

nhen with a smile on her face, she says in a soft voice, "I
am angry". The listener becomes confused as to the true
message. The sender is usually unaware of the incongruence.

verbaL and non-verbal messages may have different
meanings to the receiver. Therefore, it is important for
the receiver (listener) to check if what they heard is in

fact. the nessage sent (see "Listening SkiIls").

The folloning are basic to good comrnunication: awareness

of myself -- my inner feelingsr fiy attitudes, values,

beliefs, how I appear to others (ie. messages I send in

other than words); and my willingness to deal r¡ith rny

feelings (especially anger) and rgith my problems.

Às a result of such attention to myself

- I wilL feel better/stronger about myself;
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- I can better send c1ear, congruent messages:

- I have the freedom within myself to be able to focus on

the other Person;

- I can better hear and understand the other person;

- r can better share of myself in appropriate ways;

- I can trust (where appropriate) and be trustworthy.

These factors are important to building relationships

necessary to being of he1p.

In summary, comnunication i nvolves :

o being able to deal with one's ol¡n feelings and

problems.

o feeling at least reasonably good about oneself.

e willingness to share oneself appropriately.
r being able to express oneself clearly and directly.
r being able to listen in an active l'ay.

Sendinq Messaqes

Sending messages involves a¡,¡areness of the other person

in order to judge their ability to fully hear one's message.

The way in which messages are sent can help the receiver

to hear. Simp1e, direct language, expressing one idea at a

ti¡ne and shoning congruence leaves Less room for

misinterpretation.
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The content of the message affects the relationship. The

content which most effectively builds relationships involves

appropriate sharíng of attitudes, opínions, and especially

feelings, in the here and now, using "I" messages, e9. "I am

glad you are here." Àt times, in counselling' though' it is

necessary simply to gíve information ' for exarnple about

resources. this is alright as long as communication with

the client is not predoninantly information or advice.

Barriers to Communication

. Barriers to communication are whatever hinders the

listener fron receiving the meaning of a rnessage. À barrier

might be communication which is not direct, simple,

specific, or congruent. The receiver may have expectations'

stereotypes, habits, defenses which block hearing of the

intended rnessage. Physical barriers include desk, ringing

telephone, noise in the background, inability to see the

other person. As the volunteer is aware of barríers they

the¡nselves erec!, and those of the cLient, they can attempt

to eliminate, or at leasË lessen them.

Receivinq Messaqes

Receiving messages, that is, lislening, is an active

process. The active listener is alert and IisËening with as

many senses as possible: hearing, seeing, smelling and

touching. Ac!ive Iistening means listening for the meaning
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behind the words as well as for the content of the r¡ords

spoken, p.l-u-g. letting the other person know what you have

heard. Active Iistening involves the skills of Àttending,

Behaviour Description, Reflection of Feelings' Paraphrasing,

and Sumrnarizing.

Àltendinq Behavíour -- is the physical act by which the

helper in sorne way communicates to the other person an

interest in them as a person. An example of good attending

behaviour in a counselling session is to provide as quiet,

private, and comfortable a room as possible; to offer coffee

and other symbols of physical comfort; then to sit squarely

fac ing the client al a distance co¡nfortable to them, in

relaxed, open posture (arms and legs not crossed), Ieaning

slighfly forward, making eye contact. Natural gestures such

as a head nod communicate that you are listening. Àttending

behaviour may be practiced and developed so that it is

natural !o you and therefore both comfortable and comforting

for the one you are helPing.

Behaviour Description is describíng to the other

person their specific actions withouL placing judgment on

them. Your sentence could begin wiLh "I notice that ...",
or "I heard you say ...". This skill is used when helping

the person become ar¡are of their behaviour and may help in

self-understanding.
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Reflection of Feelinqs -- is describing what you perceive

to be the other person's inner feelings. Ask yourself, "If
r were (s)he, behaving as (s)he is, saying what (s)he is

saying, what would I likely be feeling?" A response could

begin with "r sense you feel ...", or "r get the impression

you are feeling ...". This ski1l helps the person clarify
and accept their feelings.

Paraohrasinq -- is saying in your own words what you

think the other person is saying, that is, both content and

feelings. A response rnight be worded, "I hear you saying

that ... and that makes you feel ...", or "I sense that you

feel ... because ...". This skill is used to check that

you hear correctly. It Lets the person know that you wish

to hear their message.

Summarizinq is tying together several ideas and

feelings into one statement either during a conversation

and/or at the end of the conversation. It includes content

and feelings, and helps in clarifying progress and meaning

during the conversation.

Respondi nq

As a volunteer having heard what the person is

communicating, there are ti¡nes when it is appropriate to

respond by giving feedback, confronting or sharing something

of yourself. There may be times when it is appropriate to

ask questions, to use touch, or allow silence.
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Feedback -- is a verbal and/or non-verbal process by

whích you let another know your perceptions and f eeJ.ings

about their behaviour. To ensure that feedback wiII be

heJ-pfuL, you can follow the following guidelines:

. Check your motive for wanting to give feedback (be in
touch rrith how you are feeling toward the personl).

o Judge timing and readiness of the person to hear.

o Àsk perrnission of the person (this may be assumed by

the circumstances, eg. they are with you for
counselling, and honest feedback is part of the

process, or, it rnay be clearly requested),
. Use statements. Own your own feelings,

perceptions, opinions, and/or describe behaviour.
. Be specific.
. Be immediate, that is, keep it to the here and now.

. Encourage the person to whom you are giving feedback to
react to vrhat you have said and work at it unLil you

reach a resolut ion.
. Give bot.h positive as r¡ell as negative feedback.

Guidelines for receiving feedback:

Be specific in stating on what you want feedback.

Check what you hear, that is, paraphrase what you hear.

Share your reactions. Hov¡ do you feel? Was the

feedback helpful? In what way?

o

a
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Confrontation -- is a deliberate attempt to help another

person examine the consequences of some aspect of their
behaviour and often, as well, involves a reguest to change

the behavi our.

Guidelines for confronting;

r Wait until a trust relationship has been bui1t.
. Be prepared to involve yourself more deeply with the

person,

Confront only as you perceive the person to be

presently able to change.

suggest rather than demand change.

Be direct, sinple, specific.
Ask for feedback from the one you have confronted.

Confrontation can be either growth-facilitating or

harmful . Use with caution as it tends to set up power

relationships. Therefore it is more helpfut and supportive

to confront a person on their inner resources and strengths

that you perceive, but which they rnay not be aware of. It
is less helpful to confront on weaknesses.

SeIf-Disclosure in the helping situation is the

sharing by the helper of their own f eeJ-ings, attitudes,

opinions, or experiences with lhe helpee for their benefit,

Self-disclosure is appropriate if

o

a
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. you share only what you are confortable sharing.

. the focus of attention is kept r,¡ith, or quickly

returned to, the other Person.

. you use "I" statements.

r you share your æ..8e¡! f eelings, attitudes, opinions,

and/or only those past experíences which you judge to

be relevant and helpful to the other person.

Àppropriate self-disclosure will have one or more of the

following ef f ects:

r The person will see you as human, genuiner open t

trustworthy, and equal to them.

e The relationship between you will be facilitated.
. The other person's feelings of loneliness and isolation

wiII be reduced, enabling the person to explore some

feeling or subject nore deePIY.

o The person wilL get ideas for solving their problem.

&I-E-i-!-S.: Do not assume that your case is their case,

that Hhat worked for you wilL necessarily work for them. A

trap of self-disclosure is to create a false sense of

sameness and a cornradely feeling çhich wilI prevent

effect.ive work.

Use of Questions Beginning helpers tend to ask

questions too frequently and often for the wrong reasons.

Questions are most helpful when:
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rrI rryou begin by stating your thinking (with an

statement ) which prornpts you to ask the question"

they are "open" questions, that is, beginning with

"nhat", "where", "when", or "how", (rather than "are",

"is", or "do", which could be answered with a "yes", or

"no" ) so that the helpee is free to explore ín

whichever direction they choose.

they encourage expression of feeling.

they lead to clarification for the helpee (rather that

information for the helPer).

they further the purposes and plan of the interview.

they are not "why" questions which, to some, may imply

blame or di sapprovaJ..

you wait and listen to the answer.

Indirect quest.ions r+hich begin vtith "I" and end with "."'
us ".1i as open questions, may be used to encourage the

helpee to:

begin talking: for example, "How are you today?", "f

a¡n wondering what you would like to talk about. "

continue: for example, "Tei.l me tnore about that." or

"What else would you like to discuss?"

focus, elaborate, or clarify: for example, "I would

Iike you to tell me more about ...." or "How do you

fnean, ...?" or "I am wondering how you feel about

that. "

I

a

a

a
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Avoid asking questions merely for the sake of

information, or to fill space. Àsk only when you need Èhe

informat.ion. À1ways know how cone you asked each question

q@. you ask it. Try, as much as possible, to repl-ace "How

do you feel?" with a reflection of the f eeJ.ings you are

picking up from the person already.

Touchinq -- can be just a hand gently laid on a helpee's

ârm or it might ¡nean holding them in your arms. Touch, when

appropriately used, can be comforting and help the person

feel loved and cared for. Touch may be used to bring the

person back to the here and now in their talking.

Guidelines for use of touch:

o Use only when and to the extent you are comfortable

with it..
o Use only when you sense it might be helpful .

. Move forward slowly and watch the person for signs of

r¡ithdrawal. Let the heJ-pee make the decision in this
way.

.If you are uncertain, ask the person.

Silence -- Beginning helpers often feel awk¡rard with

silence in a conversation. Silence rnay mean any one of a

number of things to the helpee. They may be putting

thoughts together or thinking about what has just been said.

They may be experíencing strong emotions. They night not
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know hoÌ¡ to continue, or be resisting continuing. Try not

to break a silence too soon or to feeL you must fill
silences. Silences can be healing times. There may be

cultural differences in the use of silence

The volunteer helper who is in tune with their own

feetings in relation to the helpee at that monent, and who

notices posture, facial expression, and other non-verbal

cues, is better able to respond appropriately.

some examples of possible responses are: silence;

non-verbal expression of support, like touch; or reaching

inside the silence with, "You've grown quiet in the last fev

minutes" I'm wondering v¡hatrs going on for you right now."

or "It's hard putting things into words, huh?" By so

attempting to understand the silence, an awkward moment for

the helper may become a helpful one for the helpee.
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THE DYING PERSON'S BILL OF RIGHTS

I have the right to be treated as a living human being until

I die.

I have Ëhe right to maintain a sense of hopefulness, however

changing its focus may be.

I have the right to be cared for by those who can maintain a

sense of hopefulness, however changing this nay be.

I have the right to express my feelings and emotions about

my approaching death in mY own waY.

I have the right to participate in decisions concerning my

care.

I have the right to expect continuing medical and nursing

attention even though "cure" goals rnust be changed to

"comfor!" goals.

I have the right not to die alone.

I have the right to be free from pain.

I have the right to have ny questions anssered honestly.

I have the right no! to be deceived.
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I have the righÈ to have help from and for my family in

accepting my death.

I have the right to retain my individuality and not

judged for my decisions which may be contrary to beliefs

others.

r have the right to discuss and enlarge my religious and/or

spiritual- experiences, whatever lhese nay mean to others.

I have the right to be cared for by caring, sensitive,

knowledgeable people sho will attempt to understand my needs

and will be able to gain some satisfaction in helping me

face ny death.

Created at a v¡orkshop on "The Terminally III Patient
Helping Person", sponsored by the Southwestern
Insèrvice Education CounciI, published in the
Journal of Nursinq vol . 75 (,:ånuãry 1975) p. 99.

be

of

and the
Michi gan
Àmer i can



Àppendix G

This is an exarnple of some of the situations you may

experience while talking to Jocelyn House residents or their
families. Please respond to each in a way that indicates

you are trying to understand the speaker.

1. "r'm afraid to die. "

2" "I don't want to die. "

3. "I'm not dying arn I?"

4, "I wish ny wife would come and visit me."

5. "I have so nuch left to do."

6. "Why me?"

7. "I have so many regrets."
8. "r'tt be getting stronger and should be home soon. "

9. "what kind of cod is this to make me suffer so?"

10. "Don' t leave me. "

11. uI feel content and don't like talking very much."
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APPendix H

JOCELYN HOUSE

EVALUATION OF VOLUNTEER/STAFF TRÀINING SESS]ONS

SESSION I

PIease conplete and return to Maureen before Ieaving' Make

additional comments on reverse side.

Using a scale of 1 to 5 (1 definitely not' to 5 yes

absolutely) , rate the following:

1. Do you have a general sense of direction/purpose of

these training sessions?

2. Did this session stimulate you Èo think about whât

you personally would like to get out of these

tra ining sessions?

3. Diil you Iearn anything new about yourself this

evening? (You may wânt !o comtnent on the reverse

side).

4. was the deep breathing exercise a useful means

a) to re laxat i on

b) to beco¡ning more aware of your inner self?

-207-
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5. Have you consciously used deep breathing during this
past week?

6. Did the di scuss ion on responses to

staLements/questions which might be made by residents

of Jocelyn House help you learn more about

a) Your se 1f ?

b) Your communication skiIls?
c) rssues which terminally itI people may face?

7" Did the exercises on space and distance help make you

more aware of

a) other's possible feelings of inferiority'
powerlessness, and feelings related to personal

space and territory?
b) the need to communicate on the same leve).,

squarely facing and naking eye contact?

8. In general, did you feel good about the session?

I welcome any comtnents you have. They are usefuL to me in

planning future sessions. Thanks. Maureen'
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JOCELYN HOUSE

EVÀLUÀTI ON OF VOLUNTEER TRÀINING

SESSION II

Volunteers, staff and board: Please complete this
evaluation. and return iÈ next session.

Using a scale of 1 to 5 ( 1 definitely not, to 5 yes

absolutely), rate the fol low ing:

'1 . As a new rnember did you feel welcomed and included in

Èhe smalI group?

Às a new member did you feel brought up to date on

what. you missed in Session I?

2. was the presentat ion on the Basics of the

Communicat ion Process :

a) cJ.early presented by Maureen?

b) informative?

c) useful in the context of this voLunteer training?

Àre you now better able to include in your

conversations the elements of communication which

build trust and develop relationships?
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Àre you clear about !¡hat appropriate

self-disclosure means for You?

3. Did the deeP breathing exercise:

a) help you relax?

b) help you become more al{are of your feetings?

4. Do you understand the importance of Àttending

Behavi our ?

can you now paraphrase reasonably accurately both the

content and feeling of a simple statement?

5. Did the exerc i se in sending messages and in

Paraphrasing allow You:

a) sufficient practice for the tine allowed?

b) to develop a clear understanding of these

components of the comrnunication process?

6. Please comment on how you can apply the comnunication

skills learned in Session II in your everyday Iife:

7. Please make comments specific to areas rnentioned

above, or overall comments, on the reverse side.

8. Suggestions to improve the session.
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JOCELVN HOUSE

EVALUÀTION OF VOLUNTEER/STÀFF' TRAINING SESSIONS

SESSION IIl

PIease complete and return to Maureen before leaving. Make

additional comments on the reverse side.

using a scale of 1 to 5. (1 definitely not' to 5 yes

absolutely), rate the following:

1. Members here for the first time: did you feel

welcomed by, and included in, your small group?

2. Did the reflecÈion/relaxation exercise

a) help you re lax ?

b) hetp you become more aware of how you were

feeling?

3. Do you feel capable of making a clear and complete "I
feel..." staternent (ie. how you are feeling in the

here and now)?

4. Were you able to respond to both content and feeling

in the paraphrasing exerc i se?

5. Are you able to pick up on whether someone else is

using active I i sten ing skitls?
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6. was the handout on Cotnnunication Skills useful in

helping you

a) Understand the complexity of lhe communication

process?

b) Understand the elements of active listening,
allowing the speaker to determine the direction of

conversation?

c) Use the active Iistening skills?
7. Have you started a journal? If sor was the handout

on journaling helpful in beginning?

8. Did the presentation by t.he palliative care nurses

help you understand how you might expect residents of

Jocelyn House to be?

9. what was the most significant learning for you today?
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JOCELYN HOUSE

EVÀLUÀTION OF VOI,UNTEER/ STAFF TRÀINING SESSIONS

SESSION IV

PIease complete and return to Maureen before leaving. Make

additional comments on reverse side.

Using a scale of 1 to 5 (1 definitely not' to 5 yes

absolutely) ' rate the following:

1. Àre you beginning to apply in your everyday life
a) active Iistening ski1ls in general?

b) paraphrasing for content?

c) paraphrasing for feelings (or perception

checking)?

d) behaviour descriPtion?

2. Were the role plays useful in helping you understand

better the experiencing of a terminally ilI person?

a) Are you beginning to try to use the empathic

skiIls in Iistening to others?

b) What alternatives to asking questions are you

using in conversat ion?
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3. Did the presentation by the chair of Jocelyn House

board help you understand

a) the philosophy and goals of Jocelyn House?

b) how you as volunteer or staff contribute to

Jocelyn House ?

c) where you as volunteer or staff fit into this

organizaLion?

4. FoIlowing Dr. PauI Henteleff's presentation do you

a) understand how the goals of palliative care differ
f rorn goals of active treatment?

b) understand the significance of e¡notional and

spiritua). support of both Jocelyn House residents

and their fami I ies ?

c) see how you, as volunteer or staff can help

provide this support?

5. Do you see the importance of active listening in

providing support to residents and their families at

Jocelyn House ?

6. Did your smalI group today meet your need for

a) support and debriefing?

b) discussion? Please comment.

7. what was the most significant learning for you today?

8. Ðo you right now feel ready to begin visiting
residents at Jocelyn House? If not, what do you need

to help you feel ready?
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JOCELYN HOUSE

EVÀLUÀTION OF VOLUNTEER/STÀFF TRÀINING SESS]lNS

SESSIQN,II

1. what did you like about this evening's session?

2. what did you dislike?
3. What should be changed another titne?

4. whaÈ nas the most significant learning for you this

even ing?
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Jee-EËgN--Ëo!¡sE.

EVALUÀTI ON OF VOLUNTEER/STAFF TR

SESSION VI

PIease complete and return to Maureen before leaving. Using

a scale of 1to 5 (1 definitely not, to 5 yes absolutely),

rate the fol lowi ng:

1. Did the Jocelyn House resident's talk help you

a) beLter understand the effects of chemotherapy on

the indiviilual?

b) better understand how you as a volunteer or staff

can be helpful to residents on chemotherapy?

2. Did talking with this resident help you see how you

as a volunteer or staff can be helpful to any

resident at Jocelyn House? PIease comment.

3. was the sharing time useful for you?

4, Shou1d it be included in the next training sessions?

Please conment.

5. what was the nost significant aspect of today's

session for you?
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JOCELYN HOUSE

EVALUATION OF VOLUNTEER/STAFF TRÀINING SESSIONS

SESSION VII

PLease complete and return to Maureen before leaving. Make

additional cornments on the reverse side.

Using a scale of 1 to 5 ( 1 definitely not, to 5 yes

absolutely), rate the f ol low i ng:

1. Did the chaplains' presentation help you understand

a) the fears which dying people experience?

b) your own fears related to dying and death?

c) the issues dying people are dealing with?

d) the issues re your own dying and death that you

have yet to deal Hith?

e) the neaning of "empathic listening" to those wiÈh

terminal i 11nes s ?

Please comment.

2, Suggestions to improve the session:

3. whât was the most significant learning for you this

even ing ?
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JOCELYN HOUSE

EVÀIUÀTI ON OF VOTUN

SESSION VIII

Please cotnplete and return to Maureen when you come for

orientat ion next week '

Using a scale of 1 to 5 (1 definitely not, to 5 yes

absolutely), rate the f oI lowing:

'1 . Àfter the physiotherapist's presentation do you feel

able to
a) assist residents walking?

b) assist residents getting in and out of the bath

tub, chair, bed or car?

c) give a back massage?

d) otherr,¡ise help residents relax?

2. After discussion with the "veteran" volunteer do you

have a clearer idea of your role as a volunteer?
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3. What topics woufd you like covered in monthly

continuing education sessions? Please check be1ow.

Write additional suggestions on the reverse side.

o Coping with stress/self care.

o using guided imagery, meditation, iournaling with

residents and others.
o Using art, music with residents and others.

o More practice in role playing conrnunicating with lhe

terrninally i11 and their families.
o Ethical issues including confidentiality, palient and

family rights.
r Suf fer ing.
. Cancer and nutrition,
, Bereavement.

o Fanily dynamics and coping mechanisms t¡ith dying and

death.

r Chi ldren and loss/grieving.
¡ Funeral prac t ic es .

. Relígions other than one's osn.

. Films on Palliative care, volunteering in a hospital

palliative care unit.



Àppendix I

JOCELYN HOUSE INC.

EVALUATI ON OF THE TRAINING PROGRAM FOR VOLUNTEERS

PTEASE COMPLETE THIS EVÀLUATI ON OF THE RECENT TRÀINING

PROGRAM.

!. EXPECTATTONS & OBJECTMS

1. To what extent did the "attitudes" guestionnaire and

initial interview with the volunteer coordinator

contribute to your clarification of your own

attitudes to death, dying and loss? PIease comment:

2. Did the training course meet your expectations?

Surpassed them

Met them

Part).y

Not at aII
PIease comment.:

3. Were the handouts (check which apply)

clear and explicit _
relevant _
useful to your learning _
somewhat useful _
unnecessary _

-220-



boo deta i 1ed

too simPlistic 

-
just right 

-
other; Please comment

what changes or additions in handout materiaL would

you sugge s t ?

Using a scale of 1 to 5 (1 definitely not, to 5 yes

absolutely) ' rate the following:

4" To what degree did the course contribute to your

learning about

a) the effects of cancer on the individual

b) ttre effects of terminal illness on the individual

c) the specific needs of the dying person and their

fami Iy

d) the appropriate responses to these needs

e) communicating nith the dying and bereaved

5. To r¡hat degree did the course contribute to

a) your developing skilIs in communicating

ef fect ively as a volunteer

b) your understanding of your reasons for undertaking

volunteering at JoceIYn House

c) your understanding of the specific role which you

might assume as a volunteer

d) estabtishing relationships necessary to work as a

team of volunteers, staff and board
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e) esLablishing relationships necessary for mutual

suppor t
f) your ability to give "st.and by" assisÈance to

res ident s

g) your ability to provide confort measures

h) your meeting your own learning goals for this
course of training

6. were the demands of the course:

too high _, just righ! _, too low 
-'

Comment s ?

I I . TRÀI NER

1" was I organized and prepared for sessions?

A1ways 

-, 
Usually 

-, 
Somet imes 

-,Never _.
2. Did I facilitate volunteers' involvement and

participaÈion?

Very well 
-, 

Well 
-, 

To a f a i r degree

_, Poorly _.
Did I demonstrate and teach effective

communication skills?
Very well _, WeIl 

-, 
To a f ai r degree

_, Poor ly _.
3. Did I chaÌlenge and stimulale you to learn and

to grow ?
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often 
-, 

Sometimes 

-, 
OccasionallY 

-,Rarely 

-' 
Not at all 

-.
III. CONCLUSIONS AND OVERVI EW

1. what did you most like about this training

course?

2. what did you dislike about this course?

3. What changes' deletionsr or additions would

you recommend for this course?

ÀDDITIONÀL COMMENTS TO ANY OF THE ABOVE CAN BE

WRITTEN ON THE REVERSE .



Appendix iI

JOCELYN HOUSE

YOUR NÀME

Please check off which of the following activities you' as a

volunteer, are able and willing to be involved in in

addition to Iistening and talking to residents and their

fami 1i es :

assist residents with hygiene, personal care 

-
assist residents with recreational activities 

-
accompany or take resident on outing 

-
accompany or take resident shopping 

-
take residen! for a drive 

-
take resident to doctor's appointment or for treatment

housekeeping tasks eg. Iaundry, cleaning, meals, dishes 

-
maintenance of house and grounds

preparing casseroles and baked goods for the freezer

making telephone ca1ls for staff 

-
telephoning fe11ow volunteers

typing _
other clerical 

-
bookkeeping 

-
assist with special events 

-
grocery shopping for the House 

-
-224-
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errands eg. for medication 

-
assist in organizing fundraising events eg. casino 

-
wal kathon

assist at fundraising events eg. casino 

-
walkathon

respond to emergency need during the day 

-
even i nq

weekend

Please note times you are generally available" Indicate

with "P" the tirnes you prefer to volunteer.

P or Pl P2 Ps etc.

morning, over Lunch, afternoonr over supper, evening

of which days of the week

NoTE: The above is intended æ.!. to overwork you but rather

to help me better to match the needs of the House with your

schedule and interests.

Maur ee n



Àppendix K

Dea r

I have very recentlY learned

volunteer coordinator, which I have

wiII be terminated as of I'larch 31.

that I therefore leave the sÈaff of

that the position of

held for the past Year '
It is with great regre!

Jocelyn House.

Jocelyn House
177 Egerton Road
Winnipeg, Man i toba
R2M 2W7
Mar ch 22, 1986

I woutd like to have seen each of you individually before

I teft but time does not permit -- it was as big a shock and

surprise to me as it may be to you -- so I hope you will

understand my communicating by Ietter.

I have truly valued your enthusiasm, dedication and

commitment to Jocelyn House and your friendship and support

to ne persona)-Iy. I have enjoyed so much my work with you'

I shall miss you.

The work of the

continues and wiIl
beginning April 1.

volunteer program

be coordinated by

I hope that you

-226-

of Jocelyn House

the new manager

continue to f ind
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fulfilment in your interactions with residents and mutual

support through the volunteer group. À11 the best'

r am returning your "Attitudes Questionnaíre" for I think

it belongs to You.

The board tell-s me they wish to recognize your completion

of training with a social tirne sometime in April' You will

be notified (cancel aPrit 3).

with sincere best wishes,

Maureen


